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GAS WARFARE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW*

BS MAJOR JOSEPH BURNSKELLY**

I. ISTRODUCTION
This study will deal with one aspect of the larger problem of
the legai control of weapons in warfare. The twentieth century
has witnessed a revolution in weapons. The plane, the submarine,
and gas all appeared in World War I. The plane and the submarine are now standard equipment. Gas was banished from the
stage. However, It lingers in the tuings along with the atom and
the germ leading a virile life of its own, refusing to join barbed
spears, glass-filled shells, and dumdum bullets in the museum of
history.
A, T h e Problem
The United States does not consider itself bound by any treaty
that would forbid it from resorting to the use of toxic chemical
agents in the event of war. The problem is whether or not the
United States is nevertheless restricted in regard to gas warfare
by a customary rule of international law, by a general principle,
or by a law-making treaty. To answer this problem customary
and conventional international law will be critically examined in
order to ascertain if there exist positive rules that would prohibit
any state from the use of toxic chemical agents as weapons of war.
Such an examination is important at the present time because
of the continued research and development of chemical agents by
the United States Armed Services, and because of the prospects
of R possible nuclear diaarmament.
B. The Unsolved Portions of the Problem
The problem of the use of gas has been discussed by many
writers. Hoeerer, five principal facets require further study.
These may be grouped a s follows:

* This article is B reproduetion of the author's d i s m t a t i o n submitted to the
Faculty of t h e Gradvate School of Georgetown University, June 1960, in
partial fulfillment of the requirements far the degree of Master of Arts. The
author is grateful to the Georgetown Graduate Schaai for permission to print
this d m e r t s t i a n . The pinions and c o n e l u n o n ~presented herein are those of
the author and do not necessarily represent the T I ~ S of The Judge Advocate
General's School, the Department of the A m y , or any ather governmental
sgmcy.
**Member of the Faeuits, The Judge Advoeate General's School, U.S. A m y ,
C h a d o t t e s d l e , Virginia; member of the Ohio State Bar; and grnduate of the
University of Cincinnati College of Law.
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1. Writers who rely upon “unnecessary suffering” a s the key

to the problem have not, in their writings, analyzed either the
concept of this general principle or the actual effect of gas in
World War I. Both need be explored further before this general
principle can be invoked.
2. Writers who rely upon ‘‘practice” as the answer to the
problem have not critically analyzed the practice of the United
States.
3. h’o one has studied from a legal standpoint the gases developed since World War 11.
4. Training manuals of the United States Army have not
been studied to determine if the t m e of gas warfare being conducted is in accord with the international law of r a r .
5 , Few have attempted to treat the legal problems of gas warfare comprehensively. The treatments by various text writers
amount, partially because of space limitations, to statements of
conclusions. The factual bases and legal reasoning back of the
conclusions have not been fully set forth.

C. The Procedure Adopted to Solve the Problem
The following procedure will be adopted in an attempt to throw
some light on these unsolved or partially solved areas:
First: The actual use of gases in warfare will be studied in
order to discover (1) why they were used, (2) their effect upon
their victims, and ( 3 ) their tactical effect.

Second: The characteristics of new gases will be analyzed in
order to determine their possible effect upon their victims, their
probable tactical use, and their legal implications in international
law.
Third: With a knowledge of the use and characteristics of gases
in mind, an analy8is >will be undertaken of the various international efforts to limit gas in order to see (1) why gas was sought
to be limited, ( 2 ) the position of the various states at the conferences, and ( 3 ) the legal effect of such efforts a t limitation.
Fourth: The practice of states during wartime in regard to
their use or non-use of gas will be investigated in order to see if
such practice has created a custom of international law.
F i f t h : Treaties, custom, general principles of law, judicial decisions, and the views of international law text writers will be
studied in order to determine the present state of the law.
Sisth: The present state of the law will be critically evaluated.
2
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11. T H E HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF GAS WARFARE '
A t 5 p m on 2 2 April 1915 a thick yellow smoke was Seen to
bellow up from the German trenches between Langemarck and
Bixschoute near Ypres, Belgium. Soon a gas wall of chlorine two
miles long and a hundred feet high began to drift toward the
French positions a t Langemarck. Chemical warfare had begun.*
The seed of chemical warfare had always been present in milit a r y thought. Only a proper combination of conditions was required to bring i t to a vigorous life. The required conditions did
not exist until the latter part of the nineteenth century, and the
proper combination was not reached until the First World War.
A. Early History of the U s e of Gas
The earliest recorded use of ga8 in military operations was a t
the seige of Plataea, 4 2 8 B.C., during the Peloponnesian Wars.
The Spartans saturated wood with pitch and sulphur, placed it
under the city wa118, and set fire to it. A choking, poisonous fume
arose. However, a sudden rainstorm put out the fire.$ Five years
later the same tactics were a complete s u c c e s ~a t the siege of
Delium.' There the poisonous fumes kept the defenders from
putting out the fire. I t wa8 the fire and not the fumes that was
intended to do the damage. More specific uses of poisonous gases
as such were recorded in the Middle Ages. In 1 4 5 6 Belgrade waa
saved from the attacking Turks by a paison gas cloud, prepared
by an alchemist. Rags were dipped into a chemical and, when dry,
burnt.' The resulting smoke wrought such death among the Turks
that the Christian commander ordered that such a weapon should
be reserved far use only against infidels. In this unique incident
gas had demonstrated its effectiveness. However, the practical
use of gas was not feasible until science could intelligently unlock
the secrets of nature. Alchemy was yet a t the threshhold of
chemistry.
B. Forewarnings in the Xheteenth Century
The nineteenth century witnessed the sudden fioaering of the
1 "Gas warfare"

i8

B

popular misnomer Sanctioned by long usage. It includes

not only t m e g s ~ e sbut BiJo finely powdered solids and liquids. Great Britain.
W a r Office, .Mdiocz! Mantid of Chcnioal W w f a r e
Chemical Publishing Co.. 18411, p. 7 : T Y 3-216

Chenriral Agent8 (Wsshinpton: U.S.Gay. Printing
2 Great Britain, OBdal History a i the Great War, Operations Franoe and
Belgium, 1 9 1 5 , compiled by James E. Edmand. and 6. C. Wynne ( 2 ~ 1 . ;
London: Msemiilsn and Co., 1827-1936), I, p. 176.
a Thuwdides, Histand of the Prloponnesian Ways. Tranalated by Blr R. W.
Livinmtone, (London: Oxford Univ. Preaa, 18431, p. 137.
6 Thc Complete Writings o i Thuwdidss, Tho Peloponnerion War. Translated
by R. Crawley, IN. Y.: Random House, 18341, p. 262.
BHsinz Leipmann, Poison in the Air (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippineott, 1837).
pp. 31.52.
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science of chemistry. The mind of man immediately turned to ita
practical use in war.
In July 1811, British naval officers observed that fumes from
sulphur kilns in Sicily destroyed all vegetation and animal life for
a considerable distance around the kilns. Based on this abservation a memorial was presented to the Prince Regent on 12 April
1812 by the Admiralty recommending the adaptation of sulphur
fumes to warfare. The Prince referred the recommendation to
three commissioners. After studying the idea they rendered a
favorable report.
I t was not until the siege of Sebastapol, during the Crimean
War, that the immediate use of sulphur was contemplated. Admiral Lord Dundonald, with knowledge of the favorable report of
1812, produced a concrete plan to capture the Russian forts by
suffocating the Russian garrison with sulphur fumes. However, a
new committee, appointed by the English Government to examine
Admiral Dundonaid's scheme, concluded that the effects of SUIphur fumes were so horrible that no honorable combatant would
use the means required to produre them. The committee, therefore, recommended that the scheme ~ h o u l dnot he adopted and
that Lord Dundonald's account of it should he destroyed.6
The use of sulphur was suggested again in connection with the
siege of Peterrburn in ihe American Civil War.'
The Civil War saw two other serious poison gas suegestians.
On April 6 , 18G2,a Xr, John 1%'. Doughty, of S e w I'ark City, submitted a letter with drawings to Edwin M. Stanton, the Secretary
of War.8 He suggested the manufacture of a shell containing a
chamber for liquid chlorine immediately behind the normal explosive compartment. Its purpose was t o rout an entrenched
enemy, protected from normal explosives, by enveloping him in
gas heavier than air. Nr. Doughty, in the closing paragraph of
his letter, discussed the moral question inwlved. He thausht that
such a gas, after the experience he gained from observing the
first eight months of the Civil War, would lessen, not increase the
sanguinary character of the battlefield and at the same time
render conflicts more decisive in their results.
e The details of Admiral Lord Dundonald's plan t o m h e r with correspondence
between Lord Palmerstan and Lard Panmure concerning It B T set
~
out in A.A.
Friea and C J. West, Chrmioal Warfare ( F Y : YeGrar.Hd1. 1021). Pp. 2 4 .
1 General Harace Porter, Campaigning With Grant (N.Y..
Century, 19061,
p. 372.
8 Reported in F. Stambum Haydan, '".& Pro,oied G a i Shell, 1362.'.
The
Joiirnol o f the Ameirean .M*lita7y H:stu,a Foundation, Val. 11, No 1, (Spring,
1938), p, 52. This article also relates B s u w m t i o n made by Brigadier General
Psndleton, Chief of the Confederate Artillery in Les'i Army. that "stinkshells" be mewred. The Confederate Ordnance Drpt. replied. "itink-bails,
none on hand: will make if ordered "
4
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I n 1864 the use of poison gas in shells was discussed again,
E, W. Richardson, writing in the Popular Science Review suggested 8 type of poison shell :
"Globes could distributeiethsi agenta,within the breathof whichnoman
could stand. , . , The pe8tion 13 shall there things be? I think they muat
be. BY what eompwt can they be stowed? It was improbable that any
cong1~98of nations could a g r ~ eon any eode regulating means of destruction. But if it did [the eode] Would be useless. , , .I/0

The author doubted that either England or France would honor
such an agreement if their very existence depended upon the
utilization of gas.
Though suggested in the Crimean and Civil Wars, poison gas
was not used. However, with the rapid advance of science the
feasibility of its use Boon became obvious to all. For example the
military value of an eye irritant was referred to in lectures in
Munich as f a r back a s 1887.20
The Boer War offered the first debate among belligerents a s to
the use of gas. During the Boer War Great Britain employed
picric acid in its shells, The result was that the shell, upon impact, would not only explode but would let off a gas called lyddite.
The Boer soldiers protected themselves against lyddite by breathing through rags soaked in vinegar. General Joubert protested
to Sir George White. The British replied that a s the picric acid
was not put in the shell solely to produce the gas, its use was not
considered objectionable." The negligible tactical effect of lyddite
prevented it from becoming B came oeldbre. I t was left to the
combatants of World War I to employ gas effectively for its o w n
sake.
C. World War I
Many factors led to the adoption of poison gas a s a weapon in
World War I. First, Germany could make it. Germany not only
led the world in chemical development but practically controlled
the chemical industry of the world. Second, Germany needed it.
The German advance had been stopped in September 1914, resulting in trench warfare. Machine guns denied attackers aceem
to entrenched positions. High explosives failed to dislodge the
dug-in defenders. Germany faced a solid line of trenches from
Belgium to the Swiss border. The conventional weapons of war
could not break it.
0"Greek Fire," P o p d w Soicnoa Review 176 (1864). quote3 in F r k and
w e s t , op. cit. p. 4.
10 Arthur Guy Em&, This War Buainidi (London: The Bodley Head, 1861).
p . 94.
,>Reported in J.M. Spaight, W a i Right8 an Land (London: Yamillan and
Co., 1911). p. 102; A.A. Roberts, The Poison Wav (London: William Heinemann, 1816). p . 17; and in Omid Xiatmy a/ thc &rot War,
., op. cit.,
I. p. 194,n. 1.

..
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1. 1914-Research
To overcome the predicament in which Germany found herself she looked for new methods of warfare. Being B scientific
nation and leading the world in chemistry, Germany logically
turned ta the chemists.
Professor Fritz Haber of the Kaiser Wilhelm Physical Institute
at Berlin had been experimenting with poison gases two months
before the stalemate actually occurred a t the front. He first tried
phosgene. However, an explosion in his laboratory killed his
assistant, Professor Sochur. After that the testing was switched
to chlorine and its compounds.lZ By April 1916, Haber was ready
for the first tactical experiment. Ypres was chosen.
LL.~

2. IOl5-Chlo?ine and phosgene
On 20 April a German deserter was captured near Langemarck and told of the impending gas attack.13 He was not believed. When, two days later, the yellow cloud began ta drift
dowly towvard the French line no one knew what it meant. However, once i t struck, confusion was created among 15,000 men.
The Allies were entirely unprepared. Five thousand died. Discipline and organization broke down as soldiers fled to the rear."
A four-mile hole was torn in the front and the road to the channel
parts lay open.15 However, the Germans hesitated, the British
closed the line, and never again throughout the war was it opened
to such an extent.16
Improvised gas masks were rushed to the Allied front, just in
time far the second successful German gas attack on the morning
of 24 April in the same vicinity.17 On May 1 the British, for the
first time, stopped a German infantry attack which was preceded
After May 5th the Allies had available
by a chlorine
fairly efficient gas protection.
After May 1916, a long period elapsed during which the Germans confined themselves solely to gas shells. The Germans had
12 Victor Lefebure. The Riddle a i tks Rkins (X.Y.: The Chemical Found..
tian, he., 1823),p. 35.
18His name was Augvat Jaeger. In Germany he became infamounly known
as "the traitor of Ypres." Dr. Rudolph Hanslisn, The Gos Attack at Y w e s
(Edgewood Arsenal, >Id: Chemical Warfare School, 1940). p, 10. The author
originally published hm book ~n Germany and later gave the U.S. A m y permission to republish it far training purposes. A much more exhamthe text
on chemical warfare was published by Dr. Hanslian in 1917 entitied Der
Chemisohe Kdcg. [Berlin: Verisg Von E.S.Mittler and Soh", 19371.
I4OWoiol H h t w a i the Great War, , ., OP. oit., I, pp, 177, 178.
15 Captain B.H. Liddell-Hart, Tka Real Way, 1911-1918
(Beaton: Little
B r o m , 1930),pp. 129, 1SO.
16 O W 1 Hiatow o i the Gieot War. . . ., on, i t . , I, pp. 178-187.

.
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a gas shell immediately available because they had previously redesigned their shells to carry an eye irritant similar to lyddite
used in the Boer War. The gas shell used in 1915, therefore,
e\.olved from an earlier model which was first used in October
1914. At that time double salts of dianialine was added to the
powder of the projectile. The irritant would hover as dust in the
air after the shell burst. I t was not very intense.'@ Nevertheless,
an unnoticed important first step had been taken toward gas
warfare.
Liquid irritants were shortly substituted for the salts. These
liquids were xylyl bromide and xylylene dibromide ( T stuff), and
bromoacetone and bromated methyl ethyl ketone ( B stuff). When
atomized they were so much more intense than the salts that
German shells were ballistically redesigned to accommodate this
liquid. These substances caused great inconvenience through
temporary blindness, but were not highly toxic. By January 1915,
Germany had a shell which could carry a liquefied gas as easily
a8 the liquid irritant f a r which it was originally designed.M
Beginning in June 1915, these shells, filled now with lethal
brominated and chlorinated organic compounds, were used extensively. They had the advantage over the gas clouds first used
because they were not entirely dependent on the wind. However,
these gas shells did not achieve the results which the Germans
expected. A satisfactory protection against chlorine was easily
obtained. Germany had to find some other gas.s1
I n mid-summer 1915 British intelligence had been informed
that the Germans were planning to switch from chlorine to phosgene.22 The report was correct. The work, which Germany suspended after the laboratory explosion the autumn before, was
resumed. Phosgene was remarkable f a r its peculiar "delayed"
effect when only small quantities were breathed. After an attack
no one was sure if he had been affected or not.23 Therefore, men
merely suspected of exposure to phosgene were compelled to report a s serioas casualties and carried a s such, even from the
front iines.24
On December 19, 1916 the Germans a t Ypres launched a gas
cloud using a mixture of phosgene and ehlorine.z' Unfortunately
19 Liddell-Hart, OP, 0% pp. 128,130.
2 0 Lefeburs. OP. cit., P, 40.
* I Alden H. Waitt, Gas 1 F ' w j w a (Rev.

ed.,

N.Y.:Duel]. Sloan and Pearce,

18441.n.18.

&in,

cit., p. 40.
X C t m y a i the Great War, Military Operatima Francs and
Belgium, 1815 ( 2 vo1%.. London: Maemillan and Co., 1832-19381, 1, p. 78.
Compiled by Brig. Gen. James E. Edmondii and Captain Wilfred Milea.
14 Lefebure. OP. cit., p. 45.
*I
0,qbi.d Hiatom a i tha Great War,. .,1 9 1 8 , OP. d t . I. p , 158.
$2
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f a r the Germans the Allies, having learned of it in mid-summer,
had four months to prepare far it. New gas masks were ready.
In addition, a prisoner captured just three days prior to the phosgene attack had given the date and place the cloud was to strike.26
As a result no hole in the line opened as happened the previous
April.
Gas was used an the Eastern front also. However, the nature
of the R u s s i a n campaign, with its wide area and lack of critical
objectives t o the front of attack robbed gas of its chief tactical
use.97

Overcoming whatever mural or legal objections she may have
had, Germany realized the advantage which gas noold give a
chemical nation in the attack, seized the opportunity, and very
nearly succeeded.28
The Allies naturally reacted to the German use of gas. France
was the first ta counter with gas attacks in July and August of
1915. However, her attacks were small and did little more than
boost the morale of her own troops.28 The British launched the
first heavy allied gas attack on September 26 at L O O S . ~Oddly,
~
this chlorine attack took the Germans bs surprise and met with
considerable success.81 The British used the chlorlne cloud again
in October and
The year 1916 introduced gas w r f a r e . However, it was confined to a relatively few instances a t small sectors of the front.
1916 was to tell a different story.
3. 1 9 1 6 - E f f e c t i v e shell and cloud techniques
The British opened their Somme offensive in June 1916.
Ninety-eight phosgene clouds were discharged, some as a prelude
to an attack, others as a feint.8J A German soldier’s letter home
reveals its effect: “Since the beginning of July an unparalleled
* 6 l W 1.p. 1 6 8 .

27Lefeburo. o p . dt., p. 47; Oaiozal History of the Grsot W m . . . ., 1915, OP.
.it., I, p. 194.n.2 .
*%TheGermans had scruples abaut using gas. In order t o establish some
juatificatian far her action, Germany. prior to April 22, eireulated false reports
of the use of gas by the Allies. Her w e would than appear to the world SLI
retaliation in kind. John Buchan, A History o f the G w e l War, ( 4 v0ia.i
Boston: Houghton .Miflin, 1 9 2 2 ) , 11, p. 43. The Germans siro were alow in
reveaiine the n.88 attack on 22 Aorii t o the German ~ e o o l e .Their first remrts
of the a&ek made no mention of gas. 0 5 c i e l H h t i r y i f the Great Ww,.. . .,
1816, op. oit., I, p. 194. See note 181 below wherein Germany’a r e a ~ l o nfor
~
initiating g a l warfare are further anaimed.
PI F.A. Hassel. P S. Haaaei, S. S. Martin, Chamtstry in Wartoic (N.Y.:
naatings H o v w 14.48) n. 38.
OBnal HiiLary a t the Great War, . . ., 2815, o p . oil.. 11, p. 172.
“Ibid, 11. p. 179.
’* Ofioial Hwtow o f the Great W a r . . . , 18i3, op. i t . , 11, p, 384.
OBeial Hiitory of the Grrot Wor. . . ., 1918. op. cit., I, p. 79.
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slaughter has been going on. Not a day passes but the English
let ofptheir gas waves a t one place or another.”g‘
Gas shells supplied by the French mere 8180 used a8 interdiction
fire on all accesses to the front, A German correspondent wrote:
“This invisible and perilous spectre of the air threatens and lies
in wait on all roads leading to the fr0nt.”3~
So great was the British success with gas in 1916 that on December 23, 1916, Field Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, G.C.B., could
state “
the enemy has suffered heavy casualties from our gas
attacks, while the means of protection adopted by us have proved
thoroughly effective.”a~
The British had much greater success with clouds than the
Germans for several reasons. First, because the shock of having
been hit first resulted in severe gas discipline among their troops.
Second, the Livens Projector, introduced by the British, did away
with some of the enormou8 preparation required for a cloud
attack.8‘ Third, this Same projector made possible the formation
of a cloud one mile from the site from which the gas was launched,
decreasing considerably the dependence on wind direction. Last,
German tactical policy tended to utilize gas clouds primarily as a
means of injuring the enemy. Its possibilities as a means for
large scale ground gains were not fully appreciated.aE
While the British were concentrating on gas clouds, the Germans and French went ahead with further gas shell development.
Phosgene was placed in trench mortar bombs. Then a stranger
chemical, diphosgene, was placed in shells under the name “Green
Cross.”8s It was also a choking gas. However. the gas masks
had no difficulty filtering it by chemical absorption.
1916 closed with the perfection of the 888 shell by the Germans
and the gas cloud by the British. Phosgene, diphosgene, and chlorine were the chemicals in use. Another was to join their ranks
shortly which would overshadow them all.

...

4. IQif-Penetrating and by-passing the m a s k ;

Blue Cross, chloropicrin, and mustard
In order to penetrate the Allied gas masks the Germans fired
shells filled with various powdered arsenic compounds called Blue
Cross, and a liquid called chloropicrin. The object was to penetrate mechanically the chemical filter in the ea8 mask, cause nausea
84
86
86

Lefeb“r*, op. eit., p, 19.

Ibid.,p. 64.
Lefebure. 09. cit , p, 55.

’’ Leiehure,

o p oit., pp. 57-52: Waitt, op. oit., p. 18; Fries and

p. 1R.
I/

West, op. tit.,

Buehan, o p . oil., 111. p. 583
tdehbure, op. oit., p. 57.
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which would force the mask off, and thereby expose the lungs t o
the lethal Green Crass which the mask filter could absorb.'O The
Germans were moderately successful. However, another German
method, not to penetrate but to by-pass the mask, was the most
successful.
July 12, 1917 ranks alongside April 22, 1916 (chlorine) and
December 19, 1915 (phosgene) as milestones in gas warfare.
Mustard gas was then first used in battle by the Germans." I t
became the war gas par e ~ e e l l e n c e . ~I t~ produced eight times a s
many Allied casualties as all the other gases utilized. Its effectireness w a s due in part to its persistence and in part to the fact
that it attacked a man's whole body, creating huge, but relatively
painless blisters on skin areas it touched. I t could remain on the
ground for days after an attack with little od0r43 Effective gaB
discipline would have required an almost continuous wearing of
the mask and protective clothing.
Ita advantages limited its tactical use. I t could only be used
several days before an attack on an objective. During the actual
attack it could be employed only on localities and objects with
which the attackers would have no contact." However, nothing
could match it in causing casualties, breaking morale, producing
delay, and in neutralizing strong points.
The Germans were not the only innovators in 1911. The
French tried hydrogen cyanide, the first of the blood gases. They
met with little success,46
5. !!218--Widespread use o f mvdtard; invention o f lewisite
Uustard gas continued to dominate the scene. Neutralization
of strong points became its chief tactical use in the attack." During the German offensive of March-April 1918, Armentiere8 fell
after being neutralized by mustard shelling." W h e n the German
retreat began in August 1918, areas were fiooded with the gas to
act as a barrier to the Allied advance.'a
The Allies had not been slow in recognizing the value of mus.
tard. The French first used it in June 1918 and the British the
Buchan, loo. cit., Enoek, ap, oil., p, 00, Fries and West, o p , ait., p. 144.
Bvehan loc. eit., Liddell-Hart, m. cit., p. 340.
42Waitt. OP. cit., pp. 10, 20, 63, 64.
48 Buehsn, !oc czi., Lefebure, op. cif., p , 68.
44 Lrfebure, OP. oit.. pp. 68, 6 6 .
4 6 Naitt, op. oit., p. 68.
4 6 Ofiicial H i s t o r y o i tha Grrst W a r . O p e i n t i m u Fmncc and Belgium, 1918,
compiled by Brig. Gen. James E, Edmands. ( 3 VOIS.,
London: Mamillan and
Ca.. 1936-1030). I. pp. 218,304.
I r I b i d . , 11, pp, 164, 20(L204; WYgitt, OP. tit., p. 2 1 ; Lefebure, OP, d . ,p. 71.
(8 O f i t i n ! History a i the Groat War, . , ., 1918, OP. cit., Ill. PP. 285. 291.
Lefebure. op ctt., pp, 78,TO.
40
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following September.'@ Its use by the Allies created feeling8 allied
to panic in the German ranks.60
The war ended whiie a new type blister gas, lewisite, was being
loaded in New York. I t was perfected by Captain W.L. Lewis of
the United States Army. Mustard caused many casualties but
few deaths." Lewisite would be more lethal. Not only would it
blister the skin, but could, if the dosage were large enough, penetrate the pores and poison the body.5s
6. Observations

World War I closed with five types of gases in use :
(1) Choking gasebChlorine and phosgene.
(2) Vomiting gases-Blue Cross and chloropicrin.
(3) Blister gases-mustard, and to a lesser extent phenyldichloroarsine (PD)and ethyldichloroarsine (ED) which were also
vomiting gases.68
(4) Blood gas-hydrogen cyanide.
(5) Tear gases.64
Three observations may be made as a result of the use of these
gases: (1) a s to their effect on military personnel; ( 2 ) as to their
advantage for one side or the other: and (3) a s to their effect an
noncombatants. As for military personnel, phosgene was the
killer, causing 80% of all gas deaths.l' However, mustard gas was
much more effective in placing the enemy soldier hors de combat.
When the war ended the value of gas as an anti-personnel weapon
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troops in the armies of both sides, More than a million and a
quarter casualties resulted from their efforts. But if these casualty figures are examined an odd factor is immediately apparent:
there were few deaths. The experience of the American Army is
illustrative of this fact. American troops were first gassed on
February 26,1918. By the following November, 27 aut of every 100
U.S. battle casualties were caused by gas. Less than 2?1R of these
were fatals7as compared with a 28% fatality from other weapons.
Such figures must be known for an intelligent understanding of
the humanity or inhumanity of gas warfare as practiced in World
War I.
The second important item that must be noted is that gag gave
the side first using it a temporary advantage only. A new development by one side was in time matched by the other. Gas could
inflict casualties, but to no greater extent than those inflicted in
turn by an enemy who was prepared to retaliate.
Lastly, it must be noted that its victims were confined to troops
in the field, I t was not directed against nor did it affect the civilian
population. This fortunate result was aided by the fact that the
airplane was not used as a means of disseminating gases. Despite
the escape of the civilian population in World War I it was fear
for their safety from gas that preoccupied the states in the interv a r period.
D. Intei.wai Developments
1. The theories
Cities were not gassed from the air during World War I.
However, with the advancement in aviation, military planners
were considering seriously the effect of such u8e in any future war.
Same of them made the most alarming predictions. General Frey
conceived of aircraft spraying large industrial cities with lewisite.58 General P.R.C. Graves predicted millions of deaths if
S7E.S. Farrow, Gas W o r f o r e ( X , Y . : E.P.Dutton, 1920). P. 224, gives a
coneme breakdown of the American CaSUsItieS as followr:
Total all casualties-

statistics.
1 8 Fries and U'ert, np. cit , P, 380.
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Indeed both
London or Paris were subjected to gas
soldiers and statesmen seemed obsessed with the idea of gas attacks
on cities. However correct or incorrect these views may have
been they indicated that gas had come to be thought of as a weapon
that would be 80 used, and they made their plans and treaties on
that assumption.60
2. The practice
In the Italian-Ethiopian War in 1936 Mussolini ordered General Bodoglio to use mustard gas from the air. I t was highly
successful.B1 However, the most extensive use of chemicals since
1918 was reported to have occurred in October 1941 when the
Japanese were accused af loosing tremendous quantities of mustard and lewisite on the Chinese at Ichang.lz There were no new
gases used and no large cities as targets. Both incidents involved
victims who could not retaliate. I t was left to World War I1 to
demonstrate that the use of pas could be avoided. One limit was
placed an an otherwise unlimited war.
E. Woi.ld War I I axd the Kovean War
Both sides started the war prepared for and expecting gas warfare. Churchill said: "We must expect gas warfare on a tremendous scale. I t may break aut at any moment."ba But it did not.
Why? There are many reasons, not one of which m8wers the
question completely. First, from the tactical paint of view Germany would be hindered if she used such persistent gases a s
lewisite and mustard when she advanced early in the war. Later,
when Germany was on the defensive, she lacked control of the
skies and her cities lay open.84 A second reason is the lack of
decisiveness of the weapon 88 demonstrated in World War 1.6' A
third explanation is the fear of retaliation. I n most c a w with
most weapons each side can retaliate. But with gas massive reIQ
League of Kstions, Dowment C.T.A. 210 (1823)
60 Yoel Baker, b e . mt.
(1 P. A. Reynolds, Bntiah Fo7eig.n Policy in the Inlev-War Ysara (London,
New York. Toronto: h n g m s n s , Green and Co., IQ541, pp. 117, 118; Charles
Cheng Hyde, InternationalLaw, ChzeRy a8 Interyreted and Appiied by the
United States ( 3 VOIS., Boston; Little Brown 8 Co., 1945), 111, p. 1822.
61Waitt, op. ctt., p. 24. This charge by the Chineae was never definitely
established. Brophy and Fisher, The Chemioai Warjora Seruloc: 078a"iiiing
fo7 W w (Washington,Ofiee of the Chief af Military History, Dept. of Army,
1959),p. G n . 3 .
6BWinntDn Churchill, The Hinge a i Fate (Boston: Houghton. Mimin, 1960),
p. 642.
64Vsnnerar Bush, Modern Arm8 and Free .Men (X.Y.:
Simon and Shuster,

1949), p. 15s.
41 Buchan, op. oit., 11, p. 43: Liddell-Hart, o p . mt., p. 130; Bmphy and Fiaher,
op, tit., p. S i , cite B study, dated 4 June 1945, prepared by the Operstioni
Division of the War Department General StaiP which eoneluded that gaii was
helpful but not dRisiYe.
AGO 100488
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taiiation was an expressed threat aimed at the German civilian
Such a threat was effective in preventing Germany
from employing her new nerve gase9.6' A fourth reason may be
attributed to the legal force of the Geneva Gas Protocol of 1926.68
Public opinion, as interpreted by the War Department, was partly
responsible far the decision in 1945 not to use gas against Japan.aQ
A sixth and last reason, closely related t o the indecisive nature of
the weapon, i3 the fact that gas is an inconvenient means of waging war. The gains from using it would not compensate for the
inconveniences to both sides arising in a "gas war."io
h'o gas was used in the Korean War even though the situation
was somewhat similar to World War I. The front was relatively
narrow and the positions well defended. In addition, one belliperent possessed a highly developed chemical industry. However,
the political objectives in regard to Red China were limited. The
military situation favored gag. The political situation did not.'l
111. THE P R E S E S T CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS WARFARE
A. T y p e s of Gases
New categories have been added to the five classificationa of
gases used in World War I, and new gases substituted in the old
categaries.72 The result is a breakthrough in the types of gas

available. The effects they may have on personnel range all the
v'ay from sudden death to temporary incapacity quickly followed
by complete recovery. Each group is classified according to the
bodily effect it produces.

1. Choking gases
Chlorine, the originator of gas warfare, is no longer used
except for training and riot control. Phosgene and diphosgene
(6 Churehili, op. ezt., pp. 203, 329-330.
(7 See the teatimany of Albert Speer at Xuremberg. T i i a l a i Major W w
C~irnznais (43 v ~ P . Suremberg:
,
International Miiitary Tribunal, 19471,
XVI, pp. 527-528.
68 En&
op. sit., pp. 95, 96, gives the Geneva Protoed full credit for preventing the use of gas in World War 11.
BB Brophy and Firher. loa. ott.
10 These six r e s s m ~are all developed in greater detnii in Chapter V on the
practice of bdiigerents.
11 See Brig. Gen. J. H. Rothsehild, "Germs and Gas: The Weapons Nobcdg
Dares Talk About," Harpw'a Magasine. CCXVIII. No. 1809 (June 1958) 80,
for B diaeuniion of efforts by United States oommanders in Korea to obtain
permlesion t o use gas. These eforti are also discussed in greater detail Lr
Chapter V.
1% See U.S.. Congress, House, Committee on Sei~neeand Astronautics. Rsport, Reaaoroh in Chemical, Bwlogical, and Radiolaiical Worloi% Report No.
815, 86th Congress, 1st Sess., 1959, PP. 5-7, 9-11.
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are the standard choking gases today.73 The former is a true gas,
the latter a liquid. Neither attacks the exposed skin. They must
be inhaled. The experiences of 1915-18 are valuable in analyzing
their effect.
2. Vomiting gases
Blue Cross and chlorovicrin have been reulaced bv more

~.
islilitow Chemiatry and Chemical Agbnt8, OP. oit., pp. 18-21, 66, 61;
Soldiers Handbook io7 Nuclaa7, Biolagi~aiend Chemioal Warfare, F I 2 1 4 1
(Washington: U.S. Go". Printing Office, 1856), pp, 08, 186; Treatment of
CAmkal Waifara Casuoltiai, TM 8-286 (Washington: Gm. Printing Office,
.F
._"",
",
YCIIC,

Ph

14 Military Chemistry and Chemical Agenta, op. <it., pp. 4f-60; SoUkra
Handbook. . ., OP. dt., PP, 88, 99, 136; Treatment of C h e m i d Warfare
Caaualtica, OP.cit., Ch. 7.
76 Military Chemistry and Chemical Agents, an. oit., pp, 8046; Soldism
Hmdboak,
., a p , mt, pp. 8608, 131-133; Tmotment 01 Chemioal Warfare
Caauelties, o p . oit., Ch. 3.
16 Mzlitew Ch*mi*try end Chemical Agents, OP. tit., p. 38.
71Militaw Chmiatry and Chemioal Agent*, o p . oit., pp. 28-80; Saldisrs
Handbook,
., ap. sit., pp. 84, 06, 130; Treatment of Chemical Wwfaia
Cmaltiea. OP.cit.. Ch. 6.
*a0 l m 0 B
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ever, the mask provides adequate protection. Arsine, because of
its high vapor pressure and law stability, is incapable of being
disseminated by any means presently available.
5. Tear gases
Five types are in use. Since there is small likelihood of tear
gases producing casualties, they are used primarily far training
and riot control."
6. h'erve gases

Tabun ( G A I , sarin (GB), and soman (GD),all invented by
the Germans during World War 11, are the nerve gases.79 The
three cause the same physiological symptoms. A lethal dosage
may be inhaled or absorbed through the skin. Death may occur
in one to ten minutes, or be delayed for one or two hours, depending on the Concentration of the gas.

*

I . Psuchoehenieals
Of all the new gases developed, this type is the most revolutionary. For example, in one experiment using LSD-25 (lysergic acid
diethylomide derivative), a cat became afraid of a mouse.80 Tests
using a psychochemical on squad-sized units of soldier volunteers
indicated that the men became confused, irresponsible, and were
unable to carry out their missions.81 Illogical orders were given,
work became sloppy, and discipline nonexistent. The irrational
behavior produced varied according to the individual. None of
the victims realized that they had been affected.82 The effects on
both animals and men were temporary. There has been complete
recovery in all cases.
8. Incapacitating agents
The purpose of these gases is temporarily ta incapacitate an
individual either by making him ill or by putting him ta sleep.
~

78 Militand Chemisfrr and Chsmicai Agent% nn cit., pp. 50-56; Sddiors
Handbook, . ., o p . cit., pp, 100. 1 3 5 ; Traatmenl a i Chemical I v w f o v a Csaunitiea. 01. n i t , Chapter 8 .
7s Mditaiy Chelniatry and Chemical Age,iti, np. < i t , pp, 21-23: Soldier8
H m d b o o k , . . . , op. eit., pp. 02-94, 125.130; Treatment of Chemicol Warfare
Cosumlties, OP. ell., Chapter 2.
SORep~rtsdm Rathichiid, ap. oil.. p. 32; Maj. Gen. Dl. Stubbs, '"Soldier
Valunteerr Confirm Pnyehochemieal Spell." Army .\'a* y Air Foicc Journal,
XCVII, No. 9 (31 O c t . 1 8 ) . PP. 1, 27: iepeated by the same author with photographs in "Invisible Weapons far the C B W Araenal." A ~ m yInfamation
Digeat (Jan.60), p. 33, at B. 35.
SI Stubbs, A m y l a v i Air Farer Journal, op. eit., p. 27, and Army i n f o m a .
lion Digest, op. crt., pp 34, 36.
Rathsehild. foe czt. See also similar Statements of Mai. Gem. T7iliiam JI.
Crerey. former chief of the Army Chemical Corps, before t h i Home Committee
on Science and Astronautics. June 16, 1958, U.S., Congress, Houne, Committee
on Science and Astronautics, Heoringa, Chemiaais. Eialogiool, and Radiologicol
Agents. 56th Conxrees. 1st Session, 1958. DD. 2-5

.
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The gases have two characteristics: ( 1 ) the person is in pain or
asleep, and (2) he does recover completely.88 A gas that would
painlessly put a city to sleep for a day or two, permitting its capture with no loss of life or damage to property, would make war
a Kriegsspiel indeed.8' Other gases that would cause temporary
blindness, paralysis, or loss of equilibrium would also add a new
humane chapter to the book of war.81 Both these incapacitating
agents and the psychochemicals are still mostly in the experimental stage. The reasons back of their current publicity will be
discussed further in Chapter V, A, dealing with the practice of
the United States in regard to gas warfare.
B. Tactical Employment of Goses
A8 gas warfare was only encountered in one major conflict
which took place forty-one yeara ago, its present tactical uses can
only be visualized by examining the current instructional manuals
of troops trained to wage it.
Authority to employ toxic gas in the United States Army does
not rest with the local military commander. He must be authorized t o do 80 through command channels.86
If authorization is given the gases have six missions.a7 The
first Is to soften a strongly defended position by inflicting casualties
among troops. Its mission would be no different from that of

-

8s SurpriPingiy, but unintentionally, gases used in U'orid War I, became in
mast cases incapacitating agents.
84 See Meirel K. S a l m o n , "The Seieet Weapon" A m u IX No. 7 (Feb.
1959). P. SO, a t p. 82; and Stubbs, Army N o w Ai7 Foro; J n ; m l , loc. dt.,
for an account a i eueh a gas.
85 Described in Rothichild, loo. oit.

on the perfion who has speeiAe authority.
81 Tactic8 and Techniques , , , , np. oit., pp. 72-14; The British Med&
Panual of Chemical WaYfmc. OP. cit., P. 9, gives B seventh object to be
achieved by the use of gas. I t contains B little of the element of terror BB
an objective which i e ehmaeteiistie of the KrieusiaiBm theolg of warfare.
'"Garmay he used , . . to lower the morale of the civil population and induce
B will to comprmise or aurrender by esuring videspread discomfort, anxiety
and diaabiement." The lame abject of a gas attack was repeated In Dr.
Porria B. Jaeoba, Wa7 Gaaas (N.Y.:Intermienee Publishers h e . 1942)
p. 1. I t is also relevant t o note t h a t the very first sentence df Dr.'Jaoobr;
book i s : "In the we.? of today there is little di~tinctianbetwren tombstanta
and nan.combatanta." As far 81 Saturation bombing8 and submarine warfare
m e emeerned this may be true But it i s not true 8s B general proposition.
A t the beginning of World War I1 the Rvsrian msnusi listed four objectives
of 111. First, t o inflict mass lasaes on the enemy; second t o hamper the fire
and maneuver of the enemy; third, to break up the normal work of tho rear;
lastly, t o destroy moral% (reported in Wnitt, OP. cit., P. 250). The third and
fourth objectives could easily involve the civilian p ~ p u l a t i o n 8 s does the
Britiah Medical ,Manual and Dr. Jacaba.
ADO 1 0 0 0 8
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shelling except that dug-in positions would he reached more easily.
The second is to contaminate wooded areas in front or an exposed
flanks with persistent gases in order t o prerent access by the
enemy. This is basically no different than laying of mine fields.
The third is to isolate enemy positions by contaminating routes of
supply and reinforcement. This is similar to interdiction fire of
artillery and air homhardment. The fourth is to hinder support of
enemy operations by striking with p . 8 at assembly and supply
installations, and by contamination of damaged vital transportation facilitiea ta prevent needed repair. The fifth is to slow general
operations by making the enemy wear.masks for long periods.
The last is to produce casualties with a minimum of destruction,
thereby minimizing the need for later reconstruction of public
utilities and other necessary public structures by friendly farces.
The first, second, third, and fifth missions are directed primarily
a t the enemy troops. However, the fourth and sixth could easily
involve the contamination of enemy cities. The fact that gas can
kill or incapacitate without destruction of property would naturally
make the task of the occupying army and the conditions of the
surviving population less difficult. Instead of a smoking rubble
the town and its facilities would be intact to serve bath the victor
and the vanquished.
The persistent and penetrating nature of Some of the modern
gases would require the need for protection from head to foot and
the carrying of a personal supply of ox)-gen, a fact that would
greatly facilitate it in its missions against enemy cities or troops.
Major General Stubhs, the Chief Chemical Officer, United States
Army, has summed up the tactical flexibility of chemical weapons
a s follows:
They can be "tailored" t o fit the exact requirements of the changing
eombst situation. They can effect m y necessary type Of ~ ~ ~ Y s lfrom
ty,
temporary mild incapacitation t o death in minutes. They can be delivered
on target either overtly 07 covertly, oyer large areas or amali, in either
persistent or nonpersistent form.
Chemical and biological K O B P O ~ Se m reach troops whether they are
concentrated or widely dispersed; out in the open or in concealment or
c w e r : above ground or in "hardened" underground initailation%."

C. Zmtruments f o r the Dissemination of Gasesna
New methods for disseminating gas have naturally been develoDed since 1918.
89 Stubbs, Army N a v y Air F a r c e Journal, loe. cit. General Stubbr gave
similar statements t o a committee af the House of Representatives on June
22, 1959. U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Science and Aatronautiea.
Hearings.., . , op. oit., p. 30.
88 Tactics and Techniques. 09. oit.. .OD.23-27. lists the modern instruments
available for dissemination.
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1. The airplane has exposed the entire state to poison gases.no
During World War I gas was used only in ground weapons, not
from airplanes. Consequently, most injuries were confined to
troops in the field. Kow cities, dockyards, and factories are easy
targets. Therefore the nature and severity of casualties in World
War I provide little clue to what may be expected if gas is used
against metropolitan areas.O1 I t is difficult enough ta maintain gas
discipline among soldiers, impossible among civilians in crowded
cities. Air raid shelter8 could become traps for gases.8z The gas
mask would offer only partial protection against nerve and blister
gases which can attack the skin. Life in cities %-asuninterrupted
in World War I. Life managed surprisingly well in World War I1
under intense direct bombings. Seither war presents a picture of
a city under periodic gas bombings or sprayinga with persistent
lethal gases. Normal life could not be carried on to any degree.
The real problem here centers around the legality of an industrial
city as a legitimate military target. If an industriai city can be
attacked with atom bombs and fire, may it not also be gassed?
2. Land mines have improved since the first World War. A
one-gallon chemical land mine filled with blister gas is now standard
equipment.
I t may be exploded either electrically or by pressure.
The use of such mines by retreating troops exposes civilians to
risks long after the fighting in the area has ceased.
3. Missiles, rockets, and artillery shells are now more highly
developed instruments for disseminating gas in the rear areas as
well as the front lines.8i Near misses of fortifications are a s
effective BE a direct hit.Qs
WThe use of aircraft is clssaified under the term "sprsy.tme equipment,"
in F.M S A . I t has certain limitations due t o the heavy amount of w a p o r a t i m
whenever a liquid agent is shattered into fine droplets.
01 Mediool Maniia! o/ Chamioal Warfare (4th ed., London: His Majestpa
Stationery Ofice, 1 9 6 5 ) . p, 2. Fear of what aircraft eombinzd with gas could
do WBI raised immediately after World War I. Yietor Lefebure, after reading
L paper en chemical wwfare control before the Grotin. Society in 1921, was
qveationed about the potentids of a gag attack on Imge urban areas. He
replied that the airplane was the most effective initrument for such B gas
attack and t h a t one-haif million casualties could be infiieted in London alone.
Tronsaotian o/ tha Grotivs Society (London: Sweet and Marwe!, 19221, VII,
p. 66. Hassel, P a r t i n and Hsssel, Chemistry in W m f a r e , on. i t . , pp. 120,
121, g i w B nightmariah hypothetical gas and HE attack an B large city. These
three publications are typical a i the dread t h a t the mind feeir when eantemplating the possibility of airborne gas attacks on large metropolitan areas.
82 Gan.praof dugouts in F a r i d W a r I proved t a be gar t r a p s and wera re.
sponribie for many &!as CBSuSities. Gilehriat, op. oit., pp. 24, 26. See all0
Leipmann, o p . cit., p. 247.
IS G~oundChemical ,Munitions, TM 3-800 (Washington: U.S. Go". Printing
office, 19591, p, 64.
8 1 See Marvin L. Worley, Jr., New Demlopments in Army Weapone, Taotioa,
Organisation, and Equipment (Harrisburg, Penn.: The Stackpole Campsny,
19691, pp. 17-45, for diiovnaion of the present state of these w e ~ p o n s .
DlFM S A , op. C i t . , pp, 88, 90.
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4. Modern smoke pots have made the preparation for gas
cloud formation extremely simple compared t o any method used
in World War I.BB
D. Problems Which the Present Charucterutics
of Gas WarfareRaise for the Laws of War
There are many legal problems raised by the modern development of gas warfare. They may be listed as follows:
1. Has gas warfare been prohibited by any treaties which
could be considered law-making, such as the Hague Conferences of
1899 and 1907, or the Genera Protocol of 1925?
2. Has gas warfare been prohibited by analogy t o any positive
rules of international law contained in Hague Convention No. I V
of 1907, particularly those which forbid the use of poisons or
poisonous weapons, the use of materiel calculated to cause unnecessary suffering, and the treacherous wounding or killing of
individuals
a. Is the use of gas any more inhuman than the use of
bullets, fire, knives, and high explosives?
b. If gas kills without pain would it be permitted?
c. If gas cau8es pain but does not kill would it be permitted?
d . If gas causes pain but leaves few after effects would it
be permitted?
3. If one particular gas is not objectionable, would it nevertheleas be outlawed for fear that its use would open the door to
the employment of every type of gas available?
4. Has gas warfare been prohibited by the custom t h a t noncombatants should not be directly attacked?
a. If gas were restricted to use only against troops in the
field would it be permitted?
b. Have non-combatants lost much of their protection under
international law because of their active participation in the war
effort and because of the nature of the weapons employed in
modern warfare?
5. Has gas warfare been prohibited by the familiar de Martens
clause which binds all nations to fulfill the principles of the law of
nations. BE they result from the laws of humanity and the dictates
of the public conscience?
Q , Is the public conscience an infallible or consistent gage
for measuring the conduct of states?
86 Ground Chemical Munitions. on. n't., pp, 5-21. U.S., War Dept., Chemical
Warfare Service, Report o i Aotivitias o i Teohnicoi Division During World II
(Washington: U.S. Go". PIinting Office, 1946), pp. 164-168.
s7Aits. 23(s), (b), and ( e ) and Art. 25. Anncr la Hagus Convmtion No.
IV Respecting the Law8 and Customs o i War on Land,18 Oet. 1907 (8% Stat.
2277; Treaty Series No. 5 3 9 ) .
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b . Does the use of gas shack the public conscience any more
than lire bombing of cities?
c. If one of the most civilized states in the world is not a
party to any treaty prohibiting gas warfare has the public canscience dictated anything really binding upon such state in the
absence of a treaty?
6. Are there any general principles of law which would forbid
or limit gas warfare?
7. I n World War I and the Ethiopian War poison gas was an
effective instrument when properly employed.8B Can international
law prevent the use af an effective weapon, or must international
law content itself with the prohibition of glass-filled shells, dumdum bullets, and barbed arrows, instruments whose effectiveness
has long ago disappeared?eQ
Thest problems were all encountered in the efforts which states
made to limit or prohibit the employment of gas warfare. They
will be discussed in Chapter IV dealing with these efforts, and in
Chapters VI and VI1 on the present state of the law in regard to
chemical warfare.
IV. HISTORY OF EFFORTS TO LIXIT GAS WARFARE
Beginning with the Hague Conference of 1899 and continuing
down to the present day, states have made efforts to limit gas
warfare. These attempts must be analyzed in order to underatand
three facets of the problem: why gas warfare was of concern to
states, what the objections and positions of the various states were,
and the legal effect of such efforts a t limitation.
A. H m o w Conference of 1899
This conference had far one of its purposes the definition or
limitation of customs of war as they had developed up to that
time.ln0 Gas, except in isolated instances, had not been used in
warfare up to that time. Therefore, it could not be said that a
positive rule of customary law had developed which would have
specifically prohibited its use. Severtheless, a resolution was submitted to a committee at the conference which sought to prohibit
the use of shells containing asphyxiating gases.*o' Tnis resolution
98 See eitationa listed under note 56 8iipro.
Qn''HiSt0l).proves that an effective implement of war has never been dia.
carded until i t becomas obsolete" IMaj. Gen. W m . L. Sibert in the fortword
to Friei and West, Chemical Warjaie, OP. oit., p. x ) . Gas, though not used,
i3 vers evident in the arsenals a i every major power.
IoOPresmbl~ ta Hagiie Convcnhon ( I I i WzLh Respect t o the Law and
Custom6 of W m an Land. 1899.
101 James 8 . Scott, Report. t o the Hagse Coajerenoea af 1899 and 1807
( O d a r d : The ClarendonPreaa, 1917). p. 172,
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was proposed by Captain Schiere of Russia and adopted by the
committee for three reasons. First, they considered that any new
weapon should be prohibited if it has a barbarous character or
partakes of treachery and cruelty similar to the poisoning of drinking water. The committee thought gas had such characteristics.
Secondly, if gas were directed against cities they thought more
nan-combatants would die than from normal bombings. Lastly,
death from asphyxiation was, to them, more cruel than death from
bullets.
The United States wa.8 not ready t o agree with the reasoning of
the committee. John Hay, then United States Secretary of State,
counselled the American representatives a t the Peace Conference
t o oppose the resolution. Secretary Hay's r e a ~ o n were
s
a s follows:
(1) The United States did not wish to deny itself prematurely
a means of defense.
(2) I t is doubtful if an international agreement would overcome the temptations of a nation at war.
( 3 ) The resolution was premature because the real effects of
such a weapon were
Captain Xahon, one of the United States delegates, carried out
the wishes of Secretary Hay. He argued before the convention that:
(1) As no such shell had ever been used before no one could
say if it would cause unnecessary injury.
(2) Similar cries of cruelty were uttered formerly against
the crasebaw, shells, firearms, and t a r p e d o e ~ . ~ ~ ~
(3) I t is illogical to be tender about asphyxiating men with
gas when troop Ehips can be torpedoed a t midnight resulting in the
drowning of thousands.
(4) Therefore the United States will not deprive itself prematurely of a means of defense of which i t might later avail itself
with good results.
Captain Xahon was answered by the argument that asphyxiating bombs might be used against towns for the destruction of
vast numbers of "an-combatants, including women and children,
while torpedoes a t sea are used only agaimt the military and naval
forces of the enemy,1o'
The American delegation did not present a united front in
answering the argument. Ambassador Andrew D. White, the
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leader of the American delegation, agreed with the committee.
But he deferred from opposing Captain Xahon saying, "What can
a layman do when he has against him the foremost contemporary
military and naval
The resolution passed aver the United States objections. I t
provided that:
The contracting Powers agree t o abstain from the m e of projectiles the
Sole object of which is the dilfngion of asphyxiating or deleterious gases.106

Twenty-six states either ratified or adhered to the resolution
without reservation. The United States and Great Britain were
the only major powers who did not sign.1o7
The arguments preceding the passage of this resolution on
asphyxiating gases are important because they touch upon the
general customary rules of international law which may govern the
legality of chemical agents in the absence of a specific positive rule
of international law,
B. The Hague Conferenoe of 1901
No time limit had been placed on the prohibition of the use of
shelia containing asphyxiating gases. Therefore i t was not news.
sary for the second Hague Conference to reconsider the matter.10S
However, a t the 1907 Conference, Great Britain's first delegate,
Sir Edward Frey, announced that his government, "desirous of
Promotina the utmost possible unanimity among the nations," had
instructed him to accept the declaration of 1899 against the use
of asphyxiating gases. Several Latin American Republics did the
same.'OS The United States, alone of the world's major powers,
remained in apposition to the prohibition."O
105 Both Captain (lster Admiral) Dfahan's and Ambanssdar White's dewa
are set out verbatim in Willism I. Hull,The Two Hague Conferences (Boston:
Ginn and Co., 1908),pp. 88-90,
106 Ths Hague D~olaiatian( 1 V ) Canormino Asphyriatino G a m . 1899. Art.
2. Gem A. M. Prentisa in his Chemicals in We7 0 9 , mt., pp. 686, observed t h a t
the conference stoadily defeated p r o p m ~ l sto 'elminate weapons which had
resehed the stage a i military utility. The chemical shell, he reasoned, WBB
prohibited because it had not reached that atate.
101 See "Memorandum from Sir John Fisher t o Marquess of Salisbury
July 20, 1899, Upon the Question of Asphyxiating Garel." for B re~umeof th;
British position. contained in A. A. Roberts, OP. oil., Appendix VI.
108 John Nestlake, Intematwnol Low ( 2 d b . , Cambridge:
University
preaa, l S l S ) , 11, p. 78.
Lo@ Hull, OP. tit., pp. 90, 466.
110The statement in Spaight We? Rights an L a d , on. cit., p, 100, in. 2
t h a t the United States a d h e r d along with Great Britain in 1907 i s not id
conformity with the d e w 8 of molt writers, or with the most recent US.
Army publication on the i w of war which states: "The United States is not
P party to any treaty, now in force, t h a t prohibits or restricts the "88 in
warfare of toxic 07 nontoltio gases." Department of A m y Field Manual
27.10, Tha Lnw of Land Warfoia (Washington: U.S. Go". Printinp Omce,
1966). P. 18.
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This conference codified three customary rules. Article 23 of
the Hague Regulations prohibited the use of poisons, treacherous
woundings and killings, and weapons that cause unnecessary suffering. Na mention was made of poison gas in connection with them.
However. they were later t o be used as one basis for the propasitian t h a t gas warfare was outlawed.
C. Versailles Treaty, 1 9 2 9
The Tersailles Treaty touched directly upon the use of poison
gas:
Article 111: "The w e of asphyxiating, poisonous, or other
gases and of analogous liquids, materials, or devices being prohibited, their manufacture and importation are strictly forbidden
in Germany. . , Y1
Articl. 171 is important in a search for rules governing the
conduct of the United Statea. The United States incorporated by
reference the entire section of the Versailles Treaty of which
Article 171 is a part in the "Treaty Restoring Friendly Relations
between the United States and Germany," of August 25, 1921."?
It has been stated that by so doing the United States became a
party tu a treaty prohibiting gas ~ a r f a r e . " ~
Article 171 combines two elements. The first is a general statement that the use of poison gases is prohibited. The second element
is an attempt a t one-way disarmament by prohibiting their manufacture in Germany. I t should be noted that this declaration of
the prohibition is not limited to gas-filled shells. I t is much
broader than the literal wording of the Hague Declaration of 1899.
However, the history of the Hague Declaration would support a
wider interpretation, though possibly not as wide as Article 171.
Captain Scheire had substituted the adopted declaration for an
earlier defeated resolution of his that would hare prohibited "new
explosives.""'
He had thereby limited his original resolution to
one particular item in a shell. However, the use of gas itself is
what invoked the arguments, not the instrument used in spreading
it. The shell, to the other members, was merely the manner of
111 Tveatlea, Convmtions, lntcrnationni Acta, PmtoColB and Agvesmenta
Betwoan the Umted Sates and Other Partie8 ( 4 VOIS.,Washington: U.S.
Go". Printing Office, 1823), 111, p. 3402. A somewhat mmiisr srtieia was
inserted in the Treaty of Trianan with Hungary (Art. 118). and in the
Treaty of St. Germaine with Austria (Art. 136).
11% Art. 11, T ~ s a t i e e%
, b d . ,111,p. 2588.
llJHyde, OP. cit., 111, P. 1821 at fn. 3, is)-n stress upon this inempmation in
eontending that FM 27-10 is incorrect where it says that thE U n ~ t e dStaten
is not B parts to a treats outhwing gaa warfare. However, the wording
of Article 171, plus the manner in which it was inearparated favor the
interpretation of FM 27-10,
XI4 Hull, op. mt., p. 81.
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delivery. Nevertheless, the restrictive warding of the declaration
viewed in the light of Captain Scheire's original resolution caused
arguments over its applicability to the German cloud attacks in
April 1915.116

D. Washington Conference of 1321-19ZP
The United States, France, Italy, Great Britain, and Japan on
February 6, 1922 signed a treaty a t the conclusion of the conference.ll' Article V of the treaty contained the following provision:
The use in war of arghyriating, poi~onous or other gases, and all
anaiogou8 liquids, materials or d d e e a , having been juitiy condenrned by
the general opinion of the civilized world a n d B prohibition of such use
having heen declared in treaties to vhich a majority of the civilired
Powers aye partlea;
The Signatory Powers, to the end t h a t this prohibition rhsil be universally accepted as B p r t of international i w binding d i k e the
~onseieneeand praetiee of nations, deciare their assent to sveh prohibition,
agree to be bound thereby 8 s berneen thernaeivea and invite sIi other
civilized nations t o adhere thereto.117

At the time, this treaty provision had three important purposes
to fulfill:
(1) To obtain the acceptance by the United States t o the prohibitior. of gas warfare;
(2) To improve the expression of such prohibition over the
narrow description contained in the Hague Declaration;
( 3 ) To reaffirm the validity of the existing law (as of 1914)

MILITARY LAW REVIEW
with respect to t h e use of noxious
The actual conduct
of states in World War I not only jeopardized the Hague Declaration itself, but strained the hypothesis that it rested on any general
customary rules of international law,
The Secretary of State, as Chairman of the Conference, called
attention to a report of the General Board of the United States
X a v y which declared t h a t gas warfare as practiced in World War
I violated two principles of warfare which had been accepted by
the civilized world for more than one hundred years. They were:
(1) Unnacessary suffering should be avoided.
(2) Innocent "an-combatants should not be destroyed.'18
The Advisory Board of the American Delegation a t the Washington Conference submitted a report that poison gases should be
prohibited because the7 are similar to such condemned practices
as poisoning d l s and introducing germs of disease.1z0
The Advisory Board did not choose to rely upon a contrary report of a special subcommittee which recommended that paison gas
be only prohibited against non-combatants in the same manner a s
The Senate gaYe its advice and consent to ratification on March
29, 1922 and the President ratified it on June 9, 1923. However,
the treaty was expresslp conditioned to become effective only upon
ratification by all of the Signatory Powers. France failed to
ratify.1z2 Therefore the treaty never came into force. Not a
single ratification was ever deposited. I t is important, however,
for it2 declaration t h a t the use of poison gases had been condemned
n s c h a r l e s G. Fenwick, writing in 1824, considered t h a t the treaty had
reaffirmed the validity of such B rule of intrmatmnal law, At the time he
could not have known of the final disposition of the treaty. Charlea 0.
Fenwick, IntarnationalLaw (New Yark: The Century Co., 1924), p. 419, n. 1.
11s Reported in Hyde, op. cit., 111, p. 1820. n. 1.
180 Cmieisnoe on the Limitation of Amamant. Washington, November 12,
1921-February 6 , 1822 (Washington: W.S.Goy. Printing Oflee, 1822),p. 7%.
1211bid.. p. 730. In addition the American, Britiah, and French members of
this Subcommittee were emphatic that ehemieal warfare ~ P I P Bform 8 method
of waging war similar t o other older methods such as shrapnel. rifie, hand
grenades, etc.; however, the Adviiory Board chose to regard i t differentlg
and to place it in the category of paisomng wells.
12% Primary ~ e ~ f~o r othe
n failure wag not the gsa proviaion af the t r e n b
but that porttlon dealing with submarine warfare. L. Oppmheim I n t e m l i a n o l
L m , Ed. H. Lauterpacht ( 2 vole. 7th ed., Landon, New Yo& L o n m m ,
Green, 1882),11, p , 432.
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by the general opinion of the civilized world.'2s Such candemnation, if true, would base the prohibition not upon a specific treaty,
but upon analogies, and upon such general principles a s the dictates
of the public conscience, familiar to every de Martens clause.
The "general opinion of the civilized world" did not prevent the
progonents of gas from stating their ease. General Amos A . Fries,
writing in 1921, restated the same views expressed by Captain
Mahon in 1899 and Mr. Doughty in 1862:
W h y ahould the United Statea or m y eiiilized country consider giving up
Chemical Warfare? , , , It is just 8 8 sportamanlike t o fight with chemical
warfare as i t i s to fight with machine g u m
. Be (the American) is
unwilling t o amee not to use a powerful weapon of war when he knows
t h a t an outlaw nation would uie it against him if that outlaw nation
could achieve suoces~by doing so.l*(

..

The first part of General Fries' statement i8 relevant to the
question. The second can be answered by the provisions in international Inw concerning reprisals and self-defense.12@
Another writer 30 years later was i o say:
To me there is Something inconsistent in singling out gases, chrmicais,
bacteria and atoms and putting them outside the pale of international law,
while other means of destruction accounted for some 40,000,000 dead and
wounded in 1839-43.. , ,126

Despite the argument that gas is no worse than other weapons
of war its use did shack many who had become accustomed to
injuries inflicted by the more conventional instruments of warfare.
The descriptions of eye-witnesses to the first attack clearly show
the reaction to the use of this navei weapon:
This horror was too monstmua to believe a t first , . , the eight of men
choking to death with yellow froth, lying on the floor and out in the
field., made me rage with anger. . . . far then we still thought ail men
were human.
,111
Then there staggered into our midst French noldiers, blinded, coughing,

..

n 8 J. B. S. Haldane termn thin deeiiian 8 %to g a s warfare made a t Washim.
ton "eurioUs." He eonelvdea t h a t i t was the result of ahameiui ignorance.
"Their ideas of g a s w a r f a r e w e ~ eapparently drawn from the descriptiona
of the g m a t German cloud-gae sttaekn of 1915, whleh killed a t l e a d 1 In 4
of their casualties and were written up on a large scale for ieeruiting and
politienl PYVOI~I." Calliniy: A Defense of Chemioai W w f w e (N.Y.: E. P.
Duttan. 1926). PP. 27-28,
[Olur fear v ' i n g s o r i g i n ~ l l yfrom our own
American propaganda during the first World War when the Germans caught
YE unaware
our propagandinta mid the general public on the homore of
the chemical weapon , and they have believed i t ever since." Rothschild,
OP. <it., p. BO.
124 Friea and Weat, on, Fit., p, 438.
111 See Dr. Willism V. O'Brien, "The Meaning of 'Military Necessity' in
International Law," I Wodd Polity 108 (1958), at p. 112, f a r B discussion
of the terns.
126 Enwk, op. tit., p. 8s.
137Bsker. OP. cit., p. 320, quoting G. Winthrog Young, The Graoa o j
Fovgstting. p. 23s.
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cherts heaving, faces s.n ugly purple color, lip8 speeehlear with agony. . .
It was the most fiendish, rieked thing I have ever geen.l*B

.

With the failure of the Washington Conference other attempts
were made to clarify the legal paairion of nations in regard to gas
warfare.
E. Central Awen'cas Republics, 1915
On February I , 1923 the Central American Republics signed a
convention which declared that asphyxiating gases, poison, or
similar substances are contrary to international law and t o humanitarian principles.12' This convention, though of regional applieation only. is indicative of the general attitude concerning poison gas
which prevailed during the years immediately following World
Wa, I.
F. The G e n e m Protocol, I925
An attempt of greater significance in international law was
made in 1925 to place clearly the stamp of illegality upon all types
of

88.3

The Genera Protocol was open for signature at Geneva on June
17,1926 and came into farce on February 8. 1928. I t stated that
"the use in war of asphl-xiating, poisonous or other gases and all
analogous liquids, materials, or devices had been justly condemned
by the general opinion of the civilized world." Therefore, "to the
end that this prohibition shall be universally accepted as a part of
international law, binding alike the conscience and practice of
nations, declare that the High Contracting Parties so f a r as they
are not already Parties to Treatiei prohibiting such use, accept this
(Emphasis supplied.)
prohibition.. . , 'lio
Forty states either adhered to or ratified it,'"' including Italy
which was t o break it under the pretext of reprisal in the Ethiopian
War. The United States Senate refrained from giving its advice
and consent.1a2 Howei-er, as it did not require unanimous ratification. it became binding on those who had accepted it.'j3
The wording of the protocol is frustrating when an attempt is
129 H. Hackworth, Digest o/ Intr,nat,onal Law ( 8 jois., Washington: U.S.
Go". Printme Office, 19431, VI, p. 2 7 0 ; Yanley 0 . Hudmn, Interntiom1
Lsgiaintion (Washington: Carnegie Endowment for Inteinahonsl Peace,
1851),II,pp.a42,945.
lb094 Leagve of .Yat;ans Trrotz( S m i r s 6 5 : Hudson, a p . ozt., 111, p , 1670,
V". Id?
.~.
111 Oppenhoim, o p . ett., 11, p. 313, n. 3.
I m See Chapter V, A-2. far B dmusiian of the e~rcumstances surrounding
the r d v s s i of the Senate to give its advies and consent.
1asCmted States and Japan were The only major powers who failed ta
deposit ratifieationl. Czehodovakia. Argentina, and Brazil s i x failed to
ratify the protocol
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made to determine what the rule of law was considered t o be in
regard to those states who did not accept the protocol. I t appears
to say that a practice which has already been justly condemned by
the general opinion of the civilized world must be accepted by the
states before it is binding upon them as a ruie of international law.
The United States came very close to being bound by the alleged
general opinion of the civilized world by its incorporation by reference of Article 171 of the Versailles Treaty into its ais-" t r e a t s with
Germany, and by joining in the general statement preceding the
attempt to prohibit 888 warfare a t the Washington Conference.
However, the United States did not become a. party to any agreement that could be said to prohibit it from utilizing gas.'36

G. League of Sations Disarimament Efforts
League of National Council, an May 9, 1920, authorized the appointment of a commission ta study the effects of chemical warfare.
In 1924 a moderate report was made by the Temporary Mixed
Commission far the Reduction af Armaments ta the effect that
poison gas effects a r e mitigated by adequate protective measures.
Howerer, the commission cautioned that a surprise attack an
unprotected civilians would be very harmful. Therefore all nations
should be aware of the danger which threatens them.1sJ
Despite the opinion expressed by states that gas warfare should
not be used nations continued to arm themselves with such weapons.
Therefore Some attempt a t disarmament had to be undertaken by
the League to insure compliance with treaties then in effect.
A Preparatory Commission on Disarmament proposed a Draft
Convention in 1930, Article 39 of which stated that gas warfare is
prohibited. The sixty governments represented a t the Conference
itself in 1932 decided that poison gases were "specifically offensive," "especially efficacious against national defense," and "mast
threatening t o
Therefore all preparations were to be
prohibited in time of peace as in time of war. The instruction or
training of armed forces in the use af chemical weapons and means
of warfare was also to be prohibited. The British Government
prepared a draft convention in March 1933, incorporating the
IMArtiele 121 of the Vernailles Treaty. Article 119 af the Treaty of

the United States.
.
Quoted in appendix to Frodkin, OP. oil., pp. 288-301.
>*(League af Nations, The Laopue Year-Book, ( 1 9 3 2 ) (London: Ivor
NiehoiaonBWatson, 1932), p. 359.
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decisions of the conference,13. The convention w a never put into
force.'88
H. Gnited Yations Disarmament Efforts
All members of the United Nations made a solemn pledge a t the
first session af the General Assembly on January 25, 1946, to
~ ~July 1948, Trygvie
eliminate all weapons of mass d e s t r u c t i ~ n . ' In
Lie called the members' attention to this pledge and noted that
the debate on the control of atomic weapons had distracted attention from bacteriological and chemical weapons development. He
urged action against all three types."o
In August 1948 the Security Council of the United Kations
endorsed the following definition submitted by the U S Commission on Conventional Armaments:
Weapons of mans-destruction should be defined to include atomic explaaive
weapons, radioactive material veapon3, lethal chemical snd biological

. ,141

On January 11, 1962 the General Assembly set up the Disarmament Commission and instructed it to prepare treaty clauses providing far the elimination of all majar weapons adaptable t o mass
destruction.
Again on November 28, 1953 the Assembly instructed the Disarmament Commission to prepare a coordinated plan far the elimination and prohibition of atomic, hydrogen, bacteriological, chemical, and all other such weapons of war and mas8 destruction. In
1954 the General Assembly reaffirmed t h a t the Dirarmament Commission should prepare a draft international disarmament eanvention rvhich would include the total prohibition of the use and manufacture af weapons af mass destruction of every type.
Despite these resolutions and instructions the Commission has
not yet been able to come up with a plan. There are two main
stumbling blocks. The first and principal difficulty invalves the
~ second lesser
matter of supervision of such d i ~ s r m a m e n t a . ' ~The
difficulty involves the actual definition of mas8 destruction weapons. The definition endorsed by the Security Council in 1948
applies only t o lethal chemical weapons. The Geneva Protocol af
1926 had souxht Drohibition of all PBSIS. Some attemnts hare
menta, Val. I, p. 136.
>as Prentms,
tit., pp. 694-695.
l S l For text of resolution me The Internotianal Control of Atomic Enwry,
Department of State publication No. 2702, 1947, p. 132.
l 4 0 United Sationa, Secretariat, Annual R e p o r i of the Seerrtwr.Genero1
on the Work of the Organization, July, 10474une so, 1918 (Lake Suecea~,
I Q d ",.
Pi
...

1(1

United Nations, Security Cauncil, OBicioi Rroords, End Year, (Lake

Success, 1 8 4 8 ) Doevment S/c 3, dated August 13,1948.
1 4 2 Fnited Netianb Bulletin, XI1 (1852). p 2.
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been made t o exclude gas from ma88 destruction weapons because
it affects only life and not p r ~ p e r t y . " ~Such a distinction does not
appear wholly valid from both a legal and a moral standpoint. The
value of an undestroyed city to the occupier is without question.
Used a s an argument far gas warfare it fails to meet the serious
objections to this type of iueapon. The problems in gas warfare
arise primarily from the effects of gas an people, not property. If,
by the "on-destruction of property, the sufferings of the survivors
can be decreased, then this characteristic of pas is relevant.
How successful were the efforts since the first Hague Conference
in 1899 to limit gas warfare by means of treaty or convention? Not
too goad if in 1966 the United States Army could still state in its
official military publication on the law of land warfare that "The
United States is not a party ta any treaty now in force, that prohihits oil restricts the use in warfare of toxic or nontoxic gases."144
V. THE PRACTICE OF BELLIGERENTS
The practice of states in preparing and in waging war is indicative not only of the efficacy of the law but also of the extent of the
law. Some states may act as if they are bound by a prohibition
against gas but resort to it only in reprisal or in self-defense.
Others may consider that no rule exists, but bind themseives by
policy decisions. Still others may act as if bound by no rule and no
policy. It is the purpose of Chapter Tr to examine there attitudes
of the various major powers in order to determine if any positive
rule of international law is in the process of formation, or if an
unsettled rule is actually on the decline.
~

148 John R. Jsrvis, "Take the Mystery out of CBR." A m y VIII, NO. 3
(act. 1967), p. 44 st p. 46. The author refvsed to e l u s i f y poison gas under
the term ''mass destruction" becsvae i t affected only life and not property.
A portion of the article t w k issue with General Zhukw who had referred
to nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons as means of mais destruction.
This aame '"favorable" disrinetion was made in two other isme8 of A ~ v .
where lack of property destruction WBI listed 8 8 one of the advantages of
warfare. John L. Miles, "Cauid i t Happen to You?"Amy. VIII, KO.1 (AYE.
1Q57),p. 41 a t p . 4 5 ; Salaman, op. o i t . , p. 80.
144 The Low a i Land Wavjnre, F M 27-10, op. cit., pp. 1 M 9 . There is B
question of the weight to be given such a statement m a militmy m m u d .
The manna1 itself. a t p. 2, staten t h a t such aratements m e of evidentiary
value i n m f a r os they hear upon qneitimn of customs and practice. The court
in U.S. V. Ltst, T n d a o i War Crrminais ( 1 6 VOIP.;
W'arhington: U.S. GOY.
Printing of fie^, 1950). XI, P. 1237, eoneluded thaz ''In determining whsther
P CYJtom or practice exists military regulations may play an important
role . , , .(' In this Particular ease i t bears great weight 8.8 to the position
of the United Stater because i t is dealing not with custom. of many nations
but speeifieally wlth the t r e a t y obligations of one nation. It is B statement
in an official pubileation of the United States t h a t the United States d w r
not f e d itself obligated by treaty. Such m attitude by one signatary to t h e
Hague Regulations of 1807 i s very releyant to the question of whether
thoae regulations can be intwpreted as farbidding g a s heeaves a i the prohibiy
tion of paisoni and weapons which CBYW u n n e ~ e ~ s msuffering.
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A. The URited States o j Anei.ice
The practice of the United States may be analyzed from three
different standpoints: from actual w e , from official policy statements, and from preparation.
1. Actual we

Immediately prior to the United States' entry into World War
I the Wfar Department w.as not seriously concerned about gas warfare in Europe despite the fact that it had been waged there far
two yema. The reason was t h a t by the Spring of 1917 its effeetivenesb was waning because of the efficiencr of anti-gas protection."'
It was not until the German army in July 1917 began the use of
mustard gas that the scope af chemical warfare w & s correctly
The United States Army then began to prepare in
earnest for gas aarfare. It did not limit itself to the gases then
employed. The Chemical Center a t Edgewood, Maryland, developed
leivisitc which would attack the skin as well as the lungs, and in
addition, would prove fatal to its vietima if sufficiently concentrated. Only the earl) termination of the war prevented its use.
Therefore in World War I the United States showed no hesitancy in using existing gasee and in developing better ones. However, World F a r l is not a completely satisfactory test of the
United Stares'attitude in war. That war was a gas war long before
the United States entered it. World War I1 and the Korean War
are t e t t e r tests.
Or April 26, 1942 General George )farshall cabled all theater
commanders, n a m i n g them not to use gas without the prior
a p p r o ~ a lof the W a r Department.".
Such approval 1 ~ 8 snever
given despite repeated requests from commanders in the Pacific
where gas by the attacker could have been effectively e m ~ l o y e d . " ~
The Smerican casuaitiea a t Tarawa, Iwo Jima, and Okinaiva
alarmed the War Department and caused it to re-examine its
At Tarawa three-thousand tons of
araensli far new
high explosive8 were dumped on four-thousand Japanese huddled
on an island l e x than one zquare mile in area. After such a bombardment the United States still suffered 4,000 casualties, including LOPR deaths. At 1w.o Jima 21,000 Japanese wounded 18,000
Americans and killed 7,000 more before dying almost to a man.'KD
~

1 4 5 Braphy and Fisher, op. oit.. p. 4.
148 John J. Pershine, M y E x p w i r n c e s in the World W a r (N.Y.: Fredrick
A . Stakes, 1931). I. pp. 16616:.
147 Brophy and Fisher, op. rit., p. 5 4 , n. 13.
148 Rathiehiid, OP C i t . , p. SO. enl. 2. Brophy and Fisher. op. cit., p, 86.
I4B Brophr and Fisher, 100. a t .
110 Iwa Jima was ewen BP an example of a result of the misplaced eoneeptlan
of hvmanity which denied the u e of r.81 in the Pacific. U.S., Congress. Houae,
Committee on Science and Amanauties, Report. . , . , OP. Cit., P. 12.
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The Korean War again placed the United States in a tactical
position where gas could be effectively employed. Still, the field
commanders were refused permission to use chemical weapons for
attack on deeply-entrenched enemy fortifications which were claiming very heavy American casualties. Even permission to use tear
and vomiting gases was refu8d1>l Paradoxically, permission was
granted to use tear and vomiting gaaes against rioting Communist
prisoners of war.
From an observation of actual use alone it would appear that the
United States, since World War I, has deliberately refrained from
the use of any sort of gas as a weapon of war. When the actuai
policy statements of various officials of the United States are considered the reasons for such statements appear to be one of policy
rather than law. However, the matter is f a r from clear, and the
reasoning for and against the formation of such a policy is not
always logical.
2. Obcial policy statements
I n 1899 both Secretary Hay and Captain Mahon declared that
the United States would not deny itself the right to use such a
weapon, which, in its o w n defense America might avail iiself with
good results. Both qualified their remarks by stating that the full
consequences af gas were not yet known. However, when the full
consequences of the gases developed in World War I were capable
of being evaluated public opinion was so aroused by anti-gas prapaganda that a dispassionate analyais was impossible."a Whether
such propaganda w&6accurate or not, it was a powerful force. It
almost succeeded in making the United States a party to two
treaties outlawing gas and did succeed in shaping the United
States' policy of using gas only in retaliation.
So stilled were the proponents of gas that the Senate overwhelmingly gave its advice and consent to the Treaty of Washington in
1922. It was through no fault of the United States that the treaty
never became effective. The executive branch of the Government
still thought that the opinion of the United States was unchanged
when the American delegates were dispatched to the Geneva Conference in 1925. It is interesting to contrast the inatructions of
Secretary Hay to the American delegates to the Hague Conference
in 1899 with those of Secretary Keliogg in 1925. The latter instructed the American delegation to support the prohibition of gas
111 Rothachild,

loo. cit.

! a l l b i d . , p. SO, eo]. 1, and Braphy and Fisher, OP. C i t . , p. 19. For details
on gar pmpagands see James Y. Read, Atroaity Pmpaganda: 1914-1919
( y e w naven: Yale University Press, 19411, PD, 6, 95-99; and &race c.
Peteraon, Propopanda fa? War (Kormsn, Okla.; Unheraity of Oklahoma
Press. 19S9),p. 6s.
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warfare because the United States was "elearly committed to the
principle that poison gase8 should not be used."IE8
When the Genera Protacol was sent t o the Senate the resulting
debate and letters to congressmen indicated t h a t the United States
WLS not as clearly committed as Secretary Kellogg had assumed.'6'
The proponents of the treaty opened the debate with a letter
from General John Pershing denouncing gas warfare in unmistakable terms,'j' The General reiterated his stand a t the Washington
Conference in 1922 when he characterized chemical warfare as
"abhorrent to civilization," "cruel,
use of science." He then added:
To sanetion the use of gas m any farm would be t o open the way for the
use of the most deadly gases and possible polioning of whole populations

of noncombatant men and vomen.

Such words were not to deter the opponents of the treaty, now more
outspoken than they had been in 1922. Senator Wadaworth led the
attack against the treaty. He considered it to be the singular good
fortune of the Umted States that France had failed to ratify the
Treaty cf Washington three years earlier. Senator Wadsworth
went on to say:
I e m n o t understand r h g gas warfare rhauld be picked out 8 s the thing to
be abolished, %,hen i c was the leait cruel of m y indulged in in the lait war,
BS the figures pro~e.l:(

His argument n a s backed up by telegrams from the American
Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and the Association of Medical
Surgeons, all pleading far 8 defeat af the Geneva Pratocol.15~
Sensing that the opponents of the treaty would carry the day,
Senator Heflin rose to denounce those who had volunteered to testify "how delightful gas is."'jp By so doing, he meant ta place
those who favor gas warfare in a seemingly naive or bloodthirsty
position, It could be asked why m y group ahould arise in a eivilized country ta oppose the outlawing of any weapon. Houever, the
opposition position can be logically defended if gas i s in fact more
humane and more effective than the iveapon t h a t uould necessarily
be used in its place.
The Senate referred the treaty without approval back t o the
Committee on Foreign Relations on December 13, 1926,'j'
1SBFomign Rslatzons o i tho Cnitrd States, 1 0 2 5 (Washington: U.S. Go".
Pnntmg Office, 19261,pp.,35-36.
164 The Senate debate is contained in the U.S. Congreasianal Record. 69th
Cong., 2d Sers, 1826. LCYIII, pp. 141-161, 226-229, 363-368. The Home
cmmment on the final Senate action 11 set aut m the same %01ume at pp.
1969 and 2090.
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In 1932 an outspoken foe of gas warfare took the presidential
office in the United States. Franklin D. Roosevelt needed no Senate approval to wage a one-man war against poison gas. For
example in 1937 Congress passed a bill to change the name of the
Chemical Warfare Service to the Chemical Corps. President
Romevelt promptly vetoed the bill stating:
I am doing e v e m h i n g in my power to discourage the use of g a m and
other ehemicaln in any war between nations.
To dignify This Service by calling it the "Chemical Corps" is, in my
judment, contm*y to a sound publie poiiey.leo

At thc entrance of the United States into World War 11, Secretary Hull requested the opinion of the Secretary of War, Mr. Stimson, on the advisability of a unilateral declaration by the United
Statea of its intentions to observe the 1926 Geneva Protocol. Mr.
Stimson advised against it and the declaration was never made.'@'
I t was not until May of 1942 that President Rooserelt announced
the United States' policy of using gas only in retaliation. To
Japan he stated that if the Japanese used pas anywhere "retaliaLater on
tion in kind and in full measure %-ill be meted
June 8, 1943 he told the press that "we shall under no circumstances
resort to the use of such weapons [poisonous or noxious gases]
unless they are first used by our enemies."laa
Upon the death of Roosevelt and the ending of the war in
Europe an effort was made by the War Department t o approach
Preaident Truman an a possible reversal of the "retaliation only"
policy af his predecessor. Admiral Leahy discouraged General
Xarshall in such efforts.'6i With the atom bomb and the sudden
ending of the war in the Pacific the gas question became, for B
time, moat.
The gas question did not remain dead long. In 1962 during the
Korean War the United Statea again declined t o become a party
to the Genera Protocol.1Bo This continued absence af the United
States from any treaty outlawing gas has been specifically men180 Quoted in Brophy and Flsher, OP. eit., p. 22. It was not until August
2, 1946 that the name war changed by Public Law 607, 79th Congress.
161 I b d . , pp. 49, 60. Regardless of treaty obligations the War Department
considered the only effectwe dererrent t o gas warfare t o be enemy fear of
American retaliation. Amencan adherence TO the Geneva. Protocol might
impede preparation of gases by the Unlted States Army. Therefore it would
seem that Enock's statement t h a t the Geneva Protocap was reiponeible far the
nan-use of pmmn gal in V'orld War I1 would not apply to the United States
which _as moved by other matwea. Thzs Way Business, OP. cit., pp, 96, 86.
162 Quoted in Brophy and Fisher, D P . ozt., p. 63.
I b 8 1 b i d I p. 88. Ai.0 reported in C.S. bavai War College, ln!ernattonal Low
Documents, 1942 (Washington: U.S. G o y . Printing Office,1943), p. 86.
1 6 4 Brophy and Fisher, ap. <it.,p. 88.
166 Reported in Stone, OP.oat., p. 635,n. 48.
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tioned in the Army manuals for the law of war in 1940 and 1956.
The S a r y 1965 manual notes the same fact.'8e
It appears to this writer that the palicy of retaliation enunciated
by Roosei-elt is yet with the United States. However, such a policy
requires preparedness. Preparedness itself demands constant
research and development. It is thia progressive preparedness
that is n o w giving birth to new gases which are changing the character of the weapon, and are challenging not only the United States
policy, but also any norms of international law that may govern in
the absence of such a policy.
3. Prepa,.edness
To be prepared for large scale retaliation means to be prepared to wage any kind of chemical warfare. As far a8 preparatian is concerned, there i3 no difference. However, to get its share
of the annual budget the Chemical Carps has to work under the
pagcholozichl handicap of asking for money for "unpopular"
iwapans that the United States might never use. To overcome
this handicap the Army must counter public aversion by publicity
campaiyns and awaken congressional interest bp reporting every
chemical advance made by the U.S.S.R.
On Aug. 6, 1965, a civilian committee, appointed by the Chief
Chemical Officer to study the mission and structure of the Chemical Corps, mbmitted their report recommending the development
of chemical agents for their deterrent effect in possible wvar~,and
for their actual use as concepts and policies may change.16' If
adopted by the United States such a recommendation would have
modified the ''retaliation only" policy to the extent that the policy
would admit of possible revision in the future.1l8
I t may be concluded from these three approaches t h a t the
Cnited States' policy of not using ga8 is not regarded by it as
dictated by international law. Considerations of public opinion
and the fear of retaliation by the enemy upon the United States
or upon its more exposed allies have been the chief factors.
Public opinion is being changed. Allies may not always be ex161 The Low af Land 1Varfuia. op ort.. pp, 18-19; U.S. K a w Xanual, Low
oJ .Vauol Waiiare (Xaahingtan: U.S. Go". Printing Oflee, 1955), par. 612.
This latter publication further state3 t h a t "Although the use of auch weapons

frequently has been condemned by states, ineluding the United States, i t
i ~ m i h sd
..m h.i f u l that in the absence of a n ~ e e i h crentrietion established by
treaty, B state is i e p l i y prohibited a t prerent from resorting to their "IF. ,
In addition, the Hague Declarathn of 1899 and the Geneva Protocol are eonmicmus bv their absence from Treahos Oovcmino Land Warfare. DeWrtment
Pam 27-1 ( W a s h i n p o n . U.S. Printing-Office, 1956).
.?A&.
l e ? RepNt of the Ad Hm Advisory Committee on Chemical Corps Mission
and Structure, Aug. 6, 1955, p, 2.
1 6 8 See X~ewYork Times,November 10, 1959, p, 1, e d . 1, fop f u r t h e r cornments on the effect of new chemical wespana on thia policy of retaliation.
~~
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posed. Then the full extent of any law applicable to gas will have
to be measured. The policy of “retaliation only” now precludes
the necessity of such investigation.
E. Great Britain
Great Britain has adhered to the Hague Declaration of 1899
and has signed the Geneva Protocol with reservatians.’u9 Therefore she is committed by treaty to refrain from its use.
Since 1854 Great Britain has a l w ~ y slooked upon gas warfare
a8 a type of unlawful combat. The plan for the use of gas in the
Crimean War was disamroved because of the re\wlsian to it. She

In \i‘arld \VGr I :he ::4 ea< .mt:dIy b3 L 1r31:er of selfdefenae. Field !dnratall Frenci. in ? i i diip-::h of 0c:ooer 15,
1916. stated
OW,.*

10

t i c ? c x - t e l _,e

0:

:>?e operations ...
Between \i’orld \Vam I and 11 Great B r i x i n was one of ;he leading natioci in seeking the m m r g a i
types of eaa warfare.
She rook an ac:ive par: ir the \!‘ashincon and tier.e\a Diaarma-

menr Conferecee?, and in f o r r . L . . ~ g t t e &rev& Protocol.

’
7- o j i c n o
c L.!?la)d g x a t

c
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In World War I1 the British policy could be termed one of disproportional reprisal. On May 10. 1942 Churchill declared that
if Hitler used gas anywhere, particularly against the U.S.S.R.,
"we will use our great and growing air superiority in the west to
carry gas warfare on the largest possible scale f a r and wide upon
the towns and cities of Germany.""2
C. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
During World War I, Russia had a poor industrial base but
waged surprisingly efficient gas wvarfare.lis The Soviet Union,
though industrialized, did not employ gas in the Russo-Finnish
War or in World War 11. Her practice, therefore, is similar to
that of the United States. However, she has been more active in
her attempts to control chemical warfare through treaties.
I t was Czarist Russia which proposed the prohibition of gas in
shells a t the first Hague Conference. I t was Communist Russia
which signed the Geneva Gas Protocol in 1925.174I n March 1928
the U.S.fi.R. suggested that all types af chemical warfare weapons
be abolished.176
During the conference preceding the adoption of the Geneva
Conventions of 1949, the Soviet Union introduced a resolution
banning all weapons of mass destruction. I t was not adopted. The
U.S.S.R. and her satellites made reservations protesting the rejection af the resolution.lV6
Soviet military men expect chemicals to be used in the next war,
Marshal Zhukov declared in 1957 that any new u'ar would see the
use of the means of mass destruction like nuclear, chemical, and
biological w e a ~ n s . ' Major
~ ~ General Pokrovsky, in 1969, stated
that the U.S.S.R. must be prepared against a surprise chemical
attack. He further observed that "The effectiveness and variety
of chemical warfare are constantly increasing and, if there is an
17%Chureh4

o p . at., pp. 203, 329.330,
Curt Waehtd, Chamma1 Wa7/ere (Brooklyn, N.Y.: Chernieal Publiahing

.

..

..

o i t . , p . 3: Salamen, "P. Cit., p, 81.
17s Noted in Henry Wheatan, InternationalLaw, ed., A.B. Keith (2 VOIB.:
7th
ed., London: Stevens and Sons, 19441, 11, p. 206.
171 Deelarationa by the Delegations of the Byeimusdm. Uhrainian, and
Union of Soviet Boeialist Republica when signing the Final Aot of the Diplematie Conisrenee of Geneva, 1949, Geneva C a v e n t i m of 1P Auowt le40
For tho P?otaction of W w Victims, Dept. of Army Pam 20-150 (Washington:
U.S. Gor. Printing Oflee, 1 9 3 ) , p p . 16, 17.
177Dineritei4 o p . cit.. p. 216; also referred to in Jawis, OP. oit.. p. 46.
quoting P7avda. February 20,1956.
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element of surprise in its use, it could have great significance in
combat. .'8178
In dealing with the international law of war as it affects the
Soviet Union the analyst must always remember that a rule of
law is only binding if it helps the Soviet Union.17s This is the
Kriegsreison theory applied to the dialectical march of communism. Whether the Soviet Union considers the prohibition of gas
warfare to be a part of international law or not, her use of poison
gas will be controlled by wlicy reason~."o Therefore she is in a
position similar to that of the United States in policy as well a8 in
practice.

..

D. Germany
Germany was a party to the Hague Declaration of 1899. Why
then did she use gas in World War I and open the Pandora's box?
Her reasoning is not altoegther convincing. Two principal
reasons are usually given, either of which leaves her blameless in
her o w n eyes :
(1) The French started it by using bromethylacetate and
chioracetone in 1914.1a1
(2) No fundamental scruples, based on international law,
existed a t this time.
178 Quoted in the Richmond Times Dispatoh, Kovember 29, 1959, p, 18A.
178 Walter H.E. Jaeger and William V. O'Brien, International Law (Weshington: Georgetown University Press, 1958). p. 32; Stone, op. i t . , pp, 60-63;
Hans Keisen, The Communiil Thsaw of Law (N.Y.:Frederick A. Praeger,
h e . , 1955), pp. 1GP172.
Iso"Ths emeiusion is inescapable t h a t the Soiiet Union and other Communist countries plan to m e CBR if they find it to their advantage." U.S.,
Congress, House, Committee an Science and A9tmnaUtieS, Report. , , , op. eit.,
p, 13.
lil The official apologia issued by the German War Miniatry and Supreme
Command in 1917, entitled "The German Conduct of War and lnteinational
Law; claimed t h a t the French Army, eaen before 1814, developed B ri0egrenade and hand grenade filled with tear gas. Prentias, a p . mt,, p , 689.
contends t h a t both Germany and France "sed non-lethal gas before April 1915.
No pratest was made by either side becaune the g a m selected had almost no
d e e t . The mast serious charge against the French was leveled by Dr. Rudolf
Hanslian in an article published in 1824. He eharged t h a t the French em.
played i n 1914 B new mpimive called turpinite, which, upon impact, gave off
B deadly dust. This charge was repeated in his book D I T Chemischa K r i q ,
OP. C i t . , p. 13, wherein h e displayed B photograph of unmarked Germs"
soldiers who died after breathing the dust. His authority for the actual
existence Of the gas was an article in the Pail P a l l Gazette and in the Daily
Express of September 17, 1814, where B new powerful e i p l o ~ i v eis described.
However, nowhere in the article wag It stated t h a t the explosive gave off any
kind of gas, the damage being d a m entirely by rhe expioaion. See 05&1
X i s t o w a i the War,. . . , 1915, OP. cit., .1 PP. 193, 194, for a comment both on
turpinite and Dr.Hanslisn'i account of it. Thia same d u m e st p, 184 in note
1 dismisses as propaganda the Walff wnreiess eummunique of 17 *mil 1916
which accused the British of w i n g gas at Ypres om 16 April, six d a m before
the Germans mtusliy used i t et the same piaee.
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Both of these reasons were advanced by General van Falkenhoyn,
the Chief of the German General Staff.lB* The second reason is
based on a practical adaptation of Kriegsraison. I t waa stated
beautifully by General van Deimling, commanding general of the
16th Army Corps, who actually used the gas :
I must eonfens that the e m m i s l i m f a r p ~ i ~ o n i nthe
g enemy, just 8 s one
poisons rate, %truck me as i t must any straightforward aoldier; i t was
repuiiiw to me. Ii, however, these poiaon gases wonid lead ta the fall of
Ypres, we would perhaps win a vietory which might decide the entire war.
In view of such B high goal persooal Susceptibilities had to be silent.ll8
(Emphasis supplied.)

In regard to the first reason alleging that the French used gas first,
Charles C h e w Hyde's condemnation of such reasoning is convincing:
To the impartial mind bdligerent exeu~esfor recourse to conduct deflnlteiy
forbidden by conyention are not impressive OF eonvineing. , . , I t is a profit
less task t o weigh allegatian against allegation, and t o attempt by such
path to Teach a e o n d u ~ i o n t h a t excuses disregard of the convention
prohibition.ls4

The real reason the Germans used gas is concisely stated in Dr.
Rudolf Hanslian's T h e Gas A t t a c k at Ypres, previously referred to.
This book was written as an answer to Victor Lefebure's antiGerman The Riddle of the Rhine. Dr. Hanslian wrote
The Gzrman advance W B B held UP bg the battle of the Marne, the fronts
froze f a i t .
Thus was iuddanly revealed the aurpriring fact of the
failure of high explosive ammunition. The Chemical arm appeared b be
the most mitable means of attack, since gas eould O V E I C O ~ B earth
fortiflcationn,, , .I*<

...

The next war in which Germany was a party demanded a different approach on her part. She had signed the Geneva Protoeol in
1925 and in answer to a British inquiry made it known in September 1939 that she would observe it subject to reciprocityJs6 She
nevertheless advanced her preparations for gag warfare, even discovering the new nerve gases, sarin and tsbun. Both could penetrate clothing. Protective masks and ointment were ineffective.
Sixteen-thousand such bombs, Some of them weighing 650 pounds,
Were found at one depot by advancing Allied soldiers. Germany
had her factories working a t full speed to manufacture the new
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gases.18' But she did not use these or any other gases. Why?
If the first Hague Conference did not stop the Kaiser it would
hardly follow that the Geneva Protocol would stop Hitler. The
anawer for the latter phases of the war lies both in military vulnerability and in matters of policy. They were disclosed by Albert
Speer a t the Nuremburg War Crimea Trial. He gave t w reasons
why Germany did not resort to gas warfare in 1944 and 1946:
(1) Military men were opposed to its use because Allied air
superiority would expose Germany cities to retaliation.
(2) When the war seemed lost Germany wanted to do no act
that could be held against her after she lost the war.1bS
Both of these utilitarian reasons illustrate the soundness of the
American position taken in 1899 by Secretary Hay that "considering the temptations to which men and nations are exposed in time
of conflict, it is doubtful if an international agreement to this end
would prove effective."'nQ
E. Italv
When Italy resorted to gas warfare in Ethiopia in 1936 she was
a major power. She was also a party to the Geneva Protocol. Why,
then, did she employ mustard gas against a backward nation like
Ethiopia? The immediate reason was because of its effectiveness.
The fact that Ethiopia could not retaliate in kind no doubt had a
bearing on the initial decision to use it.
Italy justified her action in a communication to the League of
Nations on April 30, 1936. She mentioned she would use gas BS
reprisal for other gross violations of international law committed
by Ethiopia, there being nothing in the Geneva Protocol that required gas be employed only as retaliation in kind.'OO Italy, therefore did not expressly repudiate her international treaty obligations concerning poison gad. Rather she sought to evade them by
the oft-used excuse of reprisal.

F. Japan
Japan was a party to the Hague Ga8 Declaration of 1899.1n1
Therefore when the Russo-Japanese War broke out she waa restricted 'by treaty from using the weapon. However, a British
chemist in Japan nevertheless suggested to the Japanese Govern-

__

187 The Russiana captured intact the German tabu" plant, moved it home,
and made tabvn their atsndard nerve gas. U
on Science and Astronautics, R r p o i t ,
,0
188 T&I af tha M O ~ OWar
? Ciiminol8, o p . oil
LhB "Inatruetion from Secretary of State Hay to the American delegates at
the flrst Hague Conference." Foreign Relations of the Cnitrd States, 1899,
(Washington: U.S. Go?, Printing Office, 1901),Pp. 511-512.
IS0 Lea8ye of Nstianr, Ofioial Jou,nd, 11th Assembly, 1936. p. 580.
101 Scott, The Hague Peaoa Canfrrencra 0,f 1898 and 1907. up, ozt., p. 231.

..
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ment that it employ gas against the Russian farces.'Q8 However,
it did not do so.
In World War I the type af war waged against Germany in the
Pacific did not present the same situation a8 the trench war in
Europe. There were no reports of gas in that theater of operations.
Japan, although a party to the defunct Washington Treaty of
1922, was one of the five powers which declined to ratify the
Geneva Protocol in 1925. Therefore Japan was in a better position than Italy in that regard when she commenced her war in
China. However, the reports are conflicting 89 to whether Japan
used gas in the Sino-Japanese War.lg3 Nevertheless a 1959 report
of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics contains the
statement that a large number of small gas attacks were made by
the Japanese against Chinese forces from 1931 a t least until
1943.1a4 When World War I1 erupted in the Pacific Japan was
non-committal to a British request, made in December 1941, that
she declare her intentions to abide by the Geneva Protocol.lBS
Japan, since World War I, has remained free of binding gas
treaties, relying on her own policy considerations to determine
her actions in the event of war.
Conclusion
The practice of states has been to prepare for gas warfare and
to let policy considerations determine ita actual employment. Chief
among the policy considerations have been the fear of retaliation
and the fear of public opinion. The very indecisive nature of the
instrument, rather than a precise rule of international law, has
permitted these two considerations t o shape policy.lga Gas was an
extremely useful weapon but it had not, in the past, been B decisive weapon. Therefore states considered their awn vulnerability

___.
lQ2 Reported in Buchan, op. ert., 11. p. 43.
lQIBrophy and Fisher, op. cit.. p, 63, n 1, remarks t h a t the repeated
Chinese charger were never definitely eetablirhed.
em, Home, Committee on Science and Astronautlea, R e p m

1Q6 Brophy and Fisher, np $ i t . , p. 48, n. 1.
An pmvioualy noted B study prepared by the Operstionn Division of the
War Department General Stafs, dated June 4, 1846, concluded that'gaa WBP
h d p f v i but not decisire. Therefore for t h a t and f a r reaaonn of public opinion
the United States should not initiate gas warfare. Braphy and Fisher, op. cit.,
P. 87. Before 1811 this publie opinion was endent m the preambles t o the
Wsihinqton Treaty, the Central American Convention and Geneva P r o t a o i .
All deacribed gaa as having been justly condemned by mankind. Today the fear
of Dublie Opinion stili shapea U.S. policy After agreeing that rss W ~ mere
Q
humane t h a n iome weapons now in UP* B House Committee did not recommend
t h a t the United States now change Ita "retalistian only" rule because "the
n a t u r a l reVYkion against the bizarre effects of both old and new CBR agents
makes them ready targets for international propaganda e ~ m p a i g n ~ . "U.S.
Congress, House, Committee on Science and Aitrmauties, R e p o r t . , . o p . cii:
p. 11.
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before employing it, the vulnerability of their allies, public opinion,
the tactical situation, and the political objectives of the war.

VI. THE INTERNATIOSAL LAW OF GAS WARFARE
Article 38 (1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice
provides that the court shall apply international conventions,
international custom, general principles of law, judicial decisions,
and the teachings of the most highly qualified text writers in
arriving a t its decisions. These five categories, traditionally classified as sources and evidences of international law, will be utilized
in analyzing the four preceding parte of this study, that is, the
history of gas warfare, its present characteristics, the international
efforts to control it, and the practice of belligerants.
A. International Conventions
1. H a m e Declaration IV of 1899 and the Geneva
P1.otocol Of 1925
Two treaties, now in force, specifically prohibit certain aspects
of gas warfare; the Hague Declaration IV of 1899 and the Geneva
Protocol of 1925. The former was not signed by a sufficient number
of states to give it general w.lidity.'a' The latter would appear to
be a lawmaking treaty despite the absence of the United States
and Japan. However, even a lawmaking treaty does not bind
states which are not parties to it.lQBIf such treaty is declaratory
of an existing customary rule then it is that custom and not the
treaty declaratory of it that will govern the actions of the United
States.
One of the attributes of statehood is the ability to participate
in the making of international law.19Q However, states are not
equal to their ability to make laur. What the United States does or
does not do in certain fields may determine, to a great extent, what
international law is, as England so determined in the 18th and
19th centuries.200A state whose interests are most affected should
187 Charles Fenwick, Intematmnal Le- (3rd ed., N.Y.: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 1943),p. 557.
108 J.L. Brierly, The L a x a/ A'etrons (6th ed., Oxford: The Ciarendan Presa,

-

, O F F % ll. EO
-""",,

"I.

and O'Brien, OD. o d , p. 3 4 : Oppenheim, op. dt., 7th ed., I, p, 20.
Scott made the following pertinent comment in regard to the two
Hagve Conferencea: "While therefore the conference admits the equality of
nations and while each nation thus reaponds to the roil call, Montenegro and
Lvrembure influencim tho vote 8 8 profoundly SI Russia and Germany, the
eupport of the larger nations is necessary in order to give international forae
and effect to B proposition before It. For example, the attitude of Great
Britain in maritime law is controlling." J.B. Scott, The Hague Pmee Confer
~ O P I aI i 2808 and 1007 ( 2 vole., Baltimore: Johns Hapkina Press, ISOS), 1, p.
110 Jaeger

100J.B.
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have an equivalent voice in determining what rules are applicable,
or what old rules no longer apply.pnl
2. A m e x to Hague ConventionlV of 1907
No general rule laid down in the annex ta Hague Convention
IV of 1907 can be said to prohibit, by analogy, gas warfare. Articles
23(a), ( b ) , and (e) are held by some writers to apply to 889.
a. The Prohibiting of Poisons
Article 23(a) certainly seems to be capable of application
from its warding: "It is especially forbidden to employ poison or
poisoned weapons." If a shell containing blood or nerve gas, whose
purpose is to poison the human system, is not a poisoned weapon
then the term has a restrictive meaning. Practice has borne out
such a restrictive interpretation of Article 23(a). I t has not been
applied generally by states in connection with poison gas.*02 One
reason is that Article 23 (a) was formulated when the experience
of mankind did not encompass poison in terms of gas but in terms
of poisoned water or food, or poisoned arrows. This codification
of custom refiected the past, not the unknown future.
b. Cnneeessa~y
suffering
Article 23(e) presents one of the most frequent abjections
, it is especially forbidden to emraised against gas warfare.
ploy Brims, projectiles, or material calculated to cause unnecessary
suffering." The question is not whether poison gas causes suffering, but whether it causes unnecessary suffering. In answering
thia question, the emotional reaction to gas warfare must be set
aside. This emotional reaction was based in part on the original
helplessness of man to protect himself, and in part on the lurking,
invisible nature of this instrument.z03 Therefore man had good
reason to fear it. But fear and an honorable repugnance are not

". .

201 See Brlsriy, op. oi!., pp 134, 135, for a defense of the traditional political
and lepal przmacy of the great p0aers.
202 The Law ai Land Waarfase, F M 27-10 (19663,op. oit., in par. ST set8 out
Artlele 23(s) as a rule binding upon the United States. However, in the veri
next paragraph the statement 11made lhat the United Btntes 1s not a party to
a treaty that prohibits or restricts the Use ~n warfare of toxie or nontoxic
gases. The earlier 1940 edition of FA1 27-10 at Page 7, was even more specific:
"The practice of recent year3 has been to regard the prohibition against the
use of D D ~ S Oas~ not amlieable t o the "be of toric p ~ i e s . "
109 Files and W-ert, OP. ezt., P. 387, giYe three reasons for the emationd
reaction of horror: ( 8 ) The firit gas was B luffmating gsa. Peopie were u r d
to S ~ D others
~ P
bieedine to death, but not ehokinn to death: tb) The first
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germane to the matter of suffering as such."4 I t is necessary to
use other, more direct approaches in analyzing the application of
Article 23 ( e ) .
(1) The first direct approach usually taken is that of comparing the suffering caused by gas with the suffering caused by
other recognized weapons of war. Does the soldier who has been
sassed suffer any more than the soldier who has been torn by a
bullet or shell fragment, or who has been drenched in flame? Can
the suffering gases cause be compared to the torture that comes
to the man who has been bayonetted, before death releases him?20<
A United States Army officer once answered these questions by
stating: "It is impassible to humanize the act of killing and maiming the enemy's soldiers, and there is no logical grounds on which
to condemn the appliance so long as its application can be so
confined."gns The wounded in war suffer from all weapons.20' The
Correct norm f a r measuring Article 23 (e) cannot be found in this
nightmare realm of suffering. Another approach must be taken.
(2) A better approach would be an analysis of its permanent
effects on individuals.*Oa
( a ) Are gases which kill quickly and cause little suffering
forbidden by Article 2 3 ( e ) ? The answer must be ''no.11 because
Article 2 3 ( e ) is concerned with suffering. If a weapon produces
little or no suffering then it cannot be said to came unnecessary
suffering. The St. Petersburg Declaration concerning weapons
which make death inevitable would be more relevant in answering
There i s certainly a. popular revuliian to the use of 883. I t has stemmed
from many factom, no^ the least of which is a feeling of dishonorableness
connected with it. Far t h a t resion countries do not like t o be the first to use it,
For inatance, Sslamon in her article, "The Select Weapon," in A m y , op. cit..
P. SO, a f t e r arguing t h a t poison gas does nor came umeee~sarysuffering, and
in addition IS an excellent tactical weapon, concludes her article with the
mtatement t h a t falth m her country leads her to beliere thar the United States
will not use gas firat.
106 Waitt, ap. ort., p. 6.
106 Sibert in the foreaord t o Fries and West, op. cit., p. ix.
101 '"I would not preach the 'humaneness' of chemical w a r f a r e for there is
nothing 'humane' m wm.0 (Lt. Cal. S.A. White, "Some Uedieal Aspects of
Chemical Warfare," Chemical Wartore Bulletin, XXIV (1938),p. 144.) "War
end humanity are incompatible conceptions," (Rumel H. E r i n g , "The Legality
of Chemieal Warfare," Amrrtcun Law Review, LXI (Jnnuary-February l s n ) ,
p. 6 8 ) . "The committee c a n m i bring itaelf to describe any weapon of war 81
'humane' and i t maken no moral judgment on the possible m e of CBR in WBI.
fare." U.S.,Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics, Report
. . . , op. cit.. p. 15.
208Both Prentias, op. cit., P. 670, and James Kendall, Breatha Freciu, Tha
Truth Abaut Poiaon Gas (K.Y.,
Landon: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1838),
Chapter 12, diseuss the hvmanity of g a l w a r f a r e by way of three eomparisma;
firat degree of eufsering; sffond, percentage of deaths; third, pemsnent &iterHeeta. Bdth found that on 811 three eounti gas in World W a r I was relatively
less hideous than shells and bulleta.
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such a question than would Article 23(e). One writer poetically
phrased his answer in the following manner: "Who that had to die
from a blow u,ould not rather place his head under Nasmyth's
hammer than to submit i t to B drummer boy armed with a ferrule?"m'
( b ) Are gases which cause suffering but which do not
generally kill or produce permanent injury forbidden by Article
23(e)? In World War I over 27 per cent of United States casualties were gas casualties. Two per cent resulted in death, while
approximately 25 per cent of the casualties from bullets and high
explosives resulted in death?I0 The figures an the lack of afteraffects from gas are also revealing.z11 F a r instance 33 Americans
were blinded in a t least one eye from gas; 179 were blinded by
the conventional weapons.z12 If death or permanent injury do
not usually result from gases, then such gases do not assume a s
horrible an appearance as do many of the more conventional
weapons.
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( c ) Are gases which cause suffering and which kill forbidden by Article 23 (e) ? Only if they cause unnecessary suffering.
Unnecessary to what, is the very center of the problem. To solve

it the mission of weapons must be examined. The mission of all
weapons i8 to subdue the enemy soidiers.PlB If a soldier is well dug
in and cannot be dislodged by shell fire then the use of such a
gas would not be unnecessary to subdue him. This was the situation when Germany first used chlorine. She had no other weapon
capable of overcoming the French fortified line. However, if the
soldier can be subdued by a gas which does not kill, then it would
seem that such a gas must be employed.
Questions ( b ) and ( c ) abo\,e, can be better explained by comparing poison gas with poisoned bullets. The bullet alone is
capable of putting the soldier horsde-combat. The suflering
caused by the poison was not necessary in accomplishing this
mission.
From an analysis of these two approaches the conclusion is
drawn that gas, as such, is not prohibited by Article 23(e), though
a particular gas used in a particular way might be. This conclusion is in agreement with the position of the United States as
disclosed in its military manuals. Nevertheless, this conclusion
is not in agreement with many legal and non-legal texts on the
subject and with the statements made by officials of the United
States before the Washington and Geneva Conferences in 1922
and 1925. Roberts and Frodkin are representative of the nonlegal writers who appose the use of gas. A. A. Roberts, writing
in 1915, called poison gas a TORTURE clearly infringing Article
23(e) .W He quoted both Grotius and DeVattel as supporting the
view that torture is forbidden. But torture is a conclusion. Roberts
gave no reasons why gas was a torture and other forms of wounding were not a torture. Frodkin in 1934 concluded that poison gas
was not humane because it killed or wounded a tremendous num218 The D w l a m t i m of St. Petemburg, November, Deeembor. 1868, declared
that the object of the use of weapona m war is "to disable the greatest possible
number of men, and this object would be exceeded by the e m p l a p e n t of a m 8
which needlessly aggravate the suffering of disabled men, or render their
deatha inevitable, and that the emplogment of such arma would therefore be
contrary t o the laws of humanity." (Quoted in W.E. Hall, A Treatiae on Internotiowl loa, 4..A. Pearce HigginJ (8th ed., Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1924).
P. 6 3 6 ) . Higgina added the general principle of proportionality to this concept
of unnecensary suffering. He stated that: "On the whale it may be mid
generally that weagonn sra illegitimate which render death inevitable or inAiet
diatinotiy more rvffering than othera without proportionately crippling the
enemy.. . . On the other hand the amount of destruction or of suffering which
m n y be esured is immaterial if the result obtained i s eoneeived to be ~ r a portionate." (Emphasis supplied.)
m6 Roberts, op cit., 8. 21.
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ber of soldiers in World R a r
Such reasoning goes to the
effectiveness of the weapon and is not relevant to Article 23(a).
c. Treacherous hilling or wounding
Article 23 (b) forbids the treacherous killing or wounding
of individuals belonging t o the hostile nation or a m y . The idea
of treachery would encompass hidden, dishonorable types of warfare. Tucker concludes that a colorless, odorless gas which wonld
give no prior warning might easily constitute r, form of treachery.z16 However, i t is difficultto see how the lack of prior warning
would be sufficient to conatitute treachery. Snipers, land mines,
booby traps, and long range artillery give no warning. Treachery
is closer akin to a violation of confidence and to deceit rather than
to surprise.z1' Therefore gas cannot he considered a treacherous
instrument p e r se. I t would depend upon its use in a particular
case. Almost any \Teapon can he used treacherously if the user
so desires.
Hague Conrention IV, which did so well in codifying the then
existing custom, did not codify a rule that would forbid any type
of gas. I t remains to be seen if a custom not mentioned in the
Hague Convention would be applicable.

B. International Cmtom
The custom of distinguishing betu-een combatants and noncombatants mag he applicable to gas if its use cannot make such a
distinction. This custom has its roots deep in history.$'& However, it is aasaciated with the concept of limited war where armies
fought armies and civilians minded their own business. With the
advent of total a a r and the economic aspects such a war displayed in Korld Wars I and I1 this distinction has been subjected
116 Frokin, o p . < i t . , Chapter iX.
ZLeRobert Tucker, The Law o? War and A'estraliiy a1 Sea (Washington:
U.S. Gay. Printing Office, I%?), p. 52, n. 15. The author use8 the concept of
treachery behind the U Q a~ i pmaan as an analogy.
117 Webitrr'a h'sw Collepiata Dietionol-y (Spiingfield, ~Masr.;G. 8 C. M e 6
riam Co.. 1856). D. 805.
118 W.E. Hall, International La%. ed., J.B. Atlay (5th e d , Oxford: Clarmdon
Press, 1904), p. 397, n. 1, OOntaini an interesting history of the development
of the distinction between combatants and noncombatants. Robert Tucker in
his The Lato of War and Neutrolitw at Sea, np. oit., p, 46, refers to distinction
as a general principle of international law. However, it appears to be better
classified 8 s B curtom. It 13 more apt t o be modified by practice than i s I
general principle a i the term is ueed m Article S S i l ) (e) of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice, and ea defined by t h e W a r Crimes Tribunal in
United States v. List, Trials of War Cizminals, op. oit., Xi, pp, 1230-1S18.
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I t was thought by some to have vanished after
World War I. John Bassett Moore countered such thinking, pointing specifically to the concern in the 1920's for noncombatants if
gas warfare were used in a future war.p2o Indeed, between World
Wars I and I1 there was deep fear of gas delivered on cities by
aircraft. A Navy board in 1921 recommended to the American
delegation a t the U'ashington Conference that gas be outlawed,
partially because it could not be controlled sufficiently to insure
the safe@ of noncombatants.
This inter-war concern for noncombatants in gas attacks is
paradoxical because civilians were little affected by gas during
three-and-one-half years of intensive gas use in World War I.
In World War I1 the distinction received no support in practice
in regard to submarine warfare and aerial bombings.221 However,
it cannot be said that the distinction has vanished completely.
I t was still much in evidence in the Geneva Conventions of 1949
where the distinction between helpless combatants and helpless
noncombatants is clear.
But this custom, conceding that it still exists in some form, does
not forbid gas warfare. I t only farbids its use against noncombatants to the same extent that other kinds of attack are forbidden
against noncombatants. Noncombatants are now only proteted
Stone, OP. cit., pp, 628, 629, advocates a direct attaek upon cipiliana
engaged in war industries because of the importance of such w0.ker.s in the
economics of war. A word of caution is neeasnary here. The inference of
such a statement is that modern xmrfare v.41 remain closely related to
economic produetion. Although this was true in World W a r 11, neither the
Unitea States nor the U.S.S.R. are assuming t h a t eemomie potential. will
necessarily play D Similar ole in future wars. Both believe that forceain-being may be decisive. See H S. Dinerstein, War and the Soviet L'nion
(N.Y.: Fredriek A. Pmegey., 19691, Chapter 7, and Raymond L. GarthoR,
Soviet Strategy b the Nuoleor Age (N.Y.: Fredriek A. Praeger, 1958). pp,
71-76. If fereesia-being k a m e the objective of both sides the r e d t may
be the sparing of e i ~ i l i s npopulations.
ZQo John Bamett Moore, Intarnotionoi Law m d Same Current Iliusiona and
Other Essay8 (R.Y.:
Paemillan Co., 1924), p, ix. Mr. Moore oites the m n m n
f o r civilian aafety which prompted the Washington Conference as praof t h a t
the distinction did not die in the infema of World W a r I.
Ptl For instanoe a fire raid on a Japanese city c%n d e r little protection to
combatanti and noneombetants alike. The nstnre of the weapon and the
nstyre of the target prevent the observation of the protection t h a t e ~ s t o m a ~ i l y
surrounded the noncombatant. See Fwe and Air Wa? (Boston; National Fire
Proteetien Awoeiation, 19461, for graphic Japanese iilurtrationa of their
cities after Rre attacks. See ~ 1 8 0 , F.J.P. Veale, Ad%onoe t o Eoibarism
(Appleton. Wis., C.C. Nelson, 19531, plate 1, for B photograph of the p v e
of Dresden, Germany, where bodies of eivilirna were burned in batches of
a b u t 500 each over B period of several w e k a , following B three-day raid
by Allied planes.
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from attacks directed ezclz~siuelli against them.zY In a modem
complex industrial city few attacks would come within such an
exclusionary rule.
Gas, together with long range artillery, atom bombs, roekets
and air bombings, are modern weapons, modern in the sense that
the gunner is not sighting over the gun barrel when he fires them.
I t is these types of weapons, plus the ever-increasing variety of
military targets, that are breaking d o m , not the distinction, but
the protection that noncombatant8 previously enjayed.P'8
This custom cannot be said to prohibit gas warfare a s such,
any more than it prohibits other modern arms.
The reservations of many signatory states, particularly the
U.S.S.R., to the Geneva Protocol of 1925 indicate that no custom
was rwognized a t that time that iTould bind the states independently of the obligation they were assuming under the convention
itself. Since 1925 no specific custom appears to have arisen. Gas
w a ~not used in World War I1 because of the Geneva Protocol
and the self-imposed policy of the states not parties to it. It would
be difficult to argue that the practice of states resulting from a
convention they have signed has independently created a custom
that binds other states who have deliberately refrained from adhering to the convention.
C. General Principles of LAW
The Statute of the International Court of Justice lists "general
principles of law recognized by civilized nations" as one source
of international law.Zu This is a fairly recent departure from the
two familiar sources, custom and law making treaty.n" There
appears now to be a hierarchy of sources with custom and treaties
in the first category and general principles of law, judicial decisions, opinions of text writers, and equitable principles in the
second category.'"
pmLa(u of Land Warfare, F M 27-10. OP. cit., p. 16, states t h a t "it is a
generally recognized rule of international law t h a t eivllmni must not be made
the o b j e t of sttack directed szrluezvsly a p i n s t them." (Emphaais supplied.)
On P. 20. this same m s n u i , adds that " t h e r e 18 no prohibition of general
application against bombardment from the a i r of combatant troops, defended
plsces, or other legitim& military akjaeiiuei." (Emphasis rupplied.)
121See Paul Guggsnheim, T~aitcde Drot Internottonal Public ( 2 vala.,
Geneva: Librairie de L'Universite, 1864), 11. p. 429, f o r B discussion of t h e w
military reaaoni for the lack of eiwlian protection in a e m l warfare.
2x4 Article S 8 ( 1 ) (c), Statute of the International Court of Justice.
22s Alf Rosa, A Tertkook a/ International Low (London Longmans, Green,
19471, p. 79. Contra, Brierly, OP. cit.. pp. 63, 64, who conclude. t h a t it is no
DoVslty in B e international law system because courts have instinctirelg
referred to them in t h e past. Ita specific inclusion, he eontinuen, amounts t o
a rejection of t h e positivkt doctrine according to whieh international law
consisted solely of rules to whieh states have given their consent.
-Jaeger and O'Brien, o p . a t . , p, 1s.
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These general rules and principles become important when the
special rule does not exist or has become obsolete, or is of doubtful
existence.lZ1 General principles, therefore, are of prime importance
in the search for an answer to the legality of gas warfare.
What then are these general principles? They are generally
principles, based on equitable or natural law principles, from
which much of the content of public international law proper hm
been developed.zm They range from concepta on self-preservation,
good faith,l*a and respect for acquired righters0 to unjust enrichment,PaLprescription, and estoppel.2~z
The general principle applicable to gas warfare, as well as to
any kind of warfare, is proportionality.a88 The ends to be gained
must be proportional to the means employed to secure them.su
Therefore even if gas warfare is permitted, such permission does
not amount to a license. I t would be highly questionable if a city
could be sprayed with lethal 88s merely to "shake up" the civilian
population in the hope that the state would be inclined toward
surrender. The application of this principle transfers the problem
of chemical warfare from the black and white formula of legal
or illegal weapons ta particular situations and objectives where
some positive norm is always applicable.
Municipal law, being in general more developed than international law, has always constituted a sort of reserve store of
principles upon which the latter has been in the habit of drawAn example of such drawing occurred a t Nuranburg in
the trial of von List.la' There the court turned to municipal law
to find acceptance or rejection of the principle of ez poet fad0
and the defense of "superior orders." Municipal law appears to
have accepted the use of gas by law-enforcement agencies within
227Ernit H. Feiichenfeid. Pzblio Debts and State Succer&n (N.Y.:
Maemillan. 1931). Chapter 57, IR. 1.
€Lauterpaeht,
I.
Pritlata Lm Smioss and A n d o p i e . o/ Intsrnotioml
L w (1921), pp. 67-11, commenting vpon Article 88, par. l ( e ) , of the stahlte
O f the Permanent covrt of International Juatiee.
WBin Chew, Ganrrrrl Prinoiplea o/ Lor (London: Stevena and &m,
ISSS), Parts One and TWO.
180 Lard MeNair,,"The General Principles of Law R s w i e e d by Civilized
Nations," Tho Bntwh Year Book. of Interntima2 Lam, XXXIII (1931). p.

1, at p, 15.
Pal

D.P. O'Conneil applies this principle

8s the baais for his

Stds Svccssaion (Cambridge; Uniseralty Press, 1856), p. 213,
111 Brieriy, op.
181 William

Ths

of

cit., p. 6s.

V. O'Brien, "The Meaning of 'Military Nreaaih.' in Intarnational Law," InBtdtYts ai WDIM Politu Yearbook 109 (1967) for an application of the principle of proportionality to military neeesaity.
*I4 The Law of Land Wwfera. F M 27-10, p. 19. reeogmizea this principle
when it state. that ;loss of life and damage to propem must not be out of
pvportion to the mihtam adyantage to be gained."
sa6 ~ r i d gOP,
, dt.,p. 6s.
216 United States 7. List, Tliole of Wat Cridwls, w. cit., XI,p. 1280.
*GO 100'08
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the state. Non-lethal gases which have no permanent disability
are used as a basic weapon in riot control and in dislodging barricaded criminals. The more "progressive" states are using the
gas chambers instead of the electric chair or hangman's noose
for executiomPal
The gases used are selected gases for a particular objective.
Whether the use of gas in war can be a8 selective is another
problem. However, their use within a state indicates that municipai law has no aversion to gas as such.

D. Judicial Decisions
The courts offer little aid in determining the existence of any
international law relative to gas warfare. Trials a t the end of
World War I would be expected to yield some evidence, particularly
in view of the fact that the use of deleterious and asphyxiating
gases was listed a3 one of 33 war crimes by the Commission on
Responsibilities in 1919. However, the war crimes trials held at
Leipzig after the termination of the war principally concerned
ill-treatment of prisoners of war and unlawful submarine warfare
activity.zsBThe German-Greek Xixed Arbitral Tribunal in Kiriadolou v. Geimany (1930) condemned, by way of dicta, use of ga8
from airplanes against the civilian population.2aeThe facts before
the court concerned conventional air bombing.
World War I1 War Crimes Trials dealt n i t h everything from
forced prostitution in the South Seas to illegal wearing of the
uniform.2'0 However, except for the questioning af Albert Speer
by NIr. Justice Jackson on Germany's poison gas preparations,
the records are silent on gas warfare.

E. 1ntenw.tional Law Tert Writers
Publicists on international law are naturally in a lesser position
to influence the practice of states than are courts. However, they
do exercise much greater influence an determining what this law
287 "The mort humane XBY known to p u t a eandemned criminal out of action
is through the lethal gar chamber. Yet when we even mention the use of ga.
in warfare o w people m e rerrined and completely fail to e d u s t e the
situation:' Statement by Lt. Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, the Army's Chief a i
Research and Development, made in testifying before B subcommittee of the
Home of Repremtatlven on ~ u n e18, 1959. Us.. Congreas, Rouse, Committee
on Science and Aetmnwtics, Hearings on Bmio Sozsntific d A ~ B o r n ~ l i O
Reseaiah in the D a p t . o/ D e f e m e . June 18, 1958, 86th C0ng~e.s. 1st Sean.,
1969, p. 230.
2 3 8 H a e k o r t h , op. dt.,VI, pp, 219. 260, 462, 463.
**)rMCed Arbityo1 Tribunal, X (1931). p. 100, reported in Singh, op. oil..
p. 186.
240 A digest of 69 cases illvetrating the wide variety of war mimes charge3
has been prepared by the United Nations War Crimea Commission, h
Reports o i Trials o/ W w C?iminols (15 VD~S., London: His Majesty's Stp
tion*ry office, 1 9 4 8 ) .
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is than do writers on municipal law. They, as courts, are not a
primary source of international law. They nevertheless come very
close to making law when their opinions on the law applicable to
new situations are carefully considered by states and by courts.P"

1. British mritas
Writers in England tend to regard the use of any type of
poison gas, except as a reprisal in kind, to be prohibited by international law. The folloving six writers are representative of
British thinking on the subject.
H. Lauterpaoht reawns that the Hague Declaration of 1899,
forbidding the use of shells to diffuse asphyxiating gases, gave
expression to the customary rules prohibiting the use of poison
and materials causing unnecessary suffering. Both of these customary rules were formally codified in Article B ( a ) and 23(e)
of the 1907 Hague Regulations. He further considers that the
cumulative effect of custom, practice, and pronouncements in ratified and unratified treaties make such prohibition of ga8 warfare
legally binding upon all states.142
A . B. Keith is of the opinion that there can be no doubt that the
Hague Declaration of 1899 now pomesses binding force generally
and that the German use of gas exposed combatants to unnecessary suffering thereby inflicting death and agony on many men.245
Georg Schtuarzenberger associates gas with other methods of
warfare long denounced. He reasons that in the interest of humanity it is prohibited to employ arms or projectiles calculated t o
cause unnecessary suffering, to use poison gas against the enemy,
or to refuse quarter to an enemy willing to
I n addition the provisions of the Geneva Protoeol of 1925 were treated
in the post 1919 period as declaratory of existing international
law.p'E
A. Pearce Higglns is also of the opinion that gas caused needless
suffering to men who inhaled it in World War I. Therefore he
concludes its use ivas contra to the Declaration of St. Petersburg
341Artiele 8 8 ( l ) ( d ) of the Statute of the Internatianal Court of Justice
requires the Court to apply "the tDaehinqa of the most highly qualified
publicists of the \.%riow nations as a aubsidiary means for the determination
of rules Of law."
9 4 1 Oppenheim, 7th 4..ap. cat., pp. 542, 544.
PIBHenry Wheaton Intsmtional Law, op. eit., 7th ed., 11, p. 205.
P U Georg Scha-arzmberger, A Manuol of htemotional Lew (London:
Stevens and Sann, 1947). p. 83.
$46 Georg Schwamnberger, T h a L e g d z t y of h'ualeor Weopona (London;
Stevens and Sann, 1958). PP. 88, 48. In thil book the author reaaona to the
illegality of nuclear w e a p ~ nfrom
~
the prior illegality of poison gas. He
considers both to be anaiogava species of the genus "poiaon."
A 0 0 IOP4SB
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of 1868 and to Article 2 3 ( a ) and 23(e) of the Hague Regulations
of 1907.2'0
R . F . Roxburgh, when editing the Srd edition of Oppenheim,
was more cautious. H e thought that the Hague Regulations might
not be applicable to gas warfare because ail contestants in World
War I had neither signed nor ratified them.*" However, with
the general acceptance of the Hague Regulations as declaratory
of customary law such a technical objection is no longer entertained.
Julius Stone agreed with Lauterpacht that international law
forbids gas warfare and cites Lauterpacht's reasoning as the correct interpretation of the law. However, he then observes that the
compulsion back of this prohibition is fear of retaliation, because
international law forbids neither retaliation by gas nor preparation for gas warfare. He thinks that practical reasons, rather
than the Geneva Protocol, stopped Germany from using gas in
World War II.L'B
The use of the phrases "humanity" and "unnecessary suffering" run through the thinking of these British writers. Such
phrases may apply to some gases. But they cannot apply without
qualification to all gases, or to gas as such any more than to other
weapons of war.
2. American writers
Writers in the United States are divided on the legality of
gas warfare.
James W. Gamer thinks that the employment of poison gwes
does uselessly aggravate the suffering of its victims, a type of
suffering which the St. Peteraburg and Hague Declarations clearly
intended to prohibit. He cautions against the cynical denunciation
of agreements to ban gas because an agreement is better than no
agreement. He then concludes that this method of warfare may
serve to deter belligerents from resorting to it from fear of retaliation by the enemy.g48 This practical observation is repeated
by other American writers.
Robert W. Tucker is of the opinion that poiaon gas warfare is
prohibited by international law. However, he does not think that
it cau8es unnecessary suffering, or that its ude will necessarily
involve noncombatants. He cites both Lauterpacht and Stone and
indorses their reasoning that the practice of nations has been
246 Hail. op. dt., 8th ed.,p. 637. n. 2.
247 Oppenheim, Intsmafianal Law, ed.. R F. Raxburgh ( 2 wis., 3rd ed.,
Landon: Longmans, Green, 1020). 11, p. SO.
218 Stone, OP. cit., PI. 653-557.
Paul Guggenheim, a Swiss writer, is in
agreement with the general English view that gas wsrfare is prohibited by
customary international law. Guggenheim. OP. cit., 11, pp. 300, 433.
*(a Garner, op. cit.. pp. 329-331.
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to view gas warfare as violative of the principle of
He sees no merit in the contention that the motive for obeying
the law, fear of retaliation, is an argument against the legal validity of the prohibition. I t strengthens the validity of the law rather
than weakens it.s6L
Charles Fenwiek is reluctant to say that gas warfare is prchibited. He paints to the conduct in World War I of both aidee,
the absence of many states from the Hague Declaration of 1899,
and the failure of the United States and Japan to ratify the Geneva
ProtocoLz'2
George Wilson looks to any prohibition, if one exists, to be
liberally interpreted if the enemy is small or passive. He observes
that the leading nations of the world continue to prepare for gas
warfare and sometimes even argue for its humane character.P68
Charles Chewy Hyde sees little efficacy in treaties prohibiting
gas warfare. He thinks that there is small likelihood of the United
States entering into such a treaty because of the contrary advice
from its military chiefs. He concludes that if gas is to be eliminated
from future wars it will be because of fear of r e t a l i a t i ~ n . ~ ~ '
Ellery C. Stowell, writing in 1930, commented on the popular
outcry against gas warfare as follows:
The unprepared and backward states are inclined b regard mcdiRcation
of the means or instruments of warfare as in the nature of unfair tactics,
not to say treaohery. This has been the attitude towards even. inrention;
towards the crossbow, musket, aerial wariare, and war gas or chemical
warfare. . . a t the present moment when p o p u l ~ rprejudice ~ l e r c i ~ avch
es
an mfluenee, the governments of even the moat civilized states or@sblig a b d t o respond to the p ~ p u l a routcry and TO propaae t o restrict the use
of certain means, hke poison gas, particularly abhorrant from a papular
point of View. When the test comes those restriction8 which me c m t r m y
to the trend of the development of civilization and of thz conduct of warfare will be lion swept BWY. Let us hope that they will not involve wellintentioned States in accusations of bad faith when they perceive the error
of their ways and attempt to extricate themnelves 90 8s not to be iubmerged by the mats of mere numbers, which the 1-8 developed and Iesa
civilized nations hurl against them.865

Two law review articles, previously cited, throw additional
light upon the American view. One was written in 1927,the other
210 Tucker, op. C i t . , p p . 51-63.
Such rraavning would ba mrmd if i t is first aeknawledged that the
prohibition eristn. If such aeknowledgmmt i b not made then It is doubtful
if a usage of states based solely upon a fear of FetsAation eodd become s
binding custom.
26% Fonwiok, op. <it.,3rd ed., pp. 557, 658.
e61 George G. Wilson, Handbook of lntamatianel Law (3rd ed,, St. Paul:
West Publishing Co.,1939). p, 271.
*uHyde, op. dt., 111, pp. 1820-1823.
256 Ellen. C. Stowell, International LMU,A Restatemant of P7inciplss in
C m j a m i t y with Actual Practice (6.Y.:Henry Holt and co., lssl), p. 518.
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fifteen years
Both examined the legal aspects of ohemical
warfare and concluded that the United States was net prevented
either by custom or by treaty from using gas in warfare.
The customs det7eloped from state practice, conventional law,
and general principles have all contributed to making the law what
it is today. Conclusions of international law writers to what this
law is have been set forth. A critical re-evaluation of these sources
of the law is now necessary not only to discover what the law
is supposed to be, but also what i t is today,li' and what it ought
to be.
VII. CRITICAL EVALUATION
A. Whet the Customary Letu is Supposed to Be
A consideration of Chapter VI and the reasons therein advanced
by the framers of the conventions and by the majority of the
internstianal law writers would lead the reader to suppose that
all types of gas warfare are prohibited except as retaliation in
kind. This supposition could be drawn from the following:
1. Germany's attempt to justify her use of gas in World
War I as a reprisal in kind.
2. The appeal of the Red Cross in February 1918 to both
sides to stop using 888.
5. The listing of the use of noxious gas as a war crime by the
Committee on Responsibilities in 1919.
4. The statement in Article 111 of the Versailles Treaty that
all types of gas warfare is prohibited.
5. The wording in the Washingtan Treaty of 1922 that the
use of gas had been justly condemned by the general opinion of
the civilized world.
6 . The repetition of this same wording in the Geneva Protocol
of 1926.
1. The large number of states who have signed treaties agreeing to refrain from using gas.
8. Italy's attempt to justify her use of gas in the Ethiopian
War on thegrounds of reprisal.
ZSBBemstan, op. oit., (June 1942), p. 889; Ewing, "The Legality of Chrmi.
The testimony of Major Gen. Creaas before B House Committee an 16
June 1969 illurtratPr the need for an exsminatian of the state of the law
today, not what it was in the 1920's. "Rumia, however, in ratifying it
[Genew. Protocol], made it quite e l e 8 ~that their ratification was not binding
against any country which in turn had not ratified i t or the ailiea of any
such country, so / o r praticol pwpaaaa there is no lrpal barrier to the use of
any of thess materials [gas and germs]?' (Emphasis auppiied.) U.S.,
Congress, Home, Committee on Science and Aatronruties, Hearings .
,
16 Jnne 1859, 09,cit., p. 3.

..
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9. The pronouncements of the Council of the League of Na-

tions when informed by China in ?.lay, 1938, that the Japanese
were using gas!s8
10, The absence of gas in World War I1 and in the Korean
War.
Such authorities as Schaarzenberger, Lauterpacht, Tucker, and
Stone have considered the above evidence and have concluded that
not only is gas warfare supposed to be outlaived but by the custom
of states it actually is. This is so whether a state is party to any
particular treaty or not. However, both Stone and Tucker relegate
the statements in the United States Army and Saw manuals to
a footnate.ljQ Lauterpacht does not even mention them. This indicates a defect in emphasis because i t is primarily the United
States which is affected by the customary rule which these authors
are inducing. The position of the United States poses the main
problem, that of the law applicable in the absence of a treaty on
the subjeet.26o A serious consideration of the United States Government viewyoint is required before any conclusion on the customary illegality of gas warfare can be drawn. This is not to say
that every denial of a rule by a major power proves the nonexistence of the rule. Yet it is difficult ta conclude that the United
States is bound by a specific prohibition to which i t has never
consented. I t is equally as difficult to prove such a custom by
citing the compliance of other states to treaties which they have
signed, or by noting the sense of guilt of defecting nations from
these treaties.
The majority of the writers discussed have concluded that the
conventional law and the customary law here are the same, that
those who have not signed the Geneva Protocol are as bound by
its gas provisions as are those who have signed it. If this conclusion is correct the refusal of the Senate in 1926 to give its advice
and consent was a USeleSs exercise of its constitutional authority.
Equally as useless were the reservations made by Some parties to
the Protocol to the effect that it would not be applica,ble in wars
with those states who have not ratified or adhered to it. Likewise
the abstention of Japan and the United States from the Geneva
Protocol in World War I1 availed them nothing.
League of Nations, OBczal Joiirnol, 18th Aasemhly, 1938, p, 578.
2agStone, op. mt., p, 557. n. 5 9 ; Tucker, o p . d t . , p. 52, p. 16.
280 The position of the United States 1% dmply that it is not a party t o
any treaty which prohibits or rentnets chemical warfare. Such B declaration
would be obvious if only the Hague Declaration of 1899 and the Geneva
PI(It0COi of 1925 were involi-4. Hawever, the United States is a party to
Articles 238 (poison), 2% (treachery), and 23e (unn~cenrary suffering)
of the Hague RegYiaTioni of 1907. The Army manusi on the law of land
warfare is e O m &
if these pmvirianr of the Hague Regulations are not
equivalent to thare of the Geneva Protocol.
A00 lOP4SB
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If such a conclusion 88 to the customary law is not correct,
then the present customary law applicable to gas warfare muat be
determined. I t is this ciistomary law which will apply in the event
of an armed confiict between East and West, not the Geneva
Protacal.
B. What the Customary Law is
I n order to determine what the l a n is today it will be necessary to answer the legal questions raised by the present eharacteristics of gas warfare. These questions were formulated under seven
major headings a t the conclusion of Chapter 111. Their answer
involves a n application of the information gained from a study
of (1) World F a r I, (2) gases now in the arsenals of states, ( 3 )
the diplomatic efforts to limit gas warfare, and (4) the considerations which have governed the actual practice of states. The seven
headings will be discussed individually.
1. Specific m t o m s

Many states have signed or adhered to the Geneva Protocol
of 1926 and the Hague Declaration of 1899. Therefore gas i s
specifically restricted by treaty to greater extent than are other
conventional weapons. These eomentions give littie difficulty in
themselves. I t is only a h e n they are said to be declaratory of
customary law that they become the object of controversy. New
gases discovered years after they were drafted might not be within
the scope of a custom which was based upon the then known gases.
The custom here under discussion is not a custom based upon a
general principle but a custom not to use familiar gases for their
known or supposed effect. For example a custom not to use gas
when the only known 883 was a choking gas would not necessarily
apply to a later gas whose only effect is a psychological one.
Gas research during and since World War I has proven that gas
is not one weapon. I t is many weapons u i t h many different effeeta.
A customary rule which would outlaw any type of gas even before
it is introduced would have to be general in nature. Prior to World
War I a codification of such a general rule would be found, if at
all, in the St. Peterrburg Declaration af 1868 or in the Annex t o
Hague Convention IV of 1907 because i t is in these documents
that general customary rules as to weapon employment a r e found.
2. General mstorns-the inevitability
of death and unnecessary s u f f e r i n g
The St. Petersburg Declaration forbids weapons that make
death inevitable. I t seem8 strange that such a rule would still be
called upon today as a guide to measuring the acceptability of new
instruments of destruction after the invention of 80 many lethal
weapons since 1868. Nevertheless, Spaight, reasoning from the
58
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St. Petersburg Declaration, conclude8 that the atom bomb is unlawful because it makes death inevitable for many of those affected
by it.Pe1
Applying the inevitability-of-death standard to gases of World
War I they fared a lot better than did the conventional weapons.
However, the aspect of death is now associated with gasea discovered since World War I, particularly the new nerve, blood, and
blister gases. The fatality figures of World War I, valid for
criticizing the popular beliefs of the 1920'8, m8Y not prove a correct guide for the future. Still death is not inevitable with any
new gas. It can be prevented if proper steps are taken after exposure.
Closely connected with the aspect of death is that of suffering.
Article 23(e) of the Annex to Hague Convention IV prohibits
weapons which came unnecessary suffering. The question of
suffering has been analyzed in some detail earlier in Chapter VI.
I t is sufficient to note here that it is too subjective and fluid a
concept to be applied automatically to a new weapon. The Army
manual on the law of land warfare points to this subjective basis
as follows :
What weaponi cause ''unnece~~ary
injury" e m only be determined in the
light of the practice of states in refraining from the use of a given weapon
because it is believed to hale that effect.288

Spaight considers such a norm to have little or no value in practice. He observes that:
The rule that u n n e c e ~ ~ msuffering
y
must not be caused by on& choice of
the inatmments of deatruetion means today [18471, in praetiee, that
explosive and expanding m a i l arms ammunition i s banned. Attempts to
enlarge the scope of the rule have been made wlthout sucees5.*W

Success is remote for the very fact that the concept is not concerned primarily with the degree of suffering but with the reason
for the suffering.
3. The selectivity of gmes
I t m a s be shown that many gases cause little or no pain, that
others rarely cause death. However such a demonstration would
not answer an objection that is paramount in the minds of many.
I t is the fear that the use of any type of gas will inevitably lead
to the use of all types. Therefore an argument that criminals are
executed by gas does not infer that municipal authorities would
permit their execution by any sort of gas. Selectivib of gases is
possible in municipal law, they would agree, but not possible in the
M J. M. Spaight, Air P o w ? end U'oi Rights (London: Longmsna, Green,
1847), p. 275.
P w The Low of Land W m f w e ,op. cit., (1856), p. 18.

Spnight,

on. dt., p. 187.
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stress of war. There may be many types of gas but they are all
in one weapons system. I t is this reasoning that led General
Perahing to denounce all types of gas warfare in 1922. Similar
arguments were used by the British in Sovember 1930 when they
prapo8ed to the Preparatory Commiasion for the League Disarmament Conference that all typea of research in chemical weapons
be suspended because the dangers of recognizing any categories
of permitted gases would sanction the manufacture of the necessary equipment for using ail categories. The right policy ia t o
endeavor to extirpate this mode of warfare in toto.le4 Stone has
observed that the British argument has been destroyed by the
facts because since 1925 states hare continued to a r m themselves
with all types of gases even though they have signed a convention
prohibiting innocuous as well 8 s the more noxious gases.Z65
There are t w o assumptions upon which this "all or none" objection is based. The first assumption is that there is a gas which,
because of i k very nature and regardless of the circumstances
of its use or the weapm that will necessarily be used in its place,
should not be allowed. The second assumption, based upon an
acceptance of the first, iS that the types of g a m employed cannot
be limited. However, there appear8 to be no overriding reason
why gases cannot be selective in war. The different gases are
recopnizable. The new development of effective non-lethal gases
increases rather than decreases the chances of selectivity. The
first assumption can only be answered by recourse again to the
applicability of such rules a3 unnecessary suffering, the inevitability of death, the protection of noncombatants, and the general
principle of proportionality.
4. The protection o j noncombatants
Those who sought the prohibition of gas in the 1920's had
primarily in mind the protection of noncombatants, not soldiers.
Such concern was based upon the custom, still valid today, that
noncombatants should not be directly attacked. This cuatom applies to the act of attacking and not necessarily t a the weapon used.
I t is relevant to gas If the nature of gas would prevent any sort
of control over it after its release. Such is not the cane. The manner
of dispersing gas is now as varied as the g8sm themselves. I t can
be confined to a re1a:irely narrov front or dispersed over wide
areas, depending on the nature of the target. I t is the nature of
the target that presents the real problem. The wide dispersal of
troops in modern l i a r , and the appearance of legitimate targets
2 6 4 Noted in Oppenheim, OP, cat., 7th e d , 11, p. 344, n. 1, and in Stone, op, tit,,
p. 554.
Stone. on. tit.. pp, 556, 557.
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in interior cities a9 well as in the actual fighting zone has called
a t times for methods of attack, particularly by aircraft, that under
some circumstances cannot be used with precision. If gas were
to be selected the fact that noncombatants would be incidentally
affected is not enough to condemn it. The inquily must be directed
rather to the leeitimacy or illegitimacy of the target, and to the
military value of this target compared to the deaths or injuries
sustained. This latter consideration, one eSsentially of proportionality, will be discussed in more detail in subsection 6, below.
The US. Xavs manual on the law of naval warfare applies both
the rule prohibiting unnecessary suffering and the rule forbidding
the attack upon noncombatants to gases in the correct manner,
that is in the same way that those two rules are applicable to any
weapon.
It IS difficult t o hold that the use of thew weapons [pares] is prohibited ta
ail states according t o customary i a w At the same time, It does reen
e m r e d to emphasize that TO the extent that such weapons am used eithsr
directly upon the noncombatant population or in avch e~rcumstanees8 8 to
cause unneees~ary auffenng their emploiment must be eonaidered 8 s
“niawf“i.~as

5. The publieeonscience
The phrase “dictates of the public conscience,” common to
the familiar de Martens clause appearing in the Hague and Geneva
Canventions, is relevant to a discussion of chemical warfare. Both
the preambles to the U’aahington Treaty of 1922 and to the Geneva
Protocol of 192; describe gas as having been “justly condemned
by the general opinion of the civilized world.” The “public conscience” or “general opinion of the civilized world” is difficult to
determine. The public conscience, ta be a guide, must be formed
on the basis of correct information, uncolored by transitory
emotions. Such a conscience is becoming more, not less, difficult
to form. Objective truth has, to some extent, become nationalized.
Stone has characterized this trend as follows:
Indeed, increasingly ~n our century human judgment is being reduced,
within the inaulated chambers of ntate societies, from the free exemse of
the inteilwtual and mmal faculties t o the ~ c e e p r m c ea i the authoritatively
Promulgated vemiun of the atate meiety,Sbl

I t is possible now for this public conscience, under modern methods
of propaganda, to be channeled into the changing currents of
public opinion. In such a case it could not then become a logical or
consistent, let alone an infallible light by which statesmen could
guide the future actions of their nations. For example, the same
public conxience which tried to protect civilians from gas in the

__

of G e v d Il-ariare, ap. c i t , par. 612 n. 7 ,
See Stone, o p . cit., p , 328.

Low
217
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1920's and 30's was relatively unmoved by massive fire and high
explosive attacks directed principally a t crowded civilian communities in World War 11.
Another interesting exampie of a change in the public conscience
is that of submarine warfare. In 1922 at the Washington Conference unrestricted submarine warfare was termed "oiracv" bv
the representative from Great Britain and the United St'ates..Both
practiced it in World War II.2PB
The public conscience, though it may shape state policy, is tuu
unreliable to bind states legally to a pattern of conduct fur the
future. Such poll-taking will be deceiving unless the results are
Carefull? analyzed and checked against some norm. Therefore a
deductive rather than a purely inductive approach to the question
of weapon legality is necessary today.
6. General pi'imiples o i lazo
A general principle of law applicable to the use of force in
war is that of proportionality.*'e This general principle applies
even though the target, the weapon, and the method of attack may
be legitimate. Therefore it governs the use of gas regardless of
the type of gas or the manner of dispersion.
Its applicability to the laws of war may be illustrated by three
passages from the Army publication on the laws of land warfare.
The first states the basic rule of military necessity.
The law of m r . . . requires t h a t belligerents refrain from employing any
kind or degree of violence a h i e h [I] is not actuaiiy n e ~ e s ~ a rfor
y military
pnrpoies. , . and [2] not forbidden by international 1aw1.210

It is proportionality which underlies this rule of military necessity
in situations where there is no specific prohibitive law. This conciusion is demonstrated in the second passage where the Army
~

308 In 1946 the fallawing justification f a r the United States action p a s
reported: "Painting out t h a t i t took morai courage a i the highest order t o
release the dispatch 'execute unrestricted air and submarine warfare againat
J a p a n ' the Navy said t h a t the conditions under which Japan employed her
ro.caiied merchant shipping wire w c h t h a t it would be
distinguish &meen merchant ships and Japanese Army and
iariei." 1Vashingtan Sunday Sla~,Feb. 4, 1946. p. A l , quoted i
Birhoo. Jr. Intemntioml Low. Cases and .Materials iBoaton Toronto: Little.
Brown and Company. 1953), p. 608.
1BQ The principle of piopcmtionsiity i i not only a general principle of international law, i t IS alm fundamental to moral law. Stone haa aptly described
this relationship between mdn'idual morality and the law of war a i foliars:
"In the famous words of the United Stater Instruetmns t o the Armies in the
Field in 1863, 'men who take up arms against one another in publie do not
cease on this account to be moral beings,' and wantonness and cruelty which
would hmder B return to peace vnpaisaned h y ~engeanceshould be avoided.
The application of this principle requires the line between the precept8 af
humanity and of e n w t i w milrfary operations to be constantly Ieviewed B J
the conditions and o b j s t i y e r of warfare change.'' Stone, ap. eit., p. 351,n. 16.
870 The L o a o i Land Warfare, OD. dl.,pp 3, 4.
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manual, in dealing with attacks on legitimate targets (defended
places, troops, munition factories and communication facilities)
by a legitimate method (bombardment), requires that "the loss
of life and damage to property must not be out of proportion to
the military advantage to be gained."l" Later the principle is
again stated in the requirement that "The measure of permissible
devastation is found. in the strict necessities of ~ ~ a r . ' ' ~ ' ~
Another illustration of the rule of proportionality in the absence
of a positive rule of law appeared in the war crimes trial of US.v.
List. There the court concluded that there was no rule of international law that prevented the German AImy from taking and
shooting innocent hostages in World War 11. Kevertheless the
court added that "Excessive reprisals are in themselves criminal
and guilt attaches to the persons responsible for their commission.1'278
The above examples all concern the lower considerations of
raison de ~uerre.It is in the higher considerations of raison de'etat
that the Germans actually defended their use of gas in a reply to
the Red Cross in February 1918. They argued that since the
announced intention of the Allies was the extinction of the German
state they had no alternati\.e but t o continue with paison gas because their very existence as a state was threatened. Such an
answer assumes that there is nothing more proportional than the
existence of a state. Such reasoning is not necessarily true. Proportionality is correctly measured against the cM18eguences of the
existence or nonexistence of the state. Far example, the South in
the American Civil War wouid not have been justified in employing a weapon that would have killed every man, woman, and child
in the North in order that the South could survive a8 a state. The
rights of the state cannot be erroneously set above those who compose it, or above the international society of which it ia but a part.
Proportionality governs whether it be a reason of state or a
reason of war.
7. The legal control of effective weapons
Whether international lam can prevent or control the use of
effective weapons is a problem which is relevant to what the law
ought to be rather than to what it actually is. Therefore a discussion of this problem will be reserved far section C of the present
chapter. Here it is sufficient to note briefly that states have tried
to prevent the use of gas by treaty. Others, the United States for
example, have placed the responsibilities f a r its employment at
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the highest governmental level. Whether such efforts and meadurea
will be successful will depend partly upon the types of gases developed and partly upon the items a t stake in a War.
The present customary international law of gas warfare can be
summarized as follow :
1. I t is forbidden to employ gas directly against noncombatants.
2. It is forbidden to employ gas against a legitimate target if
the military benefit to be obtained is not proportional to the suffering caused or to the lives or property destroyed.
C. What the L a u Should Be
The interpretation of existing law, a task for which the lawyer
is trained, will not salve all the problems created by the use of
modern weapons. Once the law is found the question must be asked
whether this law is adequate, and if not, what new law should be
formulated. This is a task for the law maker, not the lawyer. To
formulate a law that is to govern states in their conduct of war
requires a much higher faculty for law making than that needed
on the municipal level. The forces a t work between states in a
system of independent mvereign nations are extremely powerful
and complex. For example, the Hague Regulations cannot be compared to the Uniform Partnership Act. A failure to appreciate
the difference in the subject matter of these two laws will give the
international lam formulated an aspect of unreality.
The problems confronting the law maker are exemplified by the
atomic weapons. These devices naturally present one of the more
Serious challenges to the present law because the accumulative
effects of their use may quickly become disproportionate to their
value. For instance, Bradie uses Kilton'B narrative af the war
between the angels in Paradise Lost as an apt description of the
perplexing predicament which confronts states in the nuclear
age.974 I n Pamdise Lost the very hills of heaven were torn from
their foundations and hurled as weapons upon the foe. Raphael
remarked that "War seemed a civil game to this uproar."
Dhar, commenting in the same vein upon modern war, observed
that "Xan has n o w in his grasp the primal energy that cause8 the
stars to gl'Jw.''*'6
Stone concludes that if any of the existing law is applicable to
atomic weapons it is inadequate without a new specific prohibi274Bernsrd Brodle. Strategy m tke
Press, 1959)
~6 Ssilendra North Dhar, Atomic W~'eogons1% World Polities (Cdeutta:
Ds% Gupta and Co.. 19571, at p. 222.
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tion.276 Royse had reached ihe same conclusion a quarter of a

century earlier after searching for a n existing law that \<--auld control the use of aircraft in ~yar.~:lLauterpacht, taking a broader
view of the conduct of hostilities in general, observes that the
law i s adequate when dealing with such matters as prisoners of
war and the sick and wounded, but is almojt at the vanishing point
in controlling the means of infliction of injury by one side upon
the other.*"
The picture presented by the atomic weapons cannot be applied
entirely to chemical warfare. Few, if any, gases approach the
peril to civilization presented by the cobalt or hydrogen bomb.
This does not mean that they a r e not poiierful. It does mean that
the general principle of proportionality can be applied more easily
to them, The law maker in chemical warfare has three possible
alternatives: (I) outlaw all gases; ( 2 ) outlaw no gases, but
strengthen the law as ta superrision of their use; ( 3 ) outlaw some
gases, and strengthen the lax7 as to the superrision of the use of
the remainder.
(1) As for the first alternative an absolute prohibition of all
gases ought not be attempted, not only because of the applicability
of this general principle of proportionality but also because of the
existence of certain facts which the lawmaker ought not ignore.
These facts may be summarized as fallows :
a. Gas is a ujeful weapon and may even be decisive against
another power which is surprised or which is unable to retaliate.
b. Because of the existence of the chemical industry a
variety of gases are always potentially a t hand.
0. Knowing the meaknessea of states in wartime no state
can afford to rely upon a prohibition and leave itself unprepared
ta
d . Gas is not one weapon, it is many w a p a n s , all with
different effects and tactical udes.
The legal reasoning that had sought a complete prohibition of
all gases wad deficient il several respects. First, it did not adequately take into account the fourth fact listed above. This fact
is dynamic and ever-changing. S G C W ~it, applied the general
principle of "unnecessar? auffering" t o gas warfare in such a way
that i t assumed the relative Sact upon which the principle is based.
The principle brooks OS no argument, but the facts do. The facts

All prepared (1938) for
p. 261.1
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of gas warfare do not, per ~ e call
, into application this principle.
Third, the "general opinion of the civilized world" had been used
as a basis for proring the existence of the rule of international law.
Such an inductive approach will not go beyond the poll-taking
stage unles8 the reasons for the opinions expressed are carefully
measured and evaluated. For example, the U.S.S.R. has consist-

ently urged the abolition af all weapons of mass destruction. Her
opinion alone is meaningless unless the reason far it is uncovered.
What this inductive method is seeking is the natural law norm
to govern the use of weapons. To be successful such an approach
must be complemented by the deductive method. Some first principle must be agreed upon which places a ceiling on human behavior and gives such behavior an oughtness. Such B norm will
add to the law a stranner fiber than a mere Dattern of behavior.

sought. Its application presents the lawmaker with his second
alternative to the control of gas, I t is here in the application of
this general principle that more law i s necessary. To apply it to
a given situation a multi-disciplined approach is necessary. Positive law alone may prove t o be inadequate or outmoded. The
decision-maker must use the social sciences, the law, and ethics to
reach his decision. That decision must be subject to review. The
use of this general principle, adequately supervised by some kind
of judicial review of the decision-maker's actions, will tend to prerent abuse of the gas neapon if its use ever becomes imperative.
At the present time such a judicial review outside of municipal
or court-martial l a w presents a problem for three reasons. Flrat,
the precedent set at Nuremburg and Tokyo has been subjected to
some criticism because the judicial review was that of the victor.
Justice v a s done, but na one could know r h o the next victor would
be.zio Second. in a limited w r where there is na "victor" such war
crimes trials are not feasible. T k i d , there has been little concrete
progress in the formation of an international criminal court. It is
advisable, therefore, that war crimes, including disproportionate
use of weapons, be conducted by a state against its own soldiers.
Such trials will aid the law and prevent a future war from denenerating into a mutual exchange of unlimited reprisals.
Some strides in municipal judicial review pn'ot. to any action
of the commander has been made in regard to enemy individuals
.~
2 % See Stone, o p . tit., p. 326, far a discvrsion of this criticism. Some of the
5 v e r e .war8 of the danger of aueh a precedent
m dedveinq rules of law. For example see
V. Lwt. Triols of War Criminals , . . , o p . cil.,
XI,p. 1230 a t p. 1264.
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in his power. The 1949 Geneva Conventions contain three such
judicial reviews. GPW,Article 6, requires that a doubt as to the
status of a "guerrilla" shall be determined "by a competent
tribunal." If he is denied the status of a prisoner of war he is
then protected by the judicial safeguards contained in Articles
66-76 of the Civilians Convention. Prisoners of war are protected
by the judicial requirements of GPW,Articles 99-108. Spiea have
long been protected by judicial process prior to punishment under
Article 30 of the Hague Regulations.
( 3 ) The third alternative of the lawmaker must always be
kept in mind. It is possible that the norm of proportionality will
require the absolute prohibition of a certain gas as yet unknown
or even some known gases if more effective non-lethal types are
developed. In such a case conventional law should be made expressly barring such a gas. However, i t will be the nature of the
gas itself, not the convention, that prohibits its use. The eonvention would serve the purpose of acknowledging and defining the
fact of illegality, not of creating that illegality.
By way of summary i t may be said that the lawmakers ought
now to develop that portion of the law which seeks to place a
commander's action under some sort of municipal judicial review
Such review will emphasize the sometimes overlooked fact that
there are no areas of war without Ian. The doctrine of military
necessity with its proportional basis is a positive ever present rule.
Review is needed to prevent this necessity from losing its force
in the subjective interpretation of each commander.
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BY CAP'I. THOMAS F. 1IEAGHER. J R . *
We cannot grant to the rewieea unlimited authority ta eliminate +tal
elements from e ~ m m o n iaw crimen and offenses expressly defined by
Congreaa and p e m i t the remaining elements to be punished 8 8 an offense
under Aytiele 134.1

I. INTRODUCTION
I n this sweeping statement of policy, the Cnited States Court
of Military Appeals, a t a time when the Uniform Code of Military
Justice2 was yet in its formative years, proclaimed the applicability to courts-martial proceedings o f the rule of Congressional
pre-emption. While its pertinence to the case in which it was first
announced is open to serious challenge, the principles on which
the rule is premised are sound. Like most rules, the rule of preemption has grown beyond the relatively narrow limita which its
initial formulation seemed to indicate, and appears to be applied
today without a proper regard for its humble beginnings. It is
proposed to examine in detail the circumstances which gave birth
to the rule, the underlying factors which justify its existence and
the expansion of the rule to encompass specific areas of conduct,
to the end that the present scope of this rule can be reduced to
specific terms.
Just prior to enactment of the Uniform Code of Military Justice,
the Articles of War had been revised, with some innovations having
been wrought. Earlier Articles of War denounced larceny and
embezzlement,a together with other common law crimes, but did
not define these crimes. Further, the crime of larceny by false
pretense w a d treated as prejudicial or discrediting conduct violative of the catch-all provision, Article of War 96.' In the 1949
revision, embezzlement was merged with larceny, but no definition
was added;&larceny by false pretense, however, remained B viola-

* Member of the faculty of The Judge Advocate General's School, U.S.
A m y , Chariottesuiile. Virginia; member of the Yassachuaetts State Bar;
praduate of Baaton Coileee Law School.
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tion of the general Article.6 Additionally joy-riding' and wrongful
takinga were thought to be offenses under the general Article, the
latter offense requiring no mem rea.
I n the 1961 Code, Congress attempted to consolidate larceny by
trespass, embezzlement, and larceny by false pretense in a single
provision, Article 121. However, the initial version of the Article
proposed9 was radically different from the version ultimately enacted as Article 121.
i n Gnited States v. Norris,'o a trial for larceny, the accused
pleaded guilty to what he believed to be the lesser included offense
of wrongful taking, in violation of Article 134, i.e., taking the
property of another without authority, but the court-martial convicted him, not of iarceny, as charged, nor of wrongful taking, in
accordance with his plea, but of wrongful appropriation, which
was the only other offense in iasue, according to the instructions
of the law officer. i n order to ascertain whether the law officer had
erred, the Court found it necessary to determine whether there
existed a n offense of wrongful taking. i n reaching a conclusion
that wrongful taking was not a military offense, the Court announced that Connress had, in the enactment of Article 121, intended to consolidate not only larceny by trespass, embezzlement,
and larceny by false pretense, but all other forms of criminal conversion. Authority for this deduction was found primarily in a
colloquy which occurred during hearings on the Code, which is as
follo\vs :

"MR.ELSTON:But you a r e including three offenses in one:
Larceny, embezzlement and obtaining property by false pretenses?
& F o r m 148, Appendh 4, Manual for Courts-Martinl, US. Army, 1949.
7 Id., Form 159.
SId., Farm 189.
l"Any person subject to this code who, v i t h intent to deprive or defraud
another of the use and benefit of property or to appropriate the dame ta his
oaa use or the use of any perion other than the tme owner, wrongfully
taker, obtains, or withholds, by any means whatever, from the PwPsIion
of the true owner or of any other person any money, personal property, or
article of vslne of any kind, atesk such property and is guilty of larceny,
and shall be punished eii a court-martial may direct '"Hewinos on H.R.1498
Bafors a Subcommittee o f the House C m m t t e e on Armed Servioea, 81at
C o w , 1 s t Seas. 591 (1949). One criticism directed against this version.
which undoubtedly indicated B n e 4 for re-drafting of the Article, WDB t h a t
made by the Judge Adamate General of the Army. that h e s m e there was
no distinction between an intent to deprive permanentiy, or temporaiiiy,
i t would damage morale t o stamp a i larceny the act of (me who intmded
B temporary deprivation only. Hearings 071 S. 857 and H R 4080 Bafme
Subcmmittm af the S w t s Cmmittee on Armcd Scrvicea, 81at Coni., let
Sees. 276 (1848).
111 N. 1, am.
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"MR. LARIUN
: That is right.
"MR.ELSTON: And perhaps conversion also?
"MR. LARKIN
: Yes.
"MR.SMART:This includes joy-riding?
"MR. LARKIN: Yes, under this section a person who would
drive the automobile of another, and not intend to steal i t a t all
but just drive it, without consent of the owner, would be guilty
under Article 121."11
This may well have been the intent of the legislators in considering
enactment of the original version of Article 121, which included
the term "wrongfully takes,"la hut it is quite B different matter to
label this a declaration of Congressional intent, in relation to the
substantially altered version of the Article which was enacted into
law. But while the basis for an inference of Congressional intent
to pre-empt may he questionable, so f a r as the offense in Nowis
is concerned, there is no doubt that the rule itself is a sound one,
and it is obviously too late in the day to challenge the influence of
the pre-emption rule in the area of conduct circumscribed by
Article 121.
It should now be obvious that two possible inquiries are auggested by the implications of N o n i s . The first would be designed
to discover the scope of Article 134 in terms of "military offenses,"
in view of the strictures imposed by pre-emption. Such an Augean
task does not tempt the writer, and would f a r exceed the limits
of this Article.13 The other xould be to ascertain the present
limitations on, or exceptions to, the rule of pre-emption, by examination of its application, in order to deduce from present practice,
in more specific terms, a restatement of the rule. For the sake of
order, examination will proceed in four distinct steps, Cases in
which application of the rule is clearly warranted are considered
first. By way of contrast, those cases in which it is obvious that
the N o d doctrine was correctly distinguished and held inapplicable, will he considered second. Third, will be a survey of cases
in which the doctrine is arguable, or indicates expansion. Final
II Hearing8 on X . R . 9498 Bsjors a Subcommittee o j the HO(UIB
Committee
o n A m r d Servieaa, 91st Cong., lit Sera. 1145 (1949) cited in U.S. Y. Norris,
BUZIIO. at 238. 8 CMR 39.
12 N.9, ~apra.If the Court W B in
~ error in ascribing to the present Article
the intent expressed in ralation t o the initial draft of Article 121, the govv~m:
ment cannot complain a~ the identical colloquy, in support of the lame proposition, is found in the government's brief. See Brief on Behalf of United Stater.
nn.
.. 5-6.. U.S. V. Ilarris.. _ova.
.
I8 See, halsever, Hagan, "The Gsnarai A+-tioie--llcnirntai
Confuaian.' Hag
1860, (unpublished thenis in The Judge Advmate General's School Library)
pminting out certain limitation8 imposed upon the scape of Artiele 184 by
appellate interpmt&tion.
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consideration i8 left to those opinions rejecting the exclusionary
rule of .Vowis, in which the premises may be open to question.
11. AREAS PRE-EXPTED
In a trial for larceny in which the law officer has failed to instruct on intoxication, Semis precludes the affirmance of any lesser
"offense" not rewiring a mms rea.>(,When an accused is charged
with larceny, but the court, by exceptions and substitutions, finds
him guilty only of the "wrongful taking" of the property alleged,
in violation of Article 134, there remains no offense for which a
conviction can be affirmed, because of the pre-emption theory.la
To hold that stealing the "use of a rental automobile" is larceny,
aou!d be to add a n e x offense in the field of larceny, a result in
conflict 15ith the principles of the S o r r i s decision, and in any event
the accused could properly have been charged and convicted under
Article 121.'6 I t is not clear, however, that Congress intended in
enacting Article 121, t o exclude from punishment as an offense,
acts in regard to intangibles, in the nature of larceny. However
in the case in point, the acciiaed could, on proper pleadings, have
been convicted of misapprcpriating the rental vehicle; thus, the
result of the opinion is certainly in consonance with the holding
in Sorris.
In rnitsd States v. Gsppait;' the specification purported to
plead a yiolation of Article 121 by alleging that the accused did
"wrongfully withhold" an automobile. Citing Sorris, the Court
held that, as the pleading %\-asinsufficient to allege larceny, "withholding" carrying no implication of intent, no offense under the
Code was pleaded, because Article 121 cavered the field of criminal
conversion. A board of review reached the same conclusion an
identical grounds, in relation to a specification purporting to describe a larceny, which averred that the accused, "by means of
false pretenses" re!ied on by the victim, "wrongfully obtained"
articles of a specified value owned by the victim.1a In this instance,
as in Cnited States \I. Gcpprrt, it appears that the drafter af the
charges was not trying to create B new offense (as in both cases
the accused w a s charged with violating Article 121) but was
merely unzkiiled in the a r t of pleading a larceny. Thus, results
in these cases are partially based an the rule that an offense must
be fairlr pleaded, although l o r r i s does preclude a holding that
such a defective zpecification alleges a violation of Article 134.
14

C M 364511,Ferry, 9 CMR 493 i18633.

L6 A C U 5228, Welsh. 10 C?IR 891 118533.
I6 A C I 10310. McCrsckeP. 19 C Y R 876 119551
17
18
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KSCVA 141, 23 C>lR 205 (186i3
ACM S-14470. Dudley, 24 C U R 607 i1917).
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A somewhat similar situation prevails in connection with Artithe accused was concles 108 and 109. In the Fergwou
victed of the willful destruction of non-military property in violation of Article 109. The convening authority, in his action approving this conviction, substitured "recklessly" for "willfully and
wrongfully," in the pleadings. Because the specification did not
allege any facts indicative of a high degree of recklessness, i.e.,
willfulness, the board of revieiv was of the belief that the convening
authority had not approved the same offense as that for which the
accused had been canvicted:o and maintained that N o n i s precluded
recognition of a violation of Article 134, based on a negligent
destruction of property, I n a similar situation the board of review
in Haver2' declined to affirm a con\,iction for negligent destruction,
as a violation of either Article 109 or 134. In the DavVis case,Z2
however, the board of review was confronted with a "double"
Pre-emption problem. Arraigned for violating Article 108 by destroying military property, the accused pleaded guilty to so much
of the specification 8 8 alleged that he removed, without authority
two fuses from a fuse box, and that such act was
prejudicial
to good order and discipline in the Armed Forces."ga Thus the
board was presented with a larceny-type offense east under Article
134, as well as an attempted departure from the concepts encompassed within Article 108. The analogy to Norria being clear, the
board held that no offense under the Code was embodied in the
accused's plea.
Article 123(1) defines the crime of forgery, and while the usual
document will be one on which a suit can be maintained, the Court
of Military Appeals has construed this Article to cover documents
, evilacking this prerequisite, if the document is one which is
dence of the satisfaction of a legal condition , . which 'perfects'
the accused's legal right. . , .? In considering whether a case of
forgery was made out, and deciding that it was not, not because
the government form was incapable of being forged, but because
it had not been sufficiently filled in ta have apparent efficacy, a
board of review, in Puekett.ls considered and rejected the possibility of affirming a violation of Article 134, because i t was of the

". . .

.

10 ACM
10 Id.,

". .

11fiS3. Fermron. 21 CMR 714 (19561

at 717, n. 1.

11 ACM

12693,Haver, 22 CMR 303 (1956).
ZlCGCMS 20871.Dsvin, 27 CMR 903 (1963).
Id.. at 909.
14U.S. Y. Addye, 7 USCMA 643, 645, 23 CMR 107, 100 (1967), holding
I) f a l i d y made letter pnrpoiting t o rewest an advance Of pay t o be
forgery.;
U.S. Y. Taylor, 9 CSCMA 596, 2fi CMR 37s (1953). holding B ration book
capable Of being forged.
P6 A C Y 13fi56,Pwkett, 24 CMR 720 (1957).
*I
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belief that I'. . . t o do so would violate the principle enunciated . , . ' I
in the Sorris
The board suggested, however, that had the
military form been one which, even if completed, would not sustain
a c a h t i o n f a r forgery, i t would be permissible to affirm a conviction for falsification of such B document a s a disorder violative
of Article 134.
In United States v. Johnson,Z' the accused was convicted of
missing a movement in violation of Article 87. Because the aliegation did not specify whether the movement related to the accused's
unit, or make some reference to a mode of travel, a board of review
considered the allegation insufficient for Article 87, and affirmed a
vialation of Article 134. The Court of Military Appeals concluded
that the pleading wad sufficiently adequate to allege a violation of
Article 87, but expressed the belief that
, all specific instances
'in which any member of the armed forces is through his own
fault not a t the place where he is required to be a t a prescribed
time' are punishable under the provisions of Articles 85, 86, and
87, , , ., the sole specific provisions relating to such instances."2~
Buttressing this parallel to Article 121, the Court iterated the same
conclusion in L'nited States V. Deller.2Q In this instance the accused
was convicted of "absence without leave with intent to avoid basic
training," in violation of Article 134, apparently to preclude his
being assigned to duty outside the United States, e.g., Korea."
Citing United States v. Johmon, supra, and the A'orris case, the
Court held that a violation of Article 134 could not be approved.s1
Article 116, which makes punishable deliberate self-injury or
the feigning of illness, when done to avoid work, duty, or service,
precludes affirmance of a conviction for intentionally stabbing
one's self, as a violation of Article 134, no intent have been
a ~ e r r e d . 3 The
~ Same conclusion obtained in a case in which the
accused was charged with violating the general Article in willfully
attempting suicide by swallowing sleeping pills, and thus losing
consciousness.a3 The board of review concluded that Article 80
covered the field of criminal attempts, to the exclusion of Article
134, and rejected a contention that attempted suicide was a violation of the general Article. Additionally the board observed that

". .

Id.. D. at 715.
81 s VSCMA 1 7 4 , i i c m 174 (1953).
2*Id., at178, 11 C P R 178. Butnee Art. 90(6).
10 3 USC>lA 409, 11 ChlR 165 (1965).
20 See 10 USC 8 671 (1958 ed.) which precludes such duty until completion
of 4 months of bsrie training.
8 1 The Court did decide. however, that the pleading alleged P violation of
Art. S E b ) ( Z ) ,
32 CM 555249, ~
~20 Chrm
~ 458~ (1955).
b
~
,
58 ACM S-11Ss8, Walker. 20 C P R 931 (1956).
26
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Article 115 prevented affirmance of the conviction on any other
theory.
Conspiracy, denounced by Article 81, requires allegation and
proof, inter alia, of an overt act. In Chapman?' the accused was
charged with conspiring to effect the armed robbery of an Army
Payroll, in violation of Article 134, no overt act being specified.
The board of review concluded, particularly in the light of evidence
establishing the commission of an overt act, that A'owi8 precluded
affirmance of the conviction.3~By no means does this mean that all
conspiracy counts must aver an overt act, nor plead a violation
of Article 81. It is perfectly proper to plead a conspiracy in violation of federal lawia which does not require allegation or proof of
an avert act, as an offense under the third clause of Article 134,
without riolating the rule of .Vonis.a7
At least one service board of review is of the opinion that Article
107 occupies the field of false statements not under oath, and has
held that where the specification does not aver an intent to deceive,
a conviction on the remaining averments as a military disorder
cannot be affirmed in view of the Norris r ~ l e . 3 This
~
view is not,
however, common to all services.39 I t has been held that, just a s
Congress has pre-empted the field af criminal conversion in enacting Article 121, the same result must obtain, by virtue of Article
122, 8s to the offense of "larceny from the person.''4o Thus if a
purported averment of robbery fails to allege the presence of the
victim, the specification is fatally defective, and it does not plead
a violation of Article 134."
Of striking similarity to Xorris is United States v. Hallett:2
which concerned the scope of Article 99.'3 The accused waB
arraigned for cowardly conduct in violation of Article 99, by
wrongfully failing to accompany his unit on a combat patrol. The
court-martial members eliminated all words alleging cowardice
and designated the remaining allegations a violation of the general
Article. The Court of Military Appeals concluded that Congress
had intended to encompass within the ambit of Article 99 all acts
94

QS

CY 362057. Chsoman, 10 C P R 306 (1953).
Id., at 308.

*a E.g. 18 T.S.C. S 372 (1958 ed.)
97 See Chanman, "pya, n. 34 at 309.
8 1 CGCM 9790. Burlarley, 10 CMR 582 (1953).
89 see Part 7 .intra.
40U.S.v. Rim; 4USCMA203.16 CMR203 (1954).
6,

The Court did. howsver, conclude that th%Specification adequately alleged

the offense of larceny.
41 4 U S C I A 378,15 CMR 378 (1964).
48
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which formerly had been covered by Article of War 75," and thus,
that there was no basis for the utilization of Article 134 in relation
to combat-connected acts.
In summnry, then, the following abserwtions appear warranted:
1. If, in a particular Article, Congress has spelled out the
elements of an offense, a specification alleging some, but not all,
of these elements does not plead a violation of the Code, as a less
serious offense.4i
2. Where the pleadings or evidence establish violation of a
specific Article, misconduct violative of Article 134 cannot be
affirmed.44
3, Article 134 is not a curative device, to be employed as a
remedy for errors committed by the law officer or convening
authority."
111. AREAS UNAFFECTED
A case in which the Court of Xilitary Appeals saw fit to reject
a defense argument that the strictures of .Vowis were applicable
b accused was charged with having
is United States v. F ~ l k r . ~The
violated the general Article by willfully and maliciously burning
a dwelling with intent to defraud the insurer of such dwelling.
The facts indicate that he aided and abetted the owner, thus precluding a conviction for simple arson.4p In view of the concession
by all parties that the acts alleged did not fall with the provisions
of either subdivision of Article 126,60xhich definea both aggravated and simple arson, no analysis of the accused's amenability to
a charge of aggravated arson is set forth,s1 I t is advantageous to
examine the language employed by the Court in articulating its

65 E.#., U.S. Y . Narnr, e u p ~ a .E S Y . Rim, m~"iiia:U S Y. Hsilett, mpro.
4 0 E.n, U S <'. Geppert. supra, A C l l S-14470 Dudles, ~upva.
11 E.g., CM 354514 Felrg, s u p q AChl 11633 Ferguron, 8upro; ACM 1269.3
Haver, s u p i o .
4 s 9 USC>lA 143, 25 C U R 406 (1958).
4 Q l r t i e l e 126(b) requlres the property burned to be that of another. Thus
t h e perpetrafar. d subiret to the Uniform Code. wovid not have committed
this crime, and m e is not an alder and abettor, if the princi~al'nsets do not
rmovnt T O B crime.
60 9 USCMA at 144.25 C P R sf 406.
E l The author suggest; that the concession ma). be justified on the theory
that the 0nner'J determination to fire the house indicated abandonment of it
as a duelling: in such ease, conviction for aggravated arson could be promised
only on proof that, t o the knouledge of the accused, the building contained
B human being.
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bases f a r rejecting the theory of pre-emption. The opinion, which
w u unanimous, states:
An examination of the iegiblstive background of the Uniform Code
shows nothing ngnifieant in regard t o the CongieSmonal intenrion. The
Judge Advocate General , , , and Senator Tobey . . , offered certain
amendmenta to the Artlcle , . . . The proposals relate t o the kind of
property t o be incivded ibithm the mope of the Article and are not
germane to the point ~n issue. The background material thus sheds
littie light on Congressional intention. Oitsr h i m sappart the mew
that Congrass did not prealrtde pmsrcution f o r the hnid a i mzscoridzlot
charged [emphasis added]. The board of review noted, and we agree.
that although a ~ i mand a fraudulent bum;ng are commonly eonaidered
together, the t w o have different purpoies . , , . Mareover, the offense
of iraudulenl burning ZQ not made up o i e l e m r n t ~v ~ m o m m glrom those
of amon atter one 01 more a i the e b s i n l ~ a l 8of the lattrr aye eliminated
[emphasis added]. Cf. Cnited States V.
originall. We eonelude. therefore. that Article 196 does not preclude
prosecution under Article 134 of the mircanduet alleged , , . .E*

I t is unfortunate that the Court did not specify the "other factors"
on which it relied to support a view that Congress did not intend
to occupy the area of burnings by enacting Article 126. Further,
it appears, from the language immediately preceding reference to
Norris, that that case will be construed narrowly where its applicability is to be rejected. The holding in Ciiited States v. Fuller,
supra, was foreseen by a board of review in Freenian,63 in which
a conviction for armn in violation of Article 134 was set aside.
The evidence disclosed that the accused had burned his own dwelling. The board reversed on the basis of Article 126 (b) but rejected
a contention that the holding of Xorris was applicable. Because
the evidence disclosed that the accused had burned his house to
destroy incriminating evidence, the board of review was of the
opinion that if this purpose, or any criminal intent such as intent
to defraud, had been alleped, a violation of Article 134, distinct
from and independent of Article 126, would have been pleaded.6'
Offenses against the mailse6are not committed by military personnel assigned to handle mail matter, because the mail matter
loses its character when i t passes into military channels, and does
not achieve such character until it passes from military into postal
channels. Consequently, the services have developed a "postd
offense," which, a8 a disorder under Article 134 makes punishable
the taking of mail matter before it is delivered or received,la and
the opening, secreting, destroying, or stealing of such matter, prior
8 USCMA at 14445,26 CMR at 40607.
AChl 8037, Freeman, 15 CYR 638 (1954) pet. denied 16 CUlR 282.
U l d , , s t 644 (dictum).
EZE.g., 18 U.S.C. 5 1701-l70S, 1708 (19% ed.)
56 JICM, 492, Form 151.
I*
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to delivery to or receipt of the addressee." Immediately after the
Court of Military Appeals' proclamation of the rule of pre-emption
in the Nowis ease, an attack was made on military mail offenses
a8 being in contravention of the N o w i s doctrine. I n B a i ~ , 6
it~was
alleged that the accused did "wrongfully and unlawfully take certain letters , . , out of the United States Air Force Post Office,
Building 10, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, before they
were delivered to the persons to whom they were directed."6e The
defense contended that the accused had been convicted of a mere
"wrongful taking" under Article 134, that this was a class of
criminal conversion not encompassed within Article 121, and that
affirmance af such a conviction would be inconsistent with the
N o r i s doctrine. The board of review, in simple but forcefui logic,
distinguished N o w i s on the ground that while Norris announced
for the proposition put forth by appellate defense counsel, the gist
of the instant case was not a criminal conversion, but rather a
breach of the sanctity of military mail matter. The same conclusion was reached by a board of review in the case of Benson,'' who
was Convicted, under the general Article, of the theft of 9 letters,
before they were received by the addressees.61 (The reader must
remember, however, that if stealing of mail matter is alleged a s
the mode of violation, "steal" must be defined for the court members in the aame manner as if the accused had been charged with
larceny under Article 121,'p) The B m m case contains an excellent study of the origin, development, and scope of the military
mail offenses.~~
These few deciaions seem to suggest that if the conduct deemed
violative of the general Article is made punishable on a basis distinct from that which motivated Congressional sanction of similar
conduct in a specific article, the rule of Horris ia inapposite."
It is also suggested that if the Article 134 offense, while not containing all the elements of an offense under a specific Article of
the Code, contains one or more elements not found in the latter,
again the rule of N o w i e doesnot apply."
Form 162.
Acni 6422, ~ ~ iQ CMR
r , 830 ( i s w .
I d . , at 831.
CIS 364188, Benson.11 CMR568 (1953).
81 One member of the b a r d , in B diarsnt, maintsined that the allegation
insumeimt to plead a 'haii" offense.
"letters"
b l U.S. V. Thurmsn, 10 USCMA 37'72'7 CMR 461 (1069).
( 3 It would ~ e e mthat the Court of Military Appeals indorses the rationale
of Bair and Banaon 8uwa that there ia 8 dktinctian between the .arons[ul
taking involved in Pariu, dnd the militmy mail offense. Any other view would
render inexgliesbie their failure to apply N&
in United States Y . Thurman,
"Fa.
(4 E.& Bewon and Boir, mpnl.
16 U.S. V. Fuller, mwo.
51 Ibid.
68
59
10
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IV. EXPANSION O F T H E RULE
Before examination of cases in which the exclusionary effect of
Mom's is not so apparent as in cases considered in P a r t 11, a reiteration of the rule may be of assistance. The rule, it will be recalled,
excludes resort to Article 134 if the conduct deemed punishable has
received Congressional attention in a prior Article of the Code,
particularly where the purported offense resulted from the deletion
of one or more elements of a specifically defined offense. I n United
States V. St~and.65the accused was charged with forgery, in violation of Article 123(1)." and causing, without authority, a letter
to be typed on an official letter form, and mailed under the guise
of an authentic communication. The Court concluded that, because
of the nature of the letter, (it purported to inform the accused's
wife of his death, and denied her any governmental benefits)
which had no apparent legal efficacy, a forgery was not pleaded.58
After the court-martial had convicted the accused of all counts,
the law officer dismissed the count alleging a forgery-type violation
of Article 134 on the ground that i t duplicated a preceding count
which alleged a fraud through use of the mails,6a Citing Norris,
the Court of Xilitary Appeals posed the question of whether the
specification alleging fabrication of an official letter amounted to
misconduct under Article 134, or was excluded by Congressional
pre-emption evidenced by the enactment of Article 123. Although
the Court felt it unnecemary to answer the question a t this time,
a partial answer may be gleaned from other opinions interpreting
the Article. In United S t a t e s v. Addye.70 the Court held that an
accused who falsely made, with the required intent, a letter entitled
"Request for Partial Pay," and forged an officer's signature to it,
was properly charged with a violation of Article 123, although the
legal efficacy of the document was by no means apparent. The
Court's decision v a s premised on the theory that a document may
is not a mere request for a
be a fit subject of forgery if it
courtesy, but evidence of the satisfaction of a legal condition
which 'perfects' the accused's legal right
, ."I1 And in United
States V. Taylor.72 the Court finally clarified earlier doubts" about

". . .

..

....

(6 6 USCXA 257,20 CXR 13 (1955)
87 Which makes punishable the act of falsely making ar altering. Art.
123(2) makes punishable the knowing uttering of such an instrument.
08 6 U S C M A st 304, 20 C M R a t 20.
19 See 13 U.S.C. 8 1341 (1958 ed.)
70 7 USCXA 643, 23 C M R 107 (1957). The conviction was TeYeTSed for instructional e m o m by the law officer.
71 Id.. a t 546. 23 C M R 109.

72
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5 USCMA 596,26 CXR 576 (1958).
See U.S. v, Dozier, 9 U S C Y A 443,25 CMR 223 (1558)
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whether a ration book was a suitable subject for forgery by holding, on the basis of the language quoted from ljnited States V.
Addue, suprn, that a ration book may be the subject matter of
forgery. -1s earlier indicated,14 a t least one board of review has
voiced the opinion that if the document is one which, because of its
nature, could n e ~ e rbe the basis for a charge of forgery, then the
act of false execution or alteration might well constitute a disorder
within the purview of Article 134.
The sufficiency of a pleading thought to aver a military mailwas posed for the Court in LTnited States v. Lorenren.va
The accused was arraigned on a violation of Article 134, which
apecified that he ".
did , . , wrongfully and unlavfully open a
certain package . . before raid package was actually received by
the Person to whom it was directed."7r The real issue to be resolved was whether any offense was stated. The Court concluded
that the specification failed to allege any act contemplated by the
military mail offenses identified in the Manual far CourtslIartial,'s because there was no allegation that the package W B B
"mail matter." In rejecting an argument that a disorder in violation of the general .?rtiele %<-aspleaded, the Court replied:

.

..

This argument 33 p o u n d e d an the n o t m that the mere Bet of Opening
a package belonging to another IS per se a disorder to the prejudice a i
goad order and diieipime. However, we are vnable to a m p t this reasoning which is so vigomudy advaneed. To the extant that such an act
BmmntP to arongful appropriation or larceny, Article 154 has been
pre-empted by Article 121 of the Code. United States Y. Narris . . .
If neithm of these possible violations LS bound up ~n the charge, it is
dimcult ro imagine what act ahieh had any impaet an good order and

.

This conclusion causes a serious doubt as to the sweep of the
pre-emption rule. Assuming that the package opened had not
attained the status of mail matter, an opening by a stranger would
constitute a trespass, even if no conversion resulted. Certainly a
soldier who has prepared a package for mailing, or has purchased
an item at a store or post exchange and had i t packed for mailing,
has a right to be protected against the act of a fellow-soldier's
prying into the package for any readon. I t takes but little imagination to envision that a breach of the peace may well fallow on the
heels of the soldier's discovery of the trespass. Especially might
this be true \were the object opened a letter to the soldier's wife or
-~
-4AChl 13666, Puck&, 24 ChlR 720 (1957) and tent at n. 25, 26.
75 see Part 111, aupra.
78 6 CSCYA 612.20 CMR 228 (19553.
9 1 Id., at 514, 20 C U R 230.
7* See forms 151 and 152. Appendix 6r.
i B U.S.V. Lorenren, 6 USCMA 512, 517. 20 ChlR 228, 233.
BO
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sweetheart. Further, a rereading of Norris does not suggest any
basis for its application to a caae in \3-hich both the offensecharged
and the offense constituting a disorder are both violations of
Article 1 3 4 . The theory that Congress has pre-empted the field
simply cannot be applied here, because Congreas did not enact a
military mail offense. It w . 8 devised by the military themselves,
but the fact that there is no pleading form embodying the conduct
in question does not in any way indicate that such conduct is not
violative of Article 134.80 Nevertheless it appears, a s to military
mail offenses, that no l e s ~ e raffenw will be permitted, apparently
because the Norcis rule is applicable by analogy, i.e., the President
has pre-empted the area in promulgating the Manual for CaurtsMartial.
The unsatiafactary result in this case may be due to the facts,
if one looks behind the report of the case. The record and briefs
indicate that the package w a s mail matter. The accuaed, as section
mail orderly, went to battery headquarters and obtained the mail
for his section. He opened the victim's package, a box of candy,
and ate some, after depositing the wrappers in a refuse pile. The
victim, noting that the candy box an the accused's bed was of a
brand sent him a t periodic intervals by a relative, managed to
find the dimarded outer wrapping, and complained to the authorities. Thus it is abundantly clear that the accused could readily
have been tried for and convicted of the mail offenae provided for
in the Manual for Courts-Martial.
A reiteration of the effect of florris upon the two Article 1 3 4
offenses is found in Cnited State3 V. Downard.61 a bad check case.
Downard was charged with passing a bad check, and dishonorably
failing to maintain a bank balance sufficient to cover such eheck.82
Downard's defense waa that a t the time he honestly thought his
balance sufficient to cover the checks in question. The courtmartial convicted him of the conduct charged, after changing its
characterization from dishonorable to discreditable. The question
posed for the Court was whether the altered finding described an
offense. Articulating, in greater detail, the basis on which Norid
is deemed to apply as between t w o purported violations of Article
1 3 4 , the Court discovered that prim to 1 9 4 4 , records did not indicate any convictions for such an offense, but that, between 1 9 4 4
and 1 9 4 5 , several boards of review concluded that such behavior
waa service-discrediting. The Court then noted the major overhaul
80 Lsgal and Legislative

Bani., P C I ,1061,p, 206.
8L6USCMA538.20CPR264 ( 1 8 5 5 ) .
pleaded in farm 128, App. Sc, M C P 488, the wards in brackets being

8 9 As

omitted
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of military criminal law which resulted in the Uniform Code and
stated :
Not the least of the innovations nparned by the adoption of the Code
was the attempt by miliraiy draftsmen t o delineate more carefully

certain erimea theretofore defined solely a t the ivhim of boarda of
review , , , We muit, therefore, determine whether the framers of
the 1951 Manual sought to m o g n i z e any sort of new offense based on
B merely disorrditable failure t o maintain sufficient fundi-not
a dishonorable o n e a n d if not, whether such a crime has became f i d y
established in t h a t which mrght roughly be called the common law of the
military establishment by board of r e ~ i e wdeeiiianr 63

.

As to the first phase of the inquiry the Court concluded t h a t
the drafters of the Manual did not intend to establish a bad check
offense premised on neglipence. Of course this conclusion did not
dispose of the question, and nowhere in ita reasoning did the
Court indicate awareness of the declared intent of the drafters
that the inclusion of form specifications in the Manual, pertaining
t o Article 134 did not preclude recognition of other acts as violative of the Article. Indeed the drafters expressly rejected a rule
of pre-emption premised on Appendix 6e." The Court next noted
that since the effective date of the Code the services had expressed
divergent views on the validity of a bad check offense based on
negligence, the Army approving, and the Air Force disapproving.
such convictions. The Court finally announced that because of the
court-martial's substitution of the word "discreditably" in the
allegation, no offense remained, observing:
I t is now proposed t h a t w e should recognize b3- judicial fiat t h a t which
Congrela and the executwe draftsmen have ignored. Thus, we are
urged t o seize upon the framework t h r a m together by certain isolated
and dubious military deeiaiana. and to construct therefTom a new and
full-fledged member of the family of ivorthlenn check mime.. We need
express no siew concerning either the need within the military establiahment, or the defensibility, of rueh an offense based on simple negligence.
in 8. strict aenae,
I t is enough ta say t h a t v e are unwiliing--snd,
powepless-to
create one . . . , Our function then is not to invent or
devise, but to interpret-not only the Code, but i t s lunior relative, the
Manual, as well. This we have essayed to do with respect to the
problem before "%--with the result t h a t we find in these muices of
authority no sort of P Y I P O P ~ ta provide t h a t B worthleas check ofpense
88 U.S. V. Downard, 8upro. a t 541, 20 C Y R 257
84 In r e s m d to Article 134, and the form rpeeificatians, however, the drafters
of the MCM stated: "Appendix Bo, in Specifications 118 through 176,sets forth
lome of there, but the mere f a c t of inellision af a specification f o r D psdiouiar
Bet in Appendix 80, is not what makes the act an offense
and there are
necessarily many other acts which may constitute disorders or negleeta, or
eonduet discreditable to the armed forces, which m e not diaeuaned or coyend
by any ample npeeification." Legal and Legislative Baeen, MCX, 1951. p, 296.

. ...
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pounded on nothing more than ~ i m p l enegligence ahmid take its piaee
beside crimes of similar mode. See United States V. borris , , , .US

This decision indisputably expands the rule of pre-emption to
encompass not only exclusion by Congressional enactment but,
in some instances, at least, by the act of providing sample pleadings of disorders, pre-emption by the drafters of the Xanual for
Courts-Martial. Consequently an inquiry into the operative effect
of .?'orris can no longer be limited to cases in which a specific
Article of the Code is involved, but must be extended to cases involving the general Article alone. To some extent, N o n i a will
be limited by the Court's inteipretation of Article 134's sphere of
proper activity, e.&, United States Y. Snyder.8'
The applicability of N o n i s t o Article 134, in the absence of
Congressional action in specific terms, was confirmed in United
States v. ma no^.^' The accused was arraigned on a charge of willful indecent exposure, but convicted of negligent indecent exposure,
each allegation treated as a violation of the general Article. In
a holding noteworthy for brevity, the Court rejected the theory
that negligent exposure wss an offense, and stated:
In the Norria case, . , . , w e held t h a t we would not permit the services
t o eliminate indiseriminately vital elements of reeognked offennea and
'Demit the remaining elements to be punished BS an offense under
Article 134.' That statement is applicable here.U

A glance a t the quotation introducing this Article should raise
a serious doubt, in view of the fragmented quotation above, that
the Norris case furnishes any basis for the result reached in
United States v. Mnnas. Indecent exposure is not among those
"common law crimes and offenses expressly defined by Congress"
but it certainly wad a crime a t common law, and is presently a
crime by statute in ail states,88 although in a few it is characterized
as lewd behavior.e0 While the result in United State8 v. Mams
is not premised solely on ipse dizit, its similarity to N o w i s is not
rendered less obscure by the meager reasoning offered,
81 US. 7. D o m s r d , a p r a , a t 544, 20 CMR 260. But of. U.S. 7 , Kirehner,
1 USCMA 477, 4 CMR 69 (1952) reeegnking 8 9 a v i d a t i m sf Article 134
the offense of negligent homicide which enjoyed no longer antecedent reeagnition by boards of mview than the negligent bad cheek offense. For a b e d
study of the origin of negligent homieide eee Munster and Larkin, Nsoligent
Homicda in Militand Law,46 Calif. L. Rev. 782 (1963).
8 8 1 USCMA 428.4 CMR 16 118531.
87 8 USCMA 734: 25 CMR 238 (1858)
s s l d . , s t 736, 26 CMR 240. Latimer, J. dissented, quoting from dictum in
the YnanimOuB Opinion m i t t e n by Chief h d g e Quinn in U.S. v. B r m , 3
U S C I A 464, 13 CMR 10 (1953). a itstement t h a t the offense of indecent
upoiure may be mlifui or negligent.
80 Sherwin, Ssz md the Statutmy Law 25 (1949).
IOlbid.
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Service boards of review, in many instances. seem to have seized
upon the Xorris case as a Solution to almost all problems, without

fully grasping the theory and extent of it8 rules. In Cm-ett,nl
the accused v a s convicted an a duplicitous count alleging a simple
failure to obey:% caused by an unauthorized absence of seventy
days. After quoting the Xvon’is maxim, the board maintained
that it i i a d “unable to conceive any supportable theory which would
permit the services to c o m b m e all the vital elements of t w o distinct Offenses, 2pecifically delineated and provided for in the Uniform Code . . in order to create a third offense under the General
Article 134) ,‘‘38 It seem? evident that the board completely misconceired the S o w i s rule. Here nothing was deleted, both offenses
were fully pleaded, but they were not set forth separately. In
holding that no offense was alleged, the board appeared unaware
of the rule that an objection directed to duplicity, if not made a t
the trial ] e y e ] , is deemed \%-aii.ed,” the rule that the existence of
an offense depends not on the statute under which it ia laid but
rather on the facts which are alleped,95and note 5 to the Table of
Maximum Punishrnents.’e I t is clear beyond argument that the

.

board could hare approved a t least a finding of unauthorized
absence. It i s suggested that this case illustrates an unwarranted
extension of the S o n i s rule inlo an area not justified by the underlying principles of the pre-emption theory.
A problem most difficult of solution i s determination of the
limits of Article 91 ( 3 ) , which requires the protected pereon to
be in the execution of his office. In the Brown case,97 the accused
vias charged under this Article, with the use of disrespeetful
language, but the specification failed ta aver that the victim was,
a t the time, in the execution of his office. By analogy to the Nmris
case, the board of review concluded that the specification did not
plead a violation of Article 134, and, 8s it failed to include a n
essential allegation could not be approved as a violation of Article
91(3). The board did however, affirm a violation of Article 117
(which makes provoking or reproachful speech or gestures punishable), concluding that the language was of a provoking nature.
A possible flaw in the board‘s reasoning in holding pre-emption
controlling is that the Court in .\‘orris specifically exempted purely
military offenses from the pre-emption theory, and there is author6 C U 193 Galrett, 0 C Y R .%I (13E3)
Article 9 2 ( 2 )
N C Y 193 Garrett, 3 C M R E51, 552.
06 U S . v Parker. 3 USCYA 541,13 CMR 97 (1963)
PS U.S. V. Deller, 3 USCYA 409, 12 CMR 155 (1353) involding an unsuthor.
ired absence t o aroid basic training alleged ta be violative a i Article 154.
01
02

88

08
81

84

M C P , 221.
CM 366133 BIUNII,13 C>IR 161 (1953).
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ity for the conclusion that disrespect to a person senior in rank is
a disorder prejudicial to diacipline, within the ambit of Article

1S4.88
Articles 108 and 111were construed to cover the field of conduct
premised in the operation of an automobile in the Stinson opinion.se
The accused had been convicted of a violation of Article 134, which
alleged that he operated a military vehicle "in a wrongful abusive
manner by using excessit7.e speed in all gears."'OQ The opinion concludes that Congress intended to cover offenses involving an automobile by providing punishment for damage or loss through willfulness or negligence,'ol and for drunken or reckless driving.102
It can be argued that in enacting Article 108, Congress was intent
upon protecting military property against the acts specified in the
Article, and no others, and that other acts against military property not meeting in gravity those specified in the Article, would be
covered by Article 134. The theory that Article 111 is applicable
here is difficult to follow. This Article was enacted for the preservation of life and limb, not for the protection of military property.108
A more serious problem is posed in the Jones case.104 The specification alleged that the accused violated Article 121 by stealing
long diatance phone service of a specified value. The board of review concluded that what was really alleged was the "illegal u ~ e "
of the facilities of a telephone company far a period of time represented by the sum of money alleged, and concluded, of course, that
as larceny is limited io tangible property, a violation of Article
121 was not pleaded. With this conclusion there can, of course,
be no quarrel. Because the board concluded that the act pleaded
was in the nature of a arongiul conversion, it reasoned that
N o w i s precluded affirmance of any offense. Had this been a case
in which a violation of Article 121 could have been correctly
pleaded and proven, the opinion would be acceptable without comment. But this is a rather summary disposition of an issue posed
for the first time in a military appellate form. The conclusion
that Congress preempted the field of conversions of corporeal
SB A C X 12320 Hunt, 22 CMR 814 (1966) pet. denied 22 CMR 331, holding
t h a t enactment of Article 91 doea not exclude disrespect t o i a r d i an N.C.O.
by B discharged military prnaner B I B violatian of Article 134; ACM S-9033
Spigner, 18 CYR 604 (1964). holding t h a t diarespeet t o an airman first clasr is
miaeonduet under Article 134, despite the enstence af Article 91 ( 3 ) .
81 CGCX 20638 Stinran, 23 CMR 691 (1957--opinian
by General Counnel,
T r ~ a r u r yDept.).
100 Id., a t 692.
101 Art. 108.
101 Art. 111.
LO8 US. 7 . Bema, 4 USC?dA l i 7 , 1 6 CMR 177 ( 1 9 i P ) .
101 ACM S-13839 Jones, 23 C41R 318 (1956).
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things cannot be denied. But whether it intended to cover the
field of intangibles has never before been considered, although no
apparent significance was attached to this factor by the board
of review.
In all conversion cases previously reviewed, the reader cannot
have failed to note that in each instance the prosecution could
have demonstrated that a larceny occurred. Norris was applied
because (1) the pleadings were bad, (2) the law officer's charge
was insufficient, or (3) the court members, convening authority,
or board of review, attempted to affirm a lesser degree of conversion under Article 134. But in each case the possibility that there
had not been a violation of Article 121 did not appear. In the instant case, there was no way in which a violation of Article 121
could have been pleaded correctly. There was no way in which
the law officer or convening authority could have acted differently
to effect a valid conviction of larceny. The argument is advanced
that Congress, while intending to pre-empt the field of criminal
conversions, limited itself to acts affecting tangible property.
There is nothing in the legislative hearings, committee reports, or
floor debate inconsistent with such an argument. In the McCracken
case,1Q6i t will be recalled, a board of review refused to recognize
as an offense the act of "stealing" the use of a rental auto. In this
connection, it was pointed out that the accused could properly have
been charged with larceny. Thus, that case is distinguishable
from Jones. As a result it is suggested that the application of
N o h to the apecification in the Jones case is an extension of the
pre-emption doctrine unwarranted by opinions of the Court of Military Appeals, and the legislative history of Article 121, and that
the wrongful use or acquisition af intangibles should be recognized
as a violation of Article 154.
The foregoing cases suggest that the service boards of review
are groping in darkness, trying to locate the extreme limits of
the pre-emptive theor?, and because they are overlooking the
underlying principles involved, are exceeding announced limits.
What must be kept in mind at all times is that the rule of preemption O K ~ S its origin to a consideration of Article 121, a consolidating Article. I n one enactment, Congress gathered common
law larceny, embezzlement, and larceny by false pretense into
one Article, thus cresting the simple offenae of larceny, albeit
wideneed by different acts.lo6 This result does not obtain for any
other single offense. In some few instances, however, Congress

___
106 ACM

10510 DlcCraeken. 19 ChlR 876 ( 1 9 5 5 ) . See text relating t0 n. 16,

0.p7'a.
108
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has enacted a group of Articles,lo' the interrelation of which suggests that Congress %vasattempting to cover the field. In this
instance, also, application of the pre-emptive doctrine is warranted. In other instances, Congress has enacted a fairly comprehensive seriea of Articles, which appear to c o ~ e rall aspects of a
particular type of behavior. The question remains, must all conduct of this general nature conform to the elements of one of these
specific Articles, in order to be punishable? For instance, take the
case of B uniformed soldier who acts in a most disrespectful manner, in a public place, towards an admiral. There can be no resort
to Article 89, because, although the admiral holds a higher service
his
rank than our soldier, as to the latter, the admiral is not ' I .
superior officer , , ?'loa (emphasis added) but merely a senior
officer. As noted in connection with Brown?OQ disrespectful behavior by one service member towards another who is senior in
rank, even in the absence of a superior-subordinate relationship,
is detrimental to morale, prejudicial to discipline, and obviously
has the capability of reflecting discredit on the services. As such
it is clearly behavior cognizable by a court-martial as a violation
of Article 134, as a purely military offense, i.e., not designed to
protect life, property, or the normal functioning of the government.
In this area, i t does not seem that proper consideration has been
mven to the purpose and scope of the general Article.

..

V. EXCEPTIOSS TO T H E RULE
There are a goodly number of opinions which purport to distinguish Korris and reject its applicability. Many of these concern
the issue of whether the making of a false official statement is an
offense under Article 134, in vien of the speeific provisions of
Article 107,110 I n most of these cases, the boards of review have
announced that the mere making of a false official statement is
misconduct under Article 134,l1l and in those decisions which
follow the Sovn's case in time, the boards appear to be in total
ignorance of the rule of pre-emption. I t should be noted that in one
107 E.#.,Art. 86, 86, and 87 all pertaining to unautharirtd absence, in one
degree m another.
108 Art. 89.
100 N. 97, supra. and related text.
110 Which maker punishable a false Official rtatement made with intent to
deceive.
n l C a j e i ID holding, r.hieh antedate U.S. V. Sorris are ACM S-2753
Watson, 5 CQrR 476 (10;2): ACM 6638 Perdue, 6 CMR 696 (1052) pet.
denied 7 C I r R 84. Cases io holding poitdaring Norrie are ACM 6485 Johnson,
10 CMR 891 (1953) pet. denied 12 CMR 204; CM 370004 Hutchins, 14 CMR
425 (1954) : ACM S-8392 Lloyd, 14 CMR 790 (1854) Contra, CGCP 9790
Burlarlq. 10 CAIR 582 (1953) cited in n.38, supra.
*oo 1 0 0 4 m
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case, Johnson,llZ in which the accused was convicted of a violation
of Article 107, but the convening authority affirmed a violation of

Article 134 by approving all of the specifications except the averment of an intent to deceive, the Court of Military Appeals denied
the accused'8 petition for review.na
Recently, the Court did grant review of a case in which the
accused was convicted of violations of Article 101 and in each
instance, the specification failed to allege the necessary intent.
This is the case of Cnited Statcs V. Young.111 Chief Judge Quinn
was of the opinion that, in r i e x of the accused's plea of guilty, the
allegation8 were sufficient to include, by fair inference, the necessarv intent. In support of his opinion, he stated:
An official staTemeP.T provides the basis upon which official decisions
are made. I t IS perhaps eoneewablo, but highly mprobabie, t h a t B person
u h o makes .an o.¶ieia: statement intends t h a t i t be iegarded as a joke
07 some arhrr oficmiis- meaningless act. On the contrary, the natural
mference from the f a c t of o f f i ~ d i t yis t h a t the statement is intended
to be relied u m i i b r others. And I f the statement IS knoan t o be false
a t the time I t 13 made, it can fairly be limplied t h a t the perion who makes
the statemen: has an 'Intent t o deceive.' W e ranchde, therefore, t h a t
despite the absence of the speeifie works from the specification, the
allegatianr are nufficient to include an intent t o deceive , , , ,116 (em.
phaiii added).

.

.

The criticism which can be leveled a t the Chief Judge's reasoning
is that rules of evidence apply to proof, not pleadings, and the
ever apprixd, nor was the accused, of the necesea. .idditionaliy, it is suggested t h a t the Chief
Judge mas perhaps taking liberties with the editorial "we" in
stating 1% hat is in reality, solely his a m conclusion. I t is true that
Judge Latimer agreed with the Chief Judge's disposition af the
case, i.e., nffirming the conviction, but by no means did the concurring judge join in the conclusion that the specification adequately a!leged a violation of Article 107. He was for affirmance
because :
A plea af guilty admi!r ail the facts !wli pleaded and, if an offense
in stated, it mat:eri n;r which seetian of the Code is mentioned in the
charge
Ir. ;he ease a t bar, an offeme prohibited by Title 18,
united States Code.
1001, 8 8 s in fact alleged
,
Neither party
disputes the Dropoxtion t h a t the a:legstlanl of the specification3 are
an offenie under Section 1001, supra, if the agency
Jufficien: to
of the Umted states is identified
, I have no doubt t h a t
it is
readily ascertainable thn; the Department of the A i m y was the agenes
defrauded.

....
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, , , , I do not believe my views are at variance with those expounded
in . , , Norris , , , and I find no l u s t i f i d i o n far a belief that Congmil,
when it enacted Article 107 of the Code, intended t o exempt mllitaly
personnd from the offenaes pmhibited by Section 1001.
, , . , For the f o i w o m o %=*mi,I concur nith the Chief Judge in
affirming the findings and sontenee.1la (Emphasis added.)

The remaining member of the Court diasented, citing Xorria. And
it must surely be confessed that in Judge Ferguson's disaent alone
does one find true recognition of the underlying principles of the
Norris Case.
It is most odd that the Chief Judge, as author of the Norris
opinion, did not see fit to mention it even by way of denying its
relevance, while the other judges indicated awareness of its possible effect on the case considered. Judge Latimer raised, for the
first time, the question of whether, when Congress has enacted a
specific Code provision, it has thereby excluded resort to a substantially similar statute in the United States Code, via the "crimes
and offenses not capital" provisions of Article 134, I t will be recalled that the introductory language of Article 134 is "Though
While Norris has
not specifically mentioned in this chapter, , , ,
been applied to the exclusion of the general Article in numerous
cases, it is apparent that the Court and the boards of review have
always had in mind the question-is this conduct essentially a
"military offense," capable of affecting order and discipline, or of
bringing the armed farces into disreputeVi I t has never seriously
been proposed that the dogma of pre-emption effected an exclusion
of crimes and offenses not capital. Not of course, that such a contention may not hold a good deal of logic and merit. To take issue
with Judge Latimer, for a moment, why is there any need by the
services for resort to Title 18, United State8 Code, Section 1001,
insofar as statements of interest to the military service8 are concerned? A comparison of the two enactments does not indicate
that Section 1001 covers a greater area of behavior than Article
107, insofar a s the subject matter of the statement is within the
interest of the armed farces. If the subject matter is not, the
accused can be prosecuted in the appropriate federal court. I t may
well be that the belief so readily voiced by Judge Latimer that there
is no justification for applying the .Vowis rule to "crimes and
offenaes not capita!" is not mel! grounded, and merits careful
consideration by defense counsel in an appropriate case. The most

."

I16 X. 114. BUD^ at 454.26 CMR 234 (concurrine opinion).
1x7 One of these capabiiitien must appear as an element in erery offenae
premised on the first two clauieg of Article 134. U.S. V. Grasso, 7 USCMA
666, 23 CMR SO (1957); U.S. V. Williams, 8 USCMA 326, 24 CMR 186
(1967);U.S.v.Gittens.8USCMA673.25CMR177 (1968).
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that can be said in summary, a s to Article 101, is that while almost
all boards of review appear to reject the No+
theory in this
area, the Court of Military Appeals has not made its position clear,
and i t may weil be doubted that, a t this date, the Court can be
persuaded to adopt the views Xmiced by the boards of review, should
the Court be presented with a case in which the accused has not
pleaded guilty.
To repeat for a moment, Congress, in legislating Articles 85,
86, and 87, so covered the area of unauthorized absence t h a t conduct of such a nature cannot be charged as a violation of the gen-

eral Article. Likewise, Congress enacted Articles 89, 91, 121, and
128 which concern disrespect towards a superior, (Arts. 89 and
91), extortion (Art. 121), and assault (128). In a case of first
impression, a board of review in Nico&slLQ
was unable to find
evidence af a Congressional design to blanket the area of conduct
included within these Articles. The violation of Article 134
affirmed was communication of a threat,'lo affirmation being premised on the theory that as to all specific Articles considered, none
included all the elements of communicating a threat. In United
States v. Holiday,l' the Court of Military Appeals reached the
Same concluaian. As a basis for its holding, however, the Court
turned to the civilian scheme, observing that while such conduct
w a s not a crime at common law, one who made such declarations
could be required to furnish surety conditioned on his future good
behavior. The Court asserted that, because no such disposition
v a s available to the services, the only course open ta a commander
would be the sanctions of Article 134. As to this assertion, there
is same ground for doubt. It takes little imagination to find avaiiable a substitute for the surety.122 And it is not a t all clear from
a reading of Articles 89, 90, 91, 117, 127, and 128 that Congress
intended to leave communication of a threat to the aegis of Article
134. The legislative history would seem to suggest a contrary
Altaush the result in United States V. Holiday must
be accepted, the Court's failure to provide definite and compre.~
110 ACH 7678 Nieolas, 14 CDIR 683 (1864).
120It 1% significant to note that the board made no effort t o distinguiah
between the offenre approwd and Article 117, which makes Punishable use
of provoking language. The threat is reported as: "If I don't Totate home
by October ISth, SI1 blow ymr . , . head off." Doea the reader think such
B statement would not provoke the addressee? Also ~ e e
U.S. Y. Rlehardmn,
2 DSCMA 8 8 . 6 CMR 88 (1952).
l z l 4 U Q C M A 4 6 4 . 1 6 C ~ ~ I R(1854).
28
111 See suggestion by Brosman J., a t 4 USCMA 460, 18 CMR 34 (dissenting
opinion),
118 I b i d .
90
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hensive rules for the limitations of the pre-emption theory leave
for future resolution the uncertainty now pervading this area.ls'
The Brown case125 illustrates a violent distortion of the N o w i s
rule. The accused was charged, in violation of Article 134, with
selling a vehicle to .a sewnd dealer, without disclosing that, pursuant to a conditional sales contract between the accused and a
first dealer, there was a aubstantial unpaid balance, the accused
having full knowledge of these facts. The board concluded that the
specifications did not plead a larceny by withholding because the
relationship of a conditional vendee towards his vendor is not
fiduciary in nature.'P6 It further wntended that the specification
did not allege a larceny by false pretense because there waa no
averment that the accused had obtained anything of value by the
aale,lZ'nor did it allege that the purchaser relied an the false pretense made to
As suggested in P a r t 11, supra.l29 Norris does
not require simply a testing of the specification's adequacy to allege
larceny. Its exclusionary force is also premised on the possibility
of a valid charge of larceny. In the instant case, reasoning that
the conduct alleged was not in the nature of B criminal conversion
is purely specious, and giving the conduct another label does not
change its nature.1s0 I t must therefore be concluded that the
124Pre-emption reaults from enactment of Article 91: CM 366483 Brown,
13 C P R 161 (1963),cited a t n. 87, wpra. Contra: ACM 5-9083 Spigner, 16
CMR 604 (1964). ACM 12320 Hunt, 22 C N R 814 (1956) pat. denied 22 C P R
331 cannot be considered contra because Yioiation of Article 91 is limited by
Hunt.
:
a t t h s time of his
ita terms t o B warrant officer or enlisted ~ e r ~ o n
miaeonduct, was L discharged military prisdner and not L m m g those p e r i ~ n i
who could violate the aitiele.
L11 ACM 9763 B T O ~ ~IS
V ,CMR 709 (1956).
111 What position the Court of Military Appeals wonld take cannot be stated
with any as~nranee. See the iangvage in U.S. V. Sicley, S U S C P A 402 at
40G09, 20 C P R 118 a t 124-26 (1955). But see the PxPoSition on "sithhoiding"in U.S. V. MeFsrisnd, 8 USCMA 42, 23 CMR 266 (1957).
137Bath iay and legal dictionaries define a "gale" as the transfer of an
article for money.
128 This criticism of the specification must be rejected out a i hand. All
forms of larceny are pleaded to describe the act as "did steal," and the fake
ieprosentstion is ~ B Y Wpleaded, only proven and made the subject of a charge
to the jury. See Specification Form 89, App. 6c. M C M , 434, which suffices for
all forms of iaremy.
12s P e r t 11. P. 76
la0 The board purports to draw some support from CII 356028 Henkel, 9
CMR 172 (1952). pet. &?tied 9 C P R 140. In this case, the aeeuaed WBI
charged with conduct unbeeoming an officer and gentleman (Art. 133, not
Art. 134) by pledging his car BJ security for a ioan, and rapreaenting i t to be
free of eneumbrancea, when t o his knowledge such car secured an earlier
loan from another bank. VThile it ia coneeiuabie t h a t a ease of lareeny by
false pretense muld have been made out, the board of review in Brown
failed to eee the one distingviahing factor in Henkel-his eanduct was cast
as B violation of AItiele 133. The Court of Military Appesln haa not yet
extended the rule of pre-emption to the officer Article. i n view of its unlque
history and background.
A00 100'88
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Brown case is a maverick, and does not demonstrate a correct
resolution of the application of the doctrine of pre-emption. There
appears to be no legal distinction between the Dudley case and the
B ~ o i ~ vcase,
.
yet opposite conclusions are reached. The former
opinion would seem to be more persuasive in its reasoning.
An ingenious "get-rich-quick' scheme focussed the Court's attention on the pre-emption problem once more in Cnited States v.
Holt.13Z As a bingo caller a t an airmen's mess, Holt converted a
game of chance into a game of certainty by memorizing the numbers on the cards of certain players, some of whom actually played
cards that Holt had purchased far himself. Instead of calling the
numbers appearing on the pellets fed from the "basket," Holt, in
several instances, simply called off numbers he had memorized,
thus arranging for the player of a given card to win. Naturally
the winner shared his prize money with Holt. The accused w-88
convicted, under Article 134, of unlawfully awarding bingo prizes
by resort to the scheme j u t described. It was contended by the
defense that the acewed's acts Bounded in larcenv. and were out-

AChI S-11470 Dudley. 24 ChiR 607 (19ii). cited a t n. 18. supra.
7 L'ECXA 617. 23 CMR 81 (1957,
Inild., a t 619-20, 25 C Y R 83-54 Pahapc I t IS possible that the absence
of the suggested contentlo" 01 holding ia due to the fset that in Welch,
eonrlctmn *as f o r "iaiating t h e officer Article, AlV 95, not the general
Article, AX' 96.
IS1
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the rule of pre-emption in relation to Article 1 3 4 . Pre-emption is
occasioned by Congressional denomination of certain conduct a s
an offense, as evidenced by a specific Code provision. One might
say that the quotation is being misread, that what i t really mean3
is this: the services cannot delete an element or elements from
an offense expressly defined by Congress, or from a common law
crime (not ex111.e8slu defined by Congress) and label the remaining
elements an offense under Article 1 3 4 .
Such B suggested restatement ignores two key factors. With few
exceptions, all common law crimes have been defined in specific
Articles of the Code,IB'thus there are no common law crimes which
necessitate resort to Article 1 3 4 . Consequently, a proposal that
the Court was speaking of common law crimes, in addition to those
covered by Code provisions, and that the Court was insisting that
all the elements of a common law crime be pleaded in an allegation
under the general Article, is premised an an assumption that the
Court was referring to a nonexistent problem in laying down the
rule. This should suffice to establish the absurdity of contending
for such a meaningless result. Additionally the quoted statement
must be read and interpreted in its proper context. The Court, in
the opinion from which the statement was excerpted, was discussing the deletion of an element from a recognized common law
r ~ labeled a military offense
crime, i.e., larceny, which C ~ n g had
through the medium of Article 1 2 1 . I t would be difficult to predicate a theory of legislative pre-emption on the existence of a
common law crime, if Congress has not defined the crime by
legislative enactment. It follows ineluctably, then, that the exclusionary effect of the pre-emption doctrine upon Article 1 3 4 must
owe its existence to a Congressional intent evinced by enactment
of one or more of the punitire Articles of the Code, excluding, of
course, Articles 1 3 3 and 1 3 4 .
Returning to the Holt case195 then, the key premise must be
re-examined. This premise was expressed as "What the accused
did was not a common law crime, nor one covered by one of the
specific Articles of the . . . Code. . . ."la6 It is not possible, from
the reported facts, to state whether the accused could have been
charged with larceny by "dthholding" as an actual or cansiructive trustee. There is, however, sufficient information reported to
Is4Crimlnal Attempts (Art. EO), Conspiracy (Art. 811. Riot (Art. 116).
Murder (Art. 1131, Manslaughter (Art. 1191, Rape (Art. 1201, Larceny
(Art. 121). Robbsry (.Art, 1221, Forgery (Art. 1 2 3 ) . Maiming ( I r t . 124),
Sodomy (Art. 1261, Arson (Art. 1261, Assault (Art. 123). Burglary (Art.
119). Housebreaking (Art. 130). and Periurs (Art. 131).
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support a conclusion that the accused could have been charged with
violating Article 121 by obtaining, i.e., larceny by false pretense.
Analyzing the facts and pleadings element by element, it is clear
t h a t the accused (1) obtained money, (2) by false representation,
in miscalling numbers previously memorized, ( 3 ) that the obtaining was ~vrongful,( 4 ) that the money did not belong rightfully to
the accused, ( 5 ) that the money belonged to some other person,
e.&, theairmen'smeas, ( 6 ) that the accused's intent was to defraud
the entity putting up the prize money, amply evidenced by the
fradulent scheme, and that the fraudulent representation, i.e.,
calling numbers, was an effective cause of the accused's obtaining.
I t may be observed, then, that the Halt case rests upon a premise
which is seriously questionable. An explanation of the result in
Holt can be balanced an one of two propositions: (1) the author
judge fziled to grasp all the implications of Yonis, or (2) the
opinion represents a modification of .?'orris. The latter proposition
seems to be a more logical ratianallzatian of the holding, and
amount8 to this. If the conduct of the accused, even though it fails
in a n mea encompassed by specific Articles of the Code, is by
ancient miiitars usage an established disorder under the general
or a recognized crime or misdemeanor, in civil jurisdictions, then the pre-emption doctrine does not require t h a t the
accused be charged with the most serious offense that can be
p r w e n . He may be charged \q-ith the lesser offense, as a violation
of Article 1 3 4 , consistently with the basic reasoning of X o v i s ,
The reader will demur, citing wrongful taking as an offense
established by ancient uaage, xThich w a d swept out of existence
with the proclamation of the pre-emption rule. This can be explained by the Court's interpretation of Congress' intent in enacting Article 121, as refiected in legislative hearinFs,1s8and the fact
that wrongful taking w . s not traced far enough back in earlier
Manuals to warrant a claim of ancient usage. In consonance with
the rule that ancient usage establishes an exception to Sorris, consider the case of L'nitad States v. Smith.'au in which the accuaed
was arraigned for perjury,"o but convicted of f a k e swearing,ll
which was cast under Article 1 3 4 , and does not require allegation
or proof of materiality. The Court determined that false swearing
was not a lesser offense included in judicial perjury, finding a
Congressional intent to pre-empt the field of false oaths in a
judicial proceedins in the enactment of Article 131, No reference
181 See C.S. V. Dawnard. G VSCh1.4 ;Pa.
20 ChlR 51 (1855), ea~eeiallp
Part Ill thereof; U.S. r. Groenaaod, 6 U S C X A 2oP. 19 ChlR 336 (19:;)
181 Seen. 8, 8 i i p , a , and text relating t o n. 11.
331 9 USCIIA 236.26 CMR 16 11958).
140 Art. 131.
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s or the pre-emption rule, Subsequently, the
d States v. C l a y p ~ o l , " ~that false swearing i3
a recognized violation of the general Article.
VI. SCMMARY
I n enacting the Uniform Code of Military Justice, Congress SUPplanted the 41 specific Articles of War with 56 specific Articles
of the Code. R'hereas the Articles of War made certain common
law crimes military offenaea by reference, the Cniform Code enacted these common law crimes into positive law, furnishing, in
most cases detailed definitions of such crimes, or articulating the
acts necessary to establish the crime concerned. In many instances,
Congress consolidated former separate military offenses into a
single offense under a particular Article of the Code. e& Article
107.'43 Additionally, many acts formerly treated as violations of
the general Article became the subject of specific Articles of the
Code. Because of such close attention to detailing of offenses by
the Congress, the Court of Military Appeals has, with ample warrant, concluded that in areas where the Congress has legislated,
no conduct is left within the aegis of Article 134. Thus the general
rule is that a specification purporting to plead a violation of the
general drtirle does not s'rate an offense if the conduct pleaded
falls within an area specifically affected by Congressional attention, 8s evidenced by enactment of one or more of the punitive
Articles.
Additionally, the same doctrine is applicable as ta offenses in
violation of Article 134. Thus if the specification, but for a single
element, avers a recognized violation of the general Article, in B
less serious degree, and is not dignified by recognition in the
Xanual for Courts-Martial, absent the missing allegation, the
specification does not state an offense, because in completing an
Appendix of sample pleadings describing conduct violative of
Article 134, the drafters of the Xanual have pre-empted the area
of conduct identified in that Appendix.14'
Like all general rulea, the rule of pre-emption admits of some
exceptions. As to Congressional pre-emption, by way of specific
Articlea, if the purported violation of Article 134 is not composed of remnants of an offense defined in a specific Article, <.e.,
has an element not found in the specific Article concerned, then
the pre-emption rule is inapplicable."~ Or, if the conduct put
141 Subpar. 213d(4), and Form 130 a i App. 6c. M C M
1 4 2 10 USCIIA 302, 27 C Y R 376 11950).
148 Hearings on H.R. 2498 Before @ Suheammittce 01 tha H o u e Committee
andrmed S e n k e n , 81rt Cang.,1 s t Sesr. 1230 (1040).
114
146
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U.S. V. D o r n a r d . 6 USCY.4 538,20 CMR 2 5 4 (1955).
U.S.7 . Fuller, 9 CSCMA 143,25 CDIR 406 11968).
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forth as violative of Article 134, while of the same general nature
as canduct prescribed in a specific Article, is deemed punishable
because it has a distinctly different gravamen, again the pre~ ~ final exception occurs when
emption rule is i n a p p l i ~ a b l e . 1The
the canduct considered a violation af the general Article consists
of behavior recognized by ancient military usage as prejudicial or
discrediting conduct under the general Article."'
In Executive pre-emption, the presence of one or more forms
in the Appendix of form specifications, or a sentence provision in
the Table of Maximum Punishments, in the Manual for CourtsMartial, will generally militate against approval, as a violation of
Article 134. of any specification purporting to allege a lesser degree
of criminal conduct in the same area. Presumably these would be
an exception to this rule, if the purported violation had the support af ancient military usage; an omission of a form pleading, or
provision far punishment, from the Manual, i s not dispositive of
the issue.
To the alert judge adrocate, certain clues will indicate the necessity for applying the rule of pre-emption. The first step necessary
is a determination of whether or not the specification consists of
the remnants of a violation of a specific Article, after one or more
elements haa been selected. Second, has the specification been
formulated in order to remedy a defect in the proof of a specific
Code violation? Third, does the specification result from a n attempt to cure inatroctional error? If none of theae indicia a r e
present, in almost ali cases, the specification will escape the nullifys holding. If one of these factors i s present,
then the exceptions to the pre-emption rule must be checked to
ascertain whether one of them can be resorted to as a saving device.

The future of the pre-emption doctrine is uncertain. I t may be
that the Court has sufficiently defined the terms of the rule and
that eventually boards af review will iron aut confiieting views
among themselves. Additionally, it should be noted that the preemption theory owes its existence not to Congressional enactments
covering given meas of conduct alone, but to a declared Congres~ i o n a intent
l
to reatrict Article 134 generally to military offenses
as well. Thus there is an inverse relationship between these two
premises. As the scope of Article 134 expands, the influence of
~~
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U.S.Y . Halt, 7 UeChrA 617,23 C U R 81

(1917).

Ibid.
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t h e p r e - e m p t i o n rule will w a n e . As a r e s u l t , close a t t e n t i o n t o t h e
Court's interpretation of Article 134, w h i c h v a r i e s f r o m t i m e t o
time,"8 w i l l p r o b a b l y PIOW t o b e a m o s t effective m e a n s of s e n s i n g
a n i n c r e a s e or decrease i n t h e exclusionary e f f e c t of t h e rule, as
first a n n o u n c d in United States V. N o v i s .

l4e See, ',I., C.S. Y. Sanchez, 11 VSCJIA 216, 2 9 CMR 32, partievisrly so
much of the opinion PP delis with the specification dercrlbing canduct elo~ely
related to nodomy. The Norria eale W B P not mentmned. Indeed, there i s a
dearth of eitatimi m the d i r e opinion, ereluiive of the is'iue of a d f incrimination.
A 0 0 IOPUB
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G O V E R K M E N T A S S I S T A A C E A R D P R I V A T E ECONO,MIC
ORGARIWTION FOR DEFENSE

B Y 1ST LT. 4 L Y l N K. HELLERSTGIN*
AND 1ST LT. RICHARDE. SPEIDEL**

I. INTRODUCTIOS
The voluminous defense requirements of the Vnited States,'
while beneficial l a ihe economy a8 a whole, severely strain the
capacity and ingenuity of private producers who undertake to
satisfy them. The complexity of military technology and its dependence upon specialized property, know-how and continuing research
and development necessarily reduce the number of producers who
a r e able to perform. Further, the unusual buainess riaks vhich
inhere in the inconstancy of defenae procurement make othervise
capable producers unwilling ta perform Government contracts
unless these risk8 can be reduced and a fair profit assured. This
i s paradoxical since an underking procurement goal i s maximum
competition snd a broad distribution of Government work.? To
the extent that private producers are unable or unwilling to perform defenae contracts the benefits in price and Quality which the
Government obtains from maximum competition are decreased. The
net effect of this may be a few contractors performing a large
percentage of defense conzracts wi:h a minimum distribution of

'Formerly member of F8cu.r) of I h e J u d r e Advocate Geceral'n School,
U.S. Army, Charlartesville, Ylrplma, member of the Nerr Tork B a r ; graduate
of Columbia L h w e m t v L n n School.
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C.S.C. &631(a) (19663' "The essence of :he
of pni-ste enterprise I S free eompetiti~n, , , T
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work to small business.3 But of equal importance, the capacity of
industry to develop, manufacture and deliver superior weapons in
the event of World War Ill may be jeopardized.' A basic purpose
of Government assistance, therefore, is to facilitate defense production by increasing the number of prime contractors and subcon.
tractors who are willing and able to satisfy the Government's needs.
The nature and effectiveness of this assistance is the subject of
this article.

11. TYPE OP COSTRACT: PROFIT AND RISK
Standardized or \%-elldefined products with predictable costs
are procured by the Government through formal advertising.
Competition among qualified bidders insures realistic pricing and
the nature of the item purchased minimizes business risks.8 Since
no special incentives are needed to attract bidders, the Govern.
ment is more concerned i%-ithwhether the successful contractor
receives an excessive profit than vjith whether the profit margin
is fair.@In much defense procurement, however, changing requirements mitigate against standardization and cost certainty. The
Government is actually buying services and teehnisues rather
than well defined products. These needs both limit the pool of

GOV'T. ASSISTANCE AKD PRIVATE ECOXOYIC ORG.
available contractors and increase the business risks of those to
whom contracts a r e awarded. Consequently, the Government must
maintain the attractiveness of defense prwurement by insuring
a fair profit to contractors. This can be accomplished by minidizi n s or eliminating certain business risks through the use of a
proper type of contract7 or appropriate contract clauses.
A few illustrations are appropriate. If a negotiated fixed-price
contract is used where production costa are uncertain, price flexibility is maintained by price redetennination provisions.8 By this
technique, the contractor's profit margin is protected from a cost
overrun. If the contractor is required to develop a new product,
a termination f o r default in the event t h a t a definite delivery date
i s not met is unrealistic.' Accordingly, the contractor may be
awarded a special incentive contract which rewards success by
higher profits but does not unduly penalize failurelo or may be
required to use "best efforts'' rather than deliver within a S p d fied time." Finally, the Government will, in certain eases,
7 Type of eontiact in this eontext refers t o the method by which the contractor is compensated rather than the contract form OY end purpose. The
head of a prwuiement agency may award any type of negotiated contract
"that he considers will promote the best interests of the United States." 1 0
US.C. $ 2 3 0 6 ( a ) (1858). While the Government's i n t e m d is proteeted by
flexible and realistic pricing, the contractor also benefits when the t m e af
contract used redueen pricing risks which affect profit. Ct. COHEN, LAW
AND THE SOCIAL ORDER 110-111 (1835) (primary purpose of contractu
and eontraet iaw is to distribute risks in eomalieated tranraetiom).

1855); ASPR 7.109 (20 Apr 1958). Where a new
pmduetion e m t i are uncertain. the parties will
priw bnsed upon estimates of Cost. This will be
at a future date in light of actual production costs.
Q For an illustration of the problems whieh might arise when rraeareh and
development work i s done under a fixed.priee e m t r a c t mquiring deiivem of
an acceptable product within B specified p r i o d of time, see Aeioaanio lmtnc
man! COT., ASBCA No. 4128, 1 2 March 1868, DA Pam 715-6045, pap. 6.
See also. 37 Comp. Gen. 239 (19571. If B termination far defavit is pioper,
the contraetar receives neither profit nor costs far v d n i s h e d work and may
be liable for the excess m a t s of B repurchase.
10The Gwernmmt awards both performance and cost typo incentive contracts. I n the former. the contractor earns more profit if standard8 of
performance exceed minimum eontract requirements, ASPR 3-408 (20 Apr
18591, and in the latter a higher profit ii Paid if produetion cost8 are kept
below estimates, ASPR 3-403.3 (iii) (b) (14 H a y 1958). In both imtaneps, P
failure to meet desired Cost or performanee atandords results only in B profit
redudion. See DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, PROCUREMENT PRESENTATION, o n oi!. a u v a note 1, a t 28 (discussion of special performanee

UASPR b403.3 ( 4 Apr
product i s rewired and
negotiate an initial fired
avbiwt ta redetermination

ineentiva).
LLASPR7402,2(a) ( 3 0 J u n 1 8 5 8 ) ; ASPRT-402.4 ( 1 Oet1858).
*GO 10041B
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indemnify contractors against extra-hazardous risks.'Q Thus,
flexible pricing, realistic standards of work and indemnification,
particularly in negotiated fixed-price contracts, protect the contractor'8 profit margin and reduce the chance of sustaining a loss.
The coat-plus-fixed-fee type contract, which is used primarily
far research and development, provides maximum insulation
against busineaa riski.13 Consequently, profit has been arbitrarily
limited to fixed percentages of estimated c03t.5 at the time of
contracting.l4 I t has been suggested that higher fees would attract
better research and development and encourage more amail business participation:j Further, since the fee is based upon estimated cost3 a t the time of contracting and does not accelerate in
the even: of an overrun, it may be unrealistic. Yet in evaluating
the adequacy of the cost-phs-fixed-fee profit allowance, i t is important to recognize that profit incentive in research and development
varies with the t y p e of project and the contractor involved. Non-
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profit institutions, for example, receive no fee. On the other hand,
profit making firma may not demand a large fee if the project
involves basic research which must be done to maintain business
standing or will afford valuable experience in future Government
supply eantracts.16 Finally, the Secretary of Defense has power
to approve fixed fees up t o 15% of estimated costs." This provides fiexibility where extra incentive is required in particular
eases.

The risk of doing business with the Government cannot be eompleteiy eliminated by the type of contract or contract clause used.18
Yet a steady flow of qualified producer8 can be maintained by a
choice of contract which minimizes risks and insures a fair profit.
While this is a form of assistance to the contractor, it also contributes to realistic pricing and is in the Government's beat
interest.
111. ORGANIZING A PRODUCTION BASE
A contractor must possess specialized and expensive capital
equipment and maintain a continuous program of expansion and
replacement to perform defense contracts. This section will
examine the methods whereby the Government assists business
in attaining the necessary capacity for defense production: t a x
assistance, small business loans and investment, loans under the
Defense Production Act of 1950 and Government furnished
property.
A. Asriztanee LTnder the Tas Laws

Under section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, any
business map deduct from gross income a reasonable allowance
for the exhaustion, wear and tear and obsolescence of property
used in a trade or business or held for the production of income.10
These yearly depreciation deductions reduce both taxable income
18 It has been asserted that the primary inducement f o r firms to undertake
research and development NOT.'
in the increased ability ta obtain more
profitable production contracts erawmg. aot af t h e research. Jlrmo lo? the
Amistent Seoratary o i Defense (Supply and L o g i i t i c s l , AFXPP-PR (30 Jun
1 8 5 8 ) . This increased abiiiry constitutes adequate conaideration to support B
Government contract, Penn8yLon;o Breharge Bank V. Cnited States. 110 F.
Supp. 629 (Ct. Ci. 1968), but I? madequa!e t o make the contractor subject to
state p o ~ ~ e s 8 0 rinterest
y
taxes. lh-nitrd States Y . Livingston, 179 F. Supp. 9
(E.D.S.C. 19591.
17 see nvpra, note 11.
18 See Noviek & Springer, Eeoriomios of Defense Pracvrrmeni and SmaU
Buaeness. 24 LAV. & COKTEXIP. PROB. 118 (19691.
1) IKT. REV.CODE of 1964,8 167 ( 8 ) .
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and the price of the capital acquisition.20 Despite language which
permits a deduction for obsolesenee, depreciation procedures under
section 167 foeus on durability rather than useful life. In a period
of rapid technological advance and increased business efficiency,
machine twls are being written off for tax purposes in 1 5 to 20
years when the useful life in terms of technical obsolesence is
between 6 and 10 years.21 Further, depreciation allowances are
not realistically keyed to an inflationary economy. Distorted
income and higher taxes result when machinery which has been
depreciated a t the value of the 1960 dollar is replaced a t the cost
of the 1960 dollar.sp The net effect is a tax climate which is
unfavorable to capital expansion and replacement.
Prior to 1 January 1960, section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 offered the benefits of accelerated amortization to
a limited number of businesses engaged in specialized defense
contracting.rs Under this section, B business which owned or was
willing ta purchase facilities required to produce new or specialized
defense items could have all or a portion of them certified as
"Emergency Facilities" necessary for national defense.#' The
taxpayer wa8 then entitled to fully amortize (depreciate) the
certified facilities for tax purposes over a five year p e r i d Z 6 While
accelerated amortization clearly made allowance for extraordinary
10 Smee property normslly depreciates disproportionately during the first
year of me, a taxpayer may aeeeierate depreciation in the early years by
adopting certain procedures. I N T . REV. CODE of 1954, D16T(b). See die,
INT. REV. CODE af 1964, 6 179 (20"' depreciation deduction in first s e a r for
small business).
*I Select Committee on Small Business, United States Senate, The E f f e c t s
a i Current Fediial Tuz Dspwoiahon Pohoias on Small Bziilinc88, S. Rep. No.
1017,86th Cong., 2d Sess. 3-4 (1960). See Bsrlow, The Deprcriotlon InipLIeBb:
A leaauring of tho P ~ e i s u i ef o i Change and Strength o i thc Rcaiatanre, 10
J . TAXATION 66 (1959).
22 S. Rep. Yo. 1017,ap. cit. supra note 21, s t 4
Is IRT. REV. CODE of 1954, S 168. The termination date of this emergency
legisistian was 31 December 1969. I K T . REV, CODE of 1954, D 168(i).
1 4 The certificates m e issued by the Office af Civilian Defense Mobilization
( O C D I ) . See Exec. Order h a 10480, I 8 F E D . REG. 4939 (1968), I s
amended, 28 F E D . REG. 4991 (1968). The a c t applied t o eontracts with the
Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Defensa.
16 Emergency fseilitv is defined BQ any "facility, land, building, machinem,
or e w i p m e n t or any part thereof, the construetion, reconstruction. erection,
initallation or acquisition of r h l e h was completed a f t e r December 31. 1949,
and with r e s p e d to which B certificate , . , .(' han been issued. INT. REV.
CODE of 1954, g 1 6 8 ( d ) (1). After 22 A w n a t 1957, a facility would be
certified if used to produce B "mew or apeeialized" defense item. I N T . REV.
CODE of 1954, S 1 6 8 ( e ) ( 2 ) ( A ) . PreYiowiy a certificate WBI issued for an
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obsolesence in defense procurement, its primary purpose was to
induce private producers to acquire and use facilities for new and
specialized defense production.20 The benefit of a quick investment
recovery coupled with the allowance of the facility's "true depreciation" as a cost of contract performanceP1afforded B substantial
inducement to those who qualified. But section 168 was criticized
for giving unneeded tax advantages to large corporations a t the
expense of small business.25 Further, there is a growing realization that accelerated amortization of defense facilities is an inadequate substitute for a fair, realistic, long-run depreciation policy.Po
I n view of this, legislation is n o w being recommended which
liberalizes depreciation tax deductions for all businecs in both
normal and emergency periods.30 This is an equitable approach
which should contribute to increaaed industrial preparedness and
defense capacity.
26 S . Rep. bo,1017, ap. a t . siip,o note 3, a t 4. See Sehlader, Butter & Hunt,
Aooelwoted Amortaatios, 29 HARV. BUS. REV. 113 (1951). Since depreciation is arbitrarily taken w e r B five year period. the facility may Bctuslis have
either B longer or rhorter usefal lde. In the former ease, there will be nothrng
t o deduct for tax purpoies in later years. In the latter C B J ~ ,the Government
ia a u t h o r i s d ta compensate the contractor if tho contract i s terminated before
five yea18 have p a r d I N T . REV. CODE of 1954, 5 1 6 8 ( g ) .
27 N o m s i depreciation on a c ~ n f r a ~ t oplant,
r ' ~ eqmpmenr, and other capital
facilities is nn allowable element of cantract cast. ASPR 15-205 9 ( b ) (2 S o v
1959). If the faeilicy 3% eoseied by a certificate of neceenti, the contractor mag
elect to use the concept of "true depreciation" SI determined by the Emeistncy
Fseiiitiei Depreciation Board. See DOD Inetr. 4105.34 11 Jui 1954); Arm?
Procurement Prmdures, section 30, p a r t 13 (1 Sa" 1957). This Board subtracts from the faeiilty'a cart ita esrimafed ialue a t the end of five years.
The resuiting figure is estimated "true depreciation" which is allocated t o the
period of eontract performance. See ASPR 15-2019(d) ( 2 Nav 1919). I t
has been held t h a t this determination guarantees t o the m n t m c m r the fu!l
amount of "true depreeiatmn" w e n though the e m t r a c t is terminated in less
than five years. Msrok, Sharp g. Dohme. ASBCA Xoa. 4058, 4068-4071, 12
June 1858, DA Pam 715-50-40, par. 4, mmfion for reconsideration denied, 22
January 3959, DA Pam 715-10-44, par. 3.
28 Small business i s adverneIy affected in two respecti. First, the restriction
in SKtion 168 which limits eligibiliiy to faeilmea used f a r "new and spwislized"
defense items has reduced the number of small bueineePe8 who are entitled t o
tax assistance. See E I G H T H ARNUAL REPORT O F THE ACTIVITIES
OF T H E J O I N T COMMITTEE O S D E F E b S E PRODUCTION, 86th Cong.,
1 s t Seas. 83-85, 462 ( 1 9 5 8 ) . Second, the current t a x depreciation policies
foster a trend toward economic concentration and create B barrier to small
buriness growth through capital expansion. Hearmor Boiarr t h e Sclrct Corn.
mittec on Smail B u s h e s . Tar Deproo
86th Cong., 1st SOIS.34-36 (1969).
20 See S. Rep. KO.1017. OP. cit. supra note 21, a t 10 ( e n e o u ~ ~ g epeliesl
es
rather t h a n orderly g m w h of industrial capacity).
1 0 Id. a t 11.
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E. Loam t o Small Business
Small business concerns31 have difficulty obtaining adequate
financing a t reasonable rates. Either private lending institutions
are unwilling, for reasons of profit or administration, to lend
smaller amounts of money over a long period of time or the small
business is unable to provide collateral or pay the interest rate.
And even if the business is sound, the risks which inhere in being
smalla2 cause many banks t o prefer large, well established clients,
particularly in periods of "tight" money.33 In view of these difficulties, the Government offers two methods of assisting small
business to obtain cash for the expansion of productive facilities.
The first is a system of financial assistance administered under
the Small Business Acta4 and the second i3 a method of private
investment under the Small Business Investment Act of 1968.85

1. Loons tinder the Smal! Business Act
$675 million of the $975 million revolving fund established for
use by the Small Business Administration (SBA) is to be used
f o r loans to small business concerns. A qualifying small business
may obtain up to 5360,000 a t no more than 61%% interest per
annum for renewable periods up to 10 years.36 Loans are available
for the expansion of productive facilities, working capital for both
commercial and defense production and t o insure a well balanced
economy, but shall be of "such sound value or so seeured as rea.
31 Earentialiu. B mal! burinerr concern m u i t be icdeaendenr!u owned and
operated and n i t dominant ~n ita field a i operatio!? 7 2 S T 4 T . 3 8 d (19581. 15
CS.C. 5632 (1958). Business dollar vo!ume and the nuiiber of employees are
relevant to this definition. See ASPR 1.70l.l(a] (1) (1Jan 1960) (employs
fewer t h a n 600 employees or has been certified 8 s B mall buiineri concern by
the S B A ) . The criteria w r y with the type of indubtry imolied, ASPR 1-701 1
121 ( 4 Jan 19601 ( ~ p e t i a li n d u i t r n , and the purpcae far which the definition

."._
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82 The diradvantagei of being mail include lack of financial experience,
inadequate msnagemeni and e a p a c w , limited market coverage and poor
research and development See Cahn, Capti4 for Small Ei#i,'nrss. Saiircee
and Methods, 24 LAW & CONTEIIP. PROB. 2 i (1955). Small buiireas COP.
eerns w e w a large percentage of the 14,000 bliiinena failures in 1969
W S e e REPORT TO T H E COMMITTEES ON B A K K I S G AND CUR.
RENCY AND T H E S E L E C T COMYITTEES ON SMALL BUSINESS,
UNITED S T A T E S CONGRESS BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
86th Canp., Zd Sass. 12-18 (1958) (Garvey, O b s e r m r i u n s Baaed on t b a Bnckw o i l n d Studres).
84 72 STAT. 384-387 (1958).15 C.S.C. e5 631-636 (1958).
9672STAT. 689-697 (19581.15 CS.C. $5681-696 (19681.
36 Each member af s qiialified production pool of %nail burinerr CODCOIOP,
see intra st P. 108.may reeeiw a maximum loan of $260.000 at behveen 3 and
3T; intereat. If the PWI i s t o construct faeiiitles. the loan duration may exceed
20 y e a m See 72 STAT. 698 (1958).16 L W C . 5 6 3 6 ( s ) (i] (1968).
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sonably to assure repayment."3? If a small business concern cannot
obfain adequate financing from private sources a t reasonable
termr, the SBA may pledge its credit to stimulate private financing
or, as a last resort, make a direct loan of appropriated funds. The
preferred me:hhod of inducing private financing is the deferred
participation, Ivhere the SBA agrees, upon call, to assume up to
90% of a loan made to small business by a bank on its own terms.
The bank may "call" whenever i t feels that the money could be
more profitably employed elsewhere. When a "call" is made, the
deferred participation is assumed by the SBA and the 5%7r
interest limitation becomes effective. Where the loan amount is
high a bank may insist that the SB.4 assume a specified portion
of the loan from the outset. This is an immediate participation.
The bank, however, prescribes legal and reasonable terms on its
portion of the loan and is not bound by the 5Yz% interest limitation. If neither form of participation is available, the SBA is
authorized to make a direct loan to the applicant a t no more
than 51/7r.S9
The basic policy which underlies financial assistance to small
business is to stimulate maximum private financing with a minimum involvement of appropriated funds. Between 1963 and 1961,
the SBA, with a rerolving fund of $306 million, approved loans
in exceas of $400 million.sn Each appropriated dollar, therefore,
generated 1.3 dollars in loans t o small businem'o Despite this
low ratio and an annual net loss of $6 million," most commentators
feel that the A x aupplies vital assiatance to the economy and has
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adequately satisfied the short and intermediate term borrowing
needs of small business.'?
2. The Small Busir~essInves?men? Act of 1958
Because of greater risks and larger amounts involved, the
SBA and private lending instituriona have been unable or unwilling
ro furnish new or rapidly growing small business concerns Kith
long term growth capital.4g The Small Business Investment Act
of 1968" u a s enacted to remedy this situation. Under the act,
the S B A is authorized to license state or federally chartered
private companies to provide small business concerns with long
term financing of a debt or equity
The investment eomp a w must h a w a stated capital of $300,000 in caah to begin
operations. If this requirement cannot be met from private invesiment the SBA may provide u p to $150,000 a t 5E2.46 These funds
aye withdrawn, however, once adequate private capital is obtained.
In exchange for loans to emall business for a term of five years
or more, the investment company receives inrerest bearing debentures which are convertible into the borrower's rtwk a t book
ralue when the debenture was issued.'. The borrower may call
in the debenture subject to the investment company's right to
conrert up to the last day that the debenture is outstanding. The
Act, by giving both debt security and an option to obtain stock
in .8 successful business, affords the investor a good opportunity

____
12

13

w r i n note 10,ai 32.
H.R. Rep. Xo. 1262, U J
i i i must expand
ThiE has laced piessure on imali business e ~ n ~ e ~which
e$ t o compere in defense piocuremenr. See JfIoiings Bejarr
on Bonktag m i d C u i , tnoy oiz Fznoiiczng Snioll Busznrss,

65th Cane.. 2d %si. 247-348 119581.
(4 72 CT.AT. 689-681 (1958), 15 l'S.C. 85661-696 (1958). Implementing
repvistlons uere published m 23 FED. BEG. 9383 (1968). See Bsmes, What
~
~ E q d s m~e Be
M~n d e t o Assznt
~ Small Biwnrss,
~
24~ LAW. & ~
COMTE>lP. PROB. 3. 18 (19591.
r6The inverrment campan). m y bc ehairered by the state under narmai
ineorporabon procedure or by the Unired %ate5 if no state avthority d a t a .
A state chartered eampnny muit be :Irenred by ti.e SBA t o enjoy the privileges
of the act. An i n ~ e i t m e n rcompany \vill exist f o p 30 yesra unless sooner
diisdred b i act of Conereri. a t r o - t h n d i r o t e of shareholders d federaliv
incorporatid, state actio: if !!ate chartered. a i e m i t setion by the Cnit&
Statel "PO" callse.
66 The 8BA has no direct financial relationship with thhe small bvsinew
harrower under the Act. Financial aid by the SBA t o the investment company
is secured by debenture, uhieh pay 5 - c interest. The iouree of these funds is
$250 million nhieh has been added t o the SBA resolving fund for use under
the Act. See 72 STAT. 680 (19581, 16 C.S.C. 5633 ( e ) (1968).
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for profithe And if properly administered, the benefit i o small
business concerns could be substantial. Yet the Act is an experiment which needs refining and until a backlog of experience is
obtained its effectiveness cannot be properly
C. Loans Cnder the Defense Production Act
Among the provisions of the Defense Production Act of 19EO
which aim a t building up available stocks of essential minerals,
machines and materials, there is authority for the Government
to make loans for the purpose of increasing the capabilities of
business ta produce and to develop technological prwesses for
defense. The assistance must be certified a s essential to national
defense and is restricted to firms which cannot obtain financing
elsewhere. A s with small business, direct loans, participations or
guarantees may be used. A S2.1 billion revolving treasury fund
supports the loans and other activities under the Act.So

D. Gol;ei?nnsnt Furnished Property
Sormally, a contractor is responsible for furnishing all property
necessary to perform a Government contract. AB a consumer,
however, the Government may derive substantial benefits by
assuming same of this responsibility. If the Government furnishes
specialized tooling, critical materials or expensive facilities, the
contractor’s scope of work and costs will be reduced and, if the
property is retaken after completion, the riak of excess capacity
reduced. In addition to reducing risks and promoting economy, the
Government’s control of who uses what property contributes to
( 8 If D debenture is converted into the atoek of B growing and prmperoun
small bvsineaa conearn an BppTeciatiOn m m w b t m t n t will normally occur. The
investment company may be unabie to realize this appreciation if rhe share
has no market, but can protect itself by obtaining voting rights with the
Conversion (partiCYlarIy if the corporation 13 Oimely held) DT by requiring
the borrower to redeem the atoek a t Its apprffiated d u e upon conversion. If
the investment c m p a n y qualifies as B regulated investment company f a r t a x
purpones, B favorable t a r treatment 18 afforded the sale or redemption of
stack. See IXT. REV. C O D E of 1954. 5 1201. See also, INT. REV, CODE of
1954, 0 852 ( t a x en 15% of income); IKT. REV. C O D E of 1954, g51242, 1243
(lass from conversion of debenture OT sale of Stock treat& 8s ordinary loss).
(S Current diflcultiee pirimarily concern the organmation a i imertment
companies rather than their operation. As of 1 6 January 1960, 67 of the 146
eompaniei submitting proposals have been licensed by the SEA. This low
figure has been attributed to delays In pmeersing applications and camplying
with the Investment Company Act of 1810. laek of coordination betaeen the
SEA nnd S E C and the restrictive P e p i s t i o m paseed to implement the Act. I t
i s ai80 felt t h a t organized investment eomganiea a m i d function more efficiently
if permitted to make more d i r e t loan8 t o m a i l busmesa and given move
flexibility In fvrnishing equity capital. See H.R. Rep. KO.1262, 86th Cong.,
2d Sera. 27-29 (1980).
6064 STAT. 800 (1960),as amendod, 6 5 STAT.298 (1952), 60 U.S.C.
App.
4 2092 (1958); EXEC. ORDER Xo, 10480, 18 FED. REG. 4989 (1953).
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consiatent quality and exact timing in contract performance. This
control also permits a more effective implementation of collateral
policies and the allocation of scarce property to essential contractors during emergency periods. Yet if the property is readily
obtainable on the open market or i2 not retaken after the contract is comp1e:ed. a competirive advantage may be conferred upon
the producer to a h a m the property uw furnijhed. This section
w,ill examine the typta of Government property, how and when
furnished and the methods emplol-ed to equalize competitive
advantages.
1. Tgpes o i Government p m p e v t u ; when furnished
Government propertysl consists of three types: special tooling,jz industrial
and materia1s.j' Since industrial
facilities are broadly defined and easily adapted to both commercial
and Government contracts, they will not be furnished unless
necessary to meei essential production schedules and availability
through aubcontracting has been fully eonsidered.js Similarly,
materials will be furnished only if the Government's interest is
served in a particular case by reason of standardization, economy
"des "all phymcai property, both real and pemonal." ASPR
19:a). Gavernmenr property includes "all property owned
by or leased t o the Governme.>t, or acquired by che Gmernment under the
terms of a eaztract? ASPR 13-101.2 (3 Eou 1953). This definition include8
Gmernmenr f u m n i h d property, which 1% provided out of available stock, and
c o n t r a c t o ~acquired propeitg, which 1% required by the contractor with title
vesting ~n the Gorernmeni, b u t not contiactor furnished p r o y e r t ~where title
remaini in the contractor. ASPR 13-101.3 ( 3 SOV1958). Because title to
Government furnished properry remains in the Gmernment, ASPR 13-602(eJ
(14 May 19183, providing i t ta produceis 1% B p e ~ m i s s r eu t i l i z m m rather
t h a n a disposal. See wtra. n. 68 8. 6 0 .
I%
Special raaling meane all jiga, dmx, f.xturea. molds, patterns, special

or p a r t i thereof. or the periarmanee of such semlees, as %repeculiar to the
needs a i the Government." l S P R 13-101.5 (9 Jan 1969J. The definition
excluder toall acquired by the contractor prior to the contract, consumable
emall tools and general or special machine tools or m n l a r capital itemi.
5 1 Industrial faei!ities are ''property, ather t h a n maTerial and special tooling,
of use for the performanee of a contract or subcontract, ineluding real pmperty
and rights therein, buildings, r t r u d w e s , impravmnents, acd plant equipment."
ASPR 13-101.6 ( 9 Jan 1050). P l a r t equ1pmer.t 13 peISolia1 Property of B
capital n a t i r e other than special foaling. ASPR 13-101.0 (9 Jan 1868).
L4Nsteriala are "property which may be incorporated into OP attached to
an end item ta be delivered under a contract or uhleh may be consumed or
expended in the performance of B eortact?' The definition includes but i s not
limited t o raw and processed matenal, parts, components, assemblies, and
em811 t o o l s and mpp!ies which mas be consumed in normal upe in the perfarmanee of the contract. ASPR 13-101.4 ( 0 Jan 1860).
65 ASPR 13-102.3 (18 Sep 1968).
110
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or expediting
On the other hand, a special tool, by
definition, is limited in use to the production of supplies or the
performance of services which are peculiar to the needs of the
Government. This limitation reduces the availability of special
tooling from commercial sources and increases the importance of
maximum availability for Government contracts. Special tooling,
therefore, will be furnished to contractors in all cases when it is
under the Government's control and is determined to be available."
2. H o w furnished; use; disposition after performance
The contractor obtains Government property in two ways.
Either the contractor personally acquires or manufactures property with title ve8ting in the Government a t the earliest practical
time or the property is directly furnished by the Government.6a
If the latter method is used, special tooling, materials and facilities valued a t $50,00068or less will be furnished as an integral
part of the contract and administered under the Government
Furnished Property Clause,6oS o separate consideration is required
if the property is used exclusi\,ely for contract performance and
the contract price is appropriately reduced.51 The contractor is
obligated to maintain and repair the property but the standards
of liability for loss or damage will depend upon the type of
contract involved.62 After performance is completed, the con51ASPR 13-102.1 ( 3 S a v 19581.
SiASPR 13-102.2 ( 3 Xov 1958). Speeml toolins will not be prerided if
interfeIing with essential production schedules and the cost i i more t h a n the
o m t o the Government or the contractor of acquiring or furnishing new special
tooiing.
68 ASPR 13-101.2 ( 3 Xov 1358)
59 When t h e evmulatiie total a c w b i t i o n e m of industrial facilitien furnished a contraelm at one loeation exceeds $50,000, a IePBrate facilities
eontraet will be used. ASPR 13-402(ii (18 Sep 1968). See infro, note 64.
60 ASPR 13-502 (1Oet 10693.
8 1 See JAGT 1858/4576, 26 June 1058, D.4 P a m 715-50-53, par. 1. Cf,
ASPR 13-602ldl 114 l a ? 19581. If the contract >E amended to increase the
amount of p r o p e r b furnished. the Government must receive adequate eonaideration. ASPR 13-201 (18 Sep 19581 & ASPR 13-301 ( 3 BOY1 0 5 8 ) . This
ia normally accomplished by reducing the contract price. Cf.United State8 V.
L a n a % Metal Go., 225 F.2d 303 ( I d Cir. 19561. If the contract is amended to
decrease the amount of property furniehed, the Goiwrnment is obligated to
effect an equitable adiuatment in the eontract delivery date or price under the
Chsnees d m i e . See ASPR 13-502(b) (14 M a y 1058). A aimilar adjustment
is required if the Government delays the deliwry of pmperty 07 provides
defective property which prevents the eontractor from meeting contract
delivery eehedules. ASPR 13-502fai ( 1 Oet 1959).
B 1 In advertised fixed-price contract8 a h e r e rhe price can provide f m
eontineencies. the contractor a ~ i u m e sthe risk of and ahali be reoonsibls f o r
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tractor will inventory and deliver unconsumed property to the
Gavernment.'s
Facilities valued at more than $60,000 are acquired by or furnished to the contractor by a separate license agreement or facilities contract." This device permits a variety of facilities to be
concentrated at one location to serve one or more supply contracts
which the contractor is
Since the need for facilities
is subject to change, the contract is terminable at the will of the
psrties.66 Despite this, a relatively continuous arrangement is
established which generally survives until the Government eontracts being served are performed. At that time the facilities will
either be returned t o the Government or, at the Government's
option, sold to the contractor B t a predetermined price." The
Government may also lease facilities for commercial use a t an
estimates CBDOOT proride f o r contmgeneien, the contractor is not liable for
or damage t o Government property Unieas caused by willful misconduct
or bad faith, ASPR 13-503(f) (14 N a y 1956), or B peril not ~ p ~ e i h ~ d l y
excapred. Similar itandardi apply ta faeilitira contracts. ASPR 1 3 4 1 1 (1
Oct 1959). A prime contractor 13 required to hold s u h o n t r n o t a n liabla f o r
loss or damage to Government property in the eubeontrsctar's p08msi0n.
ASPR 13-104.2 (16 Sep 1968).
63 ASPR 13-502(h) (1 Oet 1 9 6 9 ) . A similar reqvirmxnt exists for severable
facilities provided under a facilities contract. ASPR 13-415 (1 Oct 1959).
Where special tooling is to be furnished o i acquired by the contractor rather
than furnished by the Government, the Speeial Tooling elause, ASPR 15-504
( 1 Aug 1957) is inserted in the contract to insure t h a t the tmlI are delivered
by the euntraetor to the Gmernment after the contract is completed. ASPR
13-302(i1) ( 3 KO"1966).
8 6 . 4 faeilitiei eontract ir B eontiact under which induetrid faeilitieii m e
provided by the Government for Y ~ Pin connection with the performance of B
separate contract or contracts for aupplies and S E ~ Y ~ C ~ASPR
J ,
13-101.18 ( 3
Nov 1966), and iz required when the cumulative total acquisition c o d of
facilities to be furmehed a contract a t m e plant exceeds 350,000. ASPR 1340Z(i) (18 Sep 1956). The contract is normaily a emst reimbursement type,
and may either require the contractor t o ~ e q u l r efacilitiea with title vesting
in the Government a t the e a r b e i t practicable time, ASPR 13-405 (18 Sep
1958). see Arca ,M/g. C o r p . .t Connelly, 140 A.2d 479 (Conn. 1958), or obligate
the Government t o furnish facilities on a license baais. See United Stotaa V.
Wuskopon. 356 U.S.464 (1958).
e l Each facilities eontract %haillimit the contractor'a right to use industrial
facilities to the performance of npeeihed Government eontIaets and nubcontracts. A cash rental shall be paid if the facilities contract &ewes supply
contracts entered into by formal advertising. Otherwise, no charge i i made
unless t h e user is placed in a favored competitive position or the Government
has not received adequate consideration through B reduetian in contract p ~ i c e .
ASPR 13-407 ( 1 Oet 1959).
80 ASPR 13-413 ( 1 Oct 1959).
67 Nmdispasable. nonieverable facilifiea are those which cannot be removed
from the land withovt substantial io%%
of value or damage. See ASPR 13-101.8
( 3 N o v 1958). If t h e w facilitien 8.r~located on ather than Government land,
the emtractor munt agree t o purchase them a t the e q i r i t i o n of the fseilltiea
C m t i m t a t B price equal to the eont of sequiaition less depreoiation. ASPR
13-406.1 (18 S ~ P1 9 6 s ) .
IO U.S.C. 52353(b1 (18581. F ~ FWW.I
facilities, the contractor will follow the contracting oleer'a diapoaai instructions. ASPR13-415 (1Oet 1969).
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annual rent.18 Despite the importance of the facilities contract
a8 a procurement device, there is neither express statutory authority for its use6# nor uniform clauses prescribed for inclusion by
all military departments.7'
3. Competitive advantage
The advantages from the maximum utilization of Government
property in defense contracts must be weighed against possible
adverse effects on competition, If the property can be obtained
from commercial sources, the recipient of Government property
may gain a price advantage over other builders who are furnishing
the same property. If the property has limited commercial availability and is retained by the contractor after performance, an
important strategic advantage is secured in future procurernents.l'
Current regulations employ several methods to equalize competitive advantage. The definition of special tooling and the nature
of materials tend 10 limit their effective use to Government contracts. In addition, commercial availability will be restricted.
Consequently, competition will normally be stimulated rather than
reduced if the Government furnishes special tooling and materials
to contractors. The production base will be broadened by increass s 1 0 L'.S.C. 52667 (1968) (Military Leasing Act). If p r o p o r b ie leased in
exoesa Of military department needs, the Federal Property and Administrative
Servieea A d a i l 1 apply and the ieaee will be administered by the General
Services Administration. 68 STAT. 1126 (19641,40 U S . C . 5 5 471486 (1958).
See also, ASPR Section 18, p a r t 6.
((There is no single statute whieh a u t h m z e s all military departments to
Bequire, furnish or sell faeriitisa. The authority is implied f m m severd
permanent statutes read in conjunction with the annual D e p a r h e n t of Defense
Appropriation Act. See 10 C.S.C.5 2353 (1958) (military departments, upon
secretarial ~ p p r o r d may
,
acquire, furnish or lease facilities for research and
development) i 10 L'.S.C. 5 1667 ( 1 9 6 8 ) (Secretary of each military department
may ieme property under his control); 10 U.S.C. 5 4531 (1958) (Secretary of
~
~
A
~
~
~

E

furnish faeilities far production of equipment and supplies for national defense
during flseal year 1959). For an opinion t h a t the Secretary of the A m y has
inherent power to furnish facilities under his control if uee is limited to
Government contracts, see JAGT 196814576,26 June 1968, DA Pam 71650-68,
par, 1.
70 ASPR Seetion 13, P a r t 4 establishes general policy to guide the miiitaFy
departments.
11 Wheie contractor acquired or furnished special tooling i s involved, the
Government may benefit in future procurements through rsduced costa and
administrative convenience if the contractor is permitted to purchase a f t e r
the contract i d performed. See ASPR 13-308 ( 3 Nov 1958). Even if the
Government retain* ownership, ~peeialtooling may be stored with the e m tractor for convmienee and to save hannportation eaata. This gives the Rrrt
mer an advantage in Subsequent procurements. The same advantage could
arise from the p o s s e ~ ~ i oof
n non-aevenble faeilitier, see mruplo. note 61, hut ia
minimized because the Government will not provide them if estimated useful
life exceeds the duration of the facilities Contract. ASPR 1?-406 (ii) (18 Sop
1958).
A00 L00,IB
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ing the property's availability and permitting competition with

the sole source supplier. This desirable effect can be maintained
if the definition of special tooling is not broadened and the contractor is required to deliver special tooling and unconsumed materials to the Government when the contract is completed.
Facilities present a more complicated problem. They are easily
adaptable to both Government and commercial contracts and a r e
often available from private sources. Further, it is often practical
for the Government to sell facilities to the contractors after performance. While administrators are required to consider the availability of facilities through subcontracting, a contractor will not
be denied assistance an this ground.72 Rather, the Goirernment
tries to equalize advantages by charging a special rental a t commercially reasonable rates.78 This is not completely satisfactory
since the rent charge may raise the price above the bid af a competitor who is furnishing his own facilities and deprive the Government of the benefit of its own property. The conclusion is that
while continued efforts should be made to equalize competitive
advantage, the immediate and long range benefits from full use of
Government facilities in defense contracts may outweigh the value
of equal competitive opportunity in a particular case.

IT. DISTRIBUTING D E F E S S E CONTRACTS THROUGH
SUBCONTRACTING AND POOLING
The larger and mare complex military procurements create two
basic problems. First, the Government must obtain qualified producers who a r e willing t o assume the responsibility and risks of
defense contracts. Previous sections have examined the role of
Government assistance in this area. Second, the Government, in
the interest of price and quality competition and a broad praductian base, must encourage maximum distribution of defense work
throughout the economy. Since small business concerns seldom
posses^ the capacits to perform complex and expensive defense
52 See ASPR 13-102 3 (18 Sep 19E3). The tendent) to favor larger concerns
is illustrated by the fact that 9OmC of d l Am Force pradvetian eqvipment is
concentrated with the top 100 defense contlaclarr. 8se Senate Beleet Cammittee an Small B U S ~ ~ R
J oJf s. o j Smo!l Bsmnsis ~n D c j i n s i .Miiissiis Pmourement,
15th Cong., 2d Sere. 222-28 (19E8). If larger F.rmr hale increased productive
capacity and ability to pedorm. they will be l e x uilling to subcantraet faeilitie8 ta other mroducers eomDetlne for Government contracts.
rsASPR 1;-407
(1 O e t 1 9 5 9 ) ~ASPR 13-601 (13 Bep 1958). See sup70
note 66. In lien of B rental charge. the contracting officer may add an evsiu8.tion factor to competing prapoiak ahieh equain an estimated rental charge
far the facilities. ASPR 1 3 - 4 0 7 ( a ) ( 3 ) (1 Oet 1959).
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prime contracts, effective distribution must be accomplished by
s ~ b c o n t r a c t i n gand
' ~ pooling.
The development and production of a modern weapons systemi6
in a period of rapid technical growth is a tremendous responsibility. And in striving to keep abreast of a potential enemy, free
competition and a wide distribution af the procurement dollar may
be difficult to achieve. The Government could develop the system
and award contracts for well defined components to separate prime
contractom, who then would subcontract where necessary. While
this would achieve same distribution of work, several practical
limitations exist. The inter-related elements and minute tolerances of a weapons system are not easily broken into components.
Further, the Government's administrative responsibility is mamified by the need to supervise prime contracts and the burden of
assembling and testing the final product. The delays and lack of
coordination which inhere in this approach could prejudice national security.
To achieve Coordination and delivery within a minimum of time,
the weapons system concept of procurement has been developed
within the Department of Defense. Under this approach, full
responsibility far the development, production and delively of a
weapons system is concentrated in a single prime contractor or a
team of associated prime contractors.~~
The theory is that concentrated reaponsihility under efficient Government management will
telescope normal production time and minimize costa.?' Viewed
74 A subcontraet i s "any eontrxet ,
other than B prime fOntmet, enter4

..

into by a prime or mbeontiactor, calling for inpplies or aerdfes required for
the performance of any one or more prime contracts." ASPR 8-101.23 (5
Sep 1968). The Government has no direct eontrsOtva1 relationship m t h subcontractors, but, through the prime contractor, exerciser indirect control mer
subcontract selection, performance and costa. See, e.&, ASPR 5-800 et 8eq.
(1 Oct 1858). See ~ 1 8 0 ,Symposium, S%bwntiaatPiablems. 16 FED. BJ. 171323 (10%).
16 A weapon8 system consists of an instrument of combat, such as an a i m a f t
or B missile, together with ail related equipment and svpporting facilities
reqvired to perform the function for which it WVBIbuilt. DEPARTMENT OF

DEFEYSE, PROCL'REJIEXT PRESEXTATION, op, r i t . 8 u p m note 1, at 25.
The intercontinental balii6tie mimile system, f o r example, consists of three
firing stages, a reentry deyice or n o w cone, and coordinated gvidance systems,
flight cantmi and ground support.
78 See Homan, Weapons Synttem Concepts end Thsir Pattern in Promrmmt,
17 FED. B.J. 402 (1067);Livingatan, Deorsion ,Waking in Weopona DIYSIOPment, 36 HARV. BUS. REV. 127 (18581, See also, DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE, PROCUREhlENT PRESENTATION. on. oit. supra note 1, at 28;
Ordnance Procurement Inrtruetions, (OPI) 00 1-2200 et neq. (IO Nov 1969).
77 DEPARTMENT O F DEFESSE, PROCUREMENT PRESENTATION,
ap. cit. s u p m note 1, st 28-32. The Government's early practice of hiring
Private e o r p o ~ a t i o n i8 8 sybtems managers and zdvis0.s has been criticized
f a r dividing reapannibiiity and authority See L i h g a t a n , op. cit. mp7a note
76. The e m r e n t trend is to deaignate the Government as Liystems manager
d t h overall supervision m e r p r o g r e e ~snd tests. The prime eanbadar l e t a i m
responsbility for development and prduetion. OPI 5 1-2104 (10 Nor 1959).
*eo ,004se
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solely from the immediate interest of national defense the concept
is both effective and essential. But from the standpoint of the value
which inheres in a broad production base, serious objections exist.
The concentration of responsibility in expensive procurements
necessarily involves the concentration of economic power in the
hands of large contractors. And as these contractors gain experience it is both logical and economical for the Government to favor
them in future procurements.qB There are also good business
reasons which prompt these contractors to minimize subcontract.
ing or to neglect small business. If a team of associate contractors
has well defined work it may be more economical and efficient to
perform that work in-plant rather than by subcontracting. Or if
work is specialized, the contractor, thinking of future procurements, may be unwilling to share experience and know-how with
potential competitors. Finally, many contractors prefer to subcontract with suppliers with whom they have satisfactory dealings
or with specialized divisions within their own corporation. These
factors are counterbalanced to some extent by capacity limitations
which require prime contractors to subcontract in many cases.
The current approach focuses on distribution of the defense
dollar through subcontracting rather than the award of more prime
contracts. Yet the Government cannot compel subcontracting; the
decision to make or buy is the prime contractor's alone?' But if
the prime contractor decides to buy, the Government exercises an
increasing amount of control over the method of selecting subcontractors. In prime contracts in excess of $1,000,000 which o f e r
substantial subcontracting opportunities, the prime is required
to afford small businesses an opportunity to compete, within their

__.

78 The weapons system concept has been oriticized for stimulating the
eatablishment of a weapons cartel in which effective competition is eliminated
and 8 8 ineempatibie with the f r e e enteipriw Bystem. Livingston, op. cit. awo
note 76. On the other hand, it is asserted that msximum competition is
obtained in source selection among producers capable of assuming the reipon.
aibility. See DEPARTMENT O F D E F E S S E , PROCUREMENT PRESENTATION,ap. art. suwo note 1, at 29. Cf. Naviek & Springer, Econmica of
Defense Piaourement and Smoll Businem, 24 LAW 8: CONTEMP. PROB. 118,
126 (1959) (rwognize~lack of competition but justifies in interest of national
A&-***$
"

".,.

WThe prime d o n e is responsible f o r efficient contract performance and the
Government oannot substitute ita judgment for t h a t of the prime when sub
contracting i s invdved. Cf. ASPR 7.104.14
(1 Aug 1969). On the other hand,
the Government may require the prime t o perionnily perform B specifled
percentage of the work, 27 Comp. Gen. 81 (1947); Ms. Comp. Gen. B-138108,
(15 May 1969), auhmit a liat of proposed suheontmntors, 30 Comp. Gen. 247
a
~
9

i ~ : ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ " A " , " , ~
selection of s u h o n t m f t o m in negotiated contraeta. ASPR 3-900 e t req. (1 Oct
1969).
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capabilities, for subcontracts.80 This requirement may be enforced
in negotiated contracts by refusing to approve the prime contractor's "make or buy" program or purchasing system if small
business has not received an equitable opportunity to compete.B1
The ultimate sanction would seem to be a termination for default.sP
In addition, the contracting officer may refuse to approve an otherwise capable subcontractor who has been selected after inadequate
competition.8'
While these regulations increase the opportunity for smaller
concerns to compete for defense subcontracts they do nothing to
increase the capaciiy for ratisfactory performance. One solution
to this latter problem is the SBA program of financial assistance
and set-asides. Another method of increasing productive capacity
is the small business production pool.84 Here a group of small
business concerns is authorized to pool resources and facilities to
bid more competitively for defense prime contracts and subcontracts. These specialists combine as either a corporation, partnership or joint venture after approval by the SBA, the Federal
Trade Commission and the Department of Justice. This approval
is based upon a determination that the p o l is in the public interest
a s contributing to national defense and entitles it to immunity from
anti-trust laws and ihe regular dealer requirements of the WalshHesly Act.8S While production pools have potential, common de80 ASPR 7-104.22 ( 4 Jan 1 8 5 0 ) ; ASPR 1-707.3 ( 4 Jan 1960). The prime
contractor i s required to entahlish a program to afford m a i l businew an
equitable opportunity t o compete far i u h a n t r a e t s within their eapahilities.
The program is supervised by a m a i l business liaison officer and enheontract
solicitations, rpeeifieatiane and quantities must be arranged t b faeihtate small
business Participation. Specified recmds must be kept. The prime i s urged
to establish this pmgram where prime contracts do not exceed $1 000 000 If
substantial suheuntrsctmg oPportunities are avsilahle. Previously,' this pro.
gram was not mandatory. See ASPR 1-707 (18 8ep 1853).
8lSee ASPR 3-902(c) (iv) (1 Oct 1959) (make or buy p r o g r a m ) ; ASPR
3-803.3(a) ( i v ) (1 Oet 1958) (purehaling system).
82 A failure to establish the m a i l businew program Could he considered B
failure t o perform "any of the other proviaions of this contract" and justify a
termination f o r default. ASPR 8-707(s) (ii! ( 5 Sop 1968).
8BASPR3-803.4(81 (iv) (1Oct1959).
s4Defense Production Act of 1850, 54 STAT. 818. as amended, sa STAT.
581 (lass!, 50 U.S.C. APP. 5 2 1 S (1968). For a d i m m i o n of pooling and
other farms of inter-hunnesi emperation, see Cary, Thinhmg Ahead, 88
XARV.BUS. RET. 139 (1868).
8 5 4 8 STAT. 2036-2039 (18361, BI amended, 56 STAT.277 (1852). 41 U.S.C.
I5 35-46 (1858).
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fects have made them singularly unsuccessful in obtaining defense

work!'
The weapons system concept of procurement tends to reduce
the number and increase the size of prime contractors performing
defense work.87 Yet the complexity and volume of work insures
that a substantial dollar amount will flow to the economy through
subcontracting. The Government's role, therefore, is to encourage
maximum subcontracting consistent with efficient performance and
to insure that procurement dollar8 are channeled to capable small
business concerns. At the same time, the Government strives t o
build up productive capacity in the interest of effective competition for subcontracts. The success of these efforts is limited in
part by the complex and fluctuating requirements of national
defense. In addition, the Government is extending its interest to
an area of business responsibility normally reserved to the prime
contractor,
V. WORKING CAPITAL THROUGH FISANCIAL
ASSISTASCE
A contractor is responsible for obtaining adequate working
capital to successfully perform Government contracts.ie Normally
this is secured from internal operations, retained earnings or
private lending institutiom8* In the intereat of national defense
and efficient, timely performance, however, the Government pro-

S* This contractual respansibility items from the Goiernmenr's rights under
the Default t l a ~ ~for
e Baed-price mpply contracts. ASPR 8-707 16 Sep
1 9 5 8 ) . A termination for default
proper if rhe contractor has fslled to
perform because of inadequate Bnarcing, Srr,in-y S i ~ n o l sCo., ABBCA Bo.
1634, 22 December 19G8, DA Pam 715-IO-42. par. 5. The quertian then i s
whether the financial inadequacy _a8 within the control o r due to the fault
or negligence of the eontisetor See T w o Mach ? e Ca, ASBCA Xo. 3214,
13 May 1967: P a m m e l Electrnr*irs C m n , ASBCA h a . 1025, 1123, 28 October
1958, DA Pam 'ill-60-22. par. 4.
89 See generally, Symposium, S i m e y o j Cz,,.,onl .Methods o/ Coipoiata
Financing. 14 BUS.LAW. 883-924 11969).
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vides various forms of working capital financing to otherwise
responsible contractors. One method of assistance previously considered is the small business loan program. Other forms include
the policr which faxwrs the assignment of contract receivables as
security for private loans and guaranteed loans, progress payments and advance payments under the new Defense Contract
Finance Regulations.eo
A. A s s i g n m e n t of R e c e i v a b l e s
Generally, a contractor may not assign claims against the
United States or interests in Government contracts to third
An exception exists, however, where money in excess
of $1,000 due or to become due under a Government contract is
assigned by the contractor to a bank, trust company or other
financial institution, including a federal lending institution, as
Becurity for B working capital loan. This enables a contractor to
obtain financing on the security af successful contract performance rather than a mortgage on capital assets or inventory. The
assignee bank's interest is protected from setoff by the Govern.
ment of other claims against the assignor contractor arising out
If the assignor defaults in
of or independently of the
performance, however, the Government's claim for the excess costs
of repurchaae takes precedence over the assignee's rights.83 The
OoThe new Defense Contract Finance Regulations (DCFR)were issued 25
May 1859 and superrede the Joint finance regulstloni of 17 December 1856,
m u e d as AR 716-6, NAVEXOS P-1006 iNPD 31-001) and AFR 173-138.
They are contained m the Armed Service8 Procurement Regulations, Appendh
E.
81 65 SPAT. 41 (1961), 31 C.I.C.
5203 (1968) (asaignment of elsims);
65 STAT. 41 (19611,41 U.S.C.
S 16 (1958) (intereat in contracts). Claims
may be siaigned after the ammnT due has been determined and allowed by the
Government. See Cnited States V. Shannon, 342 U S 288, 291-282 (1952)
idireuaw reasons for prohibition).
QZPriar to 1911 the Government was permitted t o setoff claims for the
c m t r m m ' s failure t o perform collateril promines. See 30 Comp. Gen. 98 (1850)
wrhhaldmg p a y r d deducaans). Since the amendment prohibiting setoffs
i f independent and dependent claims, the assignee bank is entitled t o the full
amount of itn loan from sums awed by the Government to the assignor for
aueeessful performance. See 37 Comp. Gen. 817 (1958)i 37 Comp. en. a18
(18673. The Government cannot regain ~ 0 3 s e m i o nof m o n e ~m i d t o t h e
assignee unless fraud can be proved, American Fidshty Co. ~..NhrionaiCztg
Bank o i Euansrdfe, 266 F.2d 911 (D.C.Cir. 1950), or the payment8 were
imgroperlg. made under the contract between the ~ s s i m o rand the Government.
Newark Inslimncc Co. P. Cnited States,
~..
F. Supp. ........ iCt. CI.
~~~~
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Government is obligated to pay contract proceeds to the assignee
a s either partial payments or progress p a w e n t s .
In construction contracts the prime contractor must provide a
Miller Act payment band far the benefit of materialmen and suppliers." If required to satisfy the prime contractor's obligation,
the bond surety as well as the assignee bank will have an interest
in contract proceeds retained by the Government for the prime.
The surety's interest arises through subrogation to whatever
rights the materialmen and suppliers had against the Government,
but is limited by the Government'a right to setoff the exces8
costs of repurchase if the prime contractor is in default.OS But
even if the Government holds contract proceeds as a stakeholder,
the surety obtains no legal right to sue the Government by virtue
of the Miller Act.ge On the basis of this analysis, a t least one
federal court has concluded that the assignee bank has a better
right to retained proceeds than the surety.e1 Yet the Government,
traditionally, has had an equitable obligation to construction subcontractors because no security lien on construction work for the
United States is available.8B The Court of Claims, therefore, has
held that subrogation to the construction subcontractor's equitable
right entitles the surety to preference in order of p a w e n t over
the aasignee bank provided that the Government still holds the
contract proceeds as a stakeh~lder.'~
B. The Defense Contract Flname Regulations
The Defense Contract Finance Regulations are applicable to all
types of contracts for all types of work, supplies and services
entered into by the military departments. Financial assistance
includes guaranteed or "V" loans, progress payments and advance
payments necessary for both contract performance and termina8448

STAT. 793 ( 1 9 6 3 ) ,
l.""",.

sn,n_
<,OK*>
l
.,"96 Cnited Statel V.

as amended, 61 STAT. 601 (1952), 40

C.S.C.

Mnnaw T m s t Co., 332 U.S.C. 254 (1841)
OBZhid. The Court recognized that if the surety, under B performance bond,
had elected to complete the perfarmanee of B defaulting c o m t r u c t i m contractor. the i u r w would have first Drioiity t o funds retained bv the United
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tion but not partial payments made when completed items a r e
delivered under the contract. A flexible order of preference is
observed. The first preference is private financing a t reasonable
rates. If this is unavailable, the Government will consider the
availability of customary progress payments, guaranteed loans,
unusual progress payments and advance payments in that order.
1. Guavanteed loans

If a commercial lending institution is unwilling to provide
working capital on the security of the contractor's credit or an
assignment of receivables, the Government may be willing, for
a fee, to guarantee the loan under section 3 0 1 ( a ) of the Defense
Production Act of 1960.x00 A commercial bank which requires a
guarantee may apply ta the district Federal Reserve Bank. The
Federal Reserve Bank, or fiscal agent, makes a preliminary credit
examination and forwards the application to the interested guaranteeing agency.lo1 If the loan vill provide working capital far an
essential defense contractor1o2and no other sources of financing
a r e available,lOs the guaranteeing agent issues a certificate of
eligibility to the fiscal agent. The fiscal agent executes a guarantee
contract with the commercial lending institution which then disburses funds to the contractor and administers the loan agreement. Under the guarantee contract, the guaranteeing agency is
obligated upon demand of the lender to purchase a stated percene
age of the loan and to share losses in the amount of the guaranteed
percentage. This percentage normally will not exceed 90% of
the borrower'a investment in defense production contracts but

101 Authorized guaranteeing sgenclel m e the departments of the Army
S'avy, Air Force, Agriculture, Commerce and Interior and the Generai
Services Administration and Atomic Energy CammiJJion. If more Than one
agency is interested in a group of prime or aubtontraets being fineneed, the
agency with the preponderance of interest on the basis of dollar amount of
the prospectire bomOwer'8 unfilled and unpaid balances is the responsible
agency. DCFR 530s (25 May 1069).
102 While guaranteed loans m e limited t o working capital purparss, DCFR
0208 ( 2 5 May I Y E S ) , the Defense Production Act of 1860 contains authority
far facilities expansion and e a p m i unprovement loan%. See ~ u p i ap. 123.
In both eases. however. the loan must 3en.e a program for military and atomic
energy production or construction. military assistance t o any foreign nation,
stockpiling or dirfftly related activities.
108 The ready, available B O U ~ C Prqvirement does not apply t o small buiiness
eonierns. DCFR 6Sl4 ( 2 5 May1968).
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may reach 100% in exceptional c a a e ~ . ~Both
~ ' the maximum
amount of guaranteed credit and the loan's maturity date should
reasonably conform to the contractor's financing requirements for
defense contracts on hand a t the time of application. One guaranteed loan may s e n e several contractors performing contracts with
different guaranteeing agencies. As securits in the event that the
guarantee is called, :he Government requires an assignment of
receivables from the contractor and, where essential, a mortgage
of fixed asaets.
2. Progmss payments based on costs
Progress payments are pajments made to fixed-price contractors as work progresses and are baaed either on total costs
incurred or a specified percentage or stage of compietion.'@6 The
Defense Contract Finance Regulations apply only to piogress payments baaed upon costs. Progress payments are not available
unless a period of six months or more exists between the contract
date and first scheduled deliver? and the contractor's working
capital will be materially impaired by high predelivery expenses.
If the contractor agrees to pavmenta not to exceed 70% of total
costs incurred or 8 5 5 of direct labor and material ~ o s t s , cus'~~
tomary progress payments will be made to reapansible contractors
without regard to need or the availability of private financing. If
the contractor requires higher percentages, unusual progress payments are involved and must be specifically approved by the head
of :he procuring authority. In addition to the basic requirements

re

all items for whlch the birroar? would
entitledto paym& on performance
or termination of defense eonrracti, but not aaoUntS t o become due 8 8 the
r e d r of I s m performance mr cash collateral or bank deposits. DCFR $308
(26 Mag 1969). The Government guaianiee~ either 90L,. or less or 100%
of the comractoi'k inrertment a8 determined b) the amet formula. Thia
farmvls may be relaxed f a r limited periods when the COntrBCtoi'a credit and
working capital are madequate. Far the praetiesl application Of this formuls,
8ee Car)-, Govrrnmcnt F m a ? oing oi Esseiitral Contruclo~s: The Reorloniiatian of the Glen L.Martin Commny, 68 HART. L. REV, 834 (1863).
1 0 s Adranees of public money are prohibited unless autharked by the ap.
pmpristion eanezrned or other law. 31 C.S.C. 529 (1938). The Armed
Services Procuremini Act of 191:. 10 L X . C . 62307 119681. authorizes the
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for customary progress payments, the contractor must show a n
actual need for financing which cannot be satisfied from commercial sources. The exact percentage paid is limited by actual
need or the contract price, whichever is lover.
Progress payments are self liquidating. The Government adjusts
the contract price due when deliveries are made by deducting the
amount of unliquidazed progrecs payments or 70% of the gross
amount invoiced, m,hichever is less. As security for unliquidated
payments, the Government takea title to all materials, inventory,
work in progress, tools and data which are acquired by the contractor for contract perfarmance.lo7 KO interest is charged nor
is a separate consideration required.los Progress payments may
also be made to subcontractors through the prime c o n t r a c t o r 9
3. Advance payments
Advance payments are advances of money made by the Gavernment to a contractor prior to, in anticipation of and for the
purpose of completing contract performance11o and may supplement progress payments. Since the Government i s actually making
direct loans of public funds without regard to contract progress
or costs incurred, advance payments a r e the least preferred form
of financial assistance. Accordingly, except for experimental and
research and development contracts with nan-profit concerns and
contracts solely for the management and operation of Government
owned facilities, the contractor must show an actual need for
financing which cannot be satisfied from other commercial or
Governmental sources. The contractor must a180 pay interest a t
the rate o f 5 % per annum on the unliquidated balance and is
107DCFR 85510.l(b), 612 (2; >fay 1959). Progress pnyment propert7 in
not Government property ior the purpores of ASPR Section 13. See avpm
Date 51; ASPR 13-101.2 (3 Kov 1968). Title in this context apparently i8 a
security device to protect the Government in the event af bankruptcy. See
American Boiler Uorks, Inc. V. Schienngrr, 220 F.2d 319 (3d Cir. 1965).
While the eontrsctar retains the rlsk a i loss, the Government's intemst in
pragreir payment property w a d aisumed to be adequate to Support an a b m .
tian of iederal immunity iram state and local taxailon. See Detroit V. .Mtmay
Cmporation a i Amerioa, 316 U.S. 489 (1958) (tax validated on athe7
grounds). For a critical analysis, see Whelan, Government Contieot Pdv%leges: A Fertila Ground ior State Toratzan, 44 VA. L. REV. 1009, 1107

~..--,.

,l(iiPi

108 Separate consideration is required if the contract is amended to provide
for or increase progress paymenti. DCFR 1627 ( 2 5 May 1959). Bee L'nited
Stoias Y . Lennoz llstal Ca., 225 F.2d 303 (2d Cir. 1966) (1% reduetion in
contract pries ia adequate consideration).
lo*DCFR 51510 3, 513 (1 Apr 1960). Prime contractors sre required t o
provide progress payments to m a l l business aubeantractorn. An option
eriats with larger subcontractora.
110The statutory authority for bath advance and progress payments is
derived from the same iource. See supra note 10;. Implementing regvlationr
are contained in DCFR 81103, 104 & Part 4 ( 2 5 May 1969).
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subjected to greater fiscal control than in other forms of assistance. Advance payments are deposited in special bank accounts,
withdrawals from which are supervised and approved by the Government ta the extent of actual need, The Government's interest
is recured by a lien an either the supplies contracted for, the
credit balance in the special account or the property acquired for
contract performance. An advance payment bond may also be
required.111 Adequate security is the combination of devices which
a t the minimum protects the Government's interest. As with
progress payments, advance payments are self liquidating.
Advance payments are designed for use in particular situations,
such as non-profit research and development contracts and can.
tracts for the operation of Government owned facilities. Other
approved situations are where the contractor acquires facilities at
cost for the Government, the contractor is essential but has become
financially overextended and needs close supervision, the terms of
private lending are unreasonable or in exceptional cases where
their utilization would be more beneficial than other available
means. Advance payment8 may also be pooled to serve more than
one approved contract and made to prime contractors for advances
to subcontractors.
4. Conolvding remarks
Adequate working capital is the life blood of satisfactory
contract performance and is essential to defense production. I t
is logical, therefore, that the Government should provide continuing assistance where commercial financing is unavailable or unexpected difficulties arise.'lz The Defense Contract Finance Regulations present a scheme of financial assistance which can be adapted
to meet emergencies or changed conditions. This approach is
sound, but in the final analysis depends upon prompt, coordinated
action by interested Government agencies.
~~

111

See ASPR 10-106 ( 3 Xov 1 9 5 8 ) .

GOV'T. ASSISTANCE AYD PRIVATE ECONOMIC ORG.
VI. CONCLUSION; T H E PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS
OF GOVERXMEXT ASSISTANCE
Government assistance facilitates defense procurement by
attracting a broader base of capable producers, fostering the
growth of industrial capacity and financing contract performance.
Despite this, only a limited number of producers are effectively
competing for defense prime contracts and subcontracts. Several
factors contribute to this trend toivsrd concentration. Military
requirements a r e complex, voluminous, expensive and subject t o
rapid obsolerence. illany potential contractors are unwilling to
assume the ri8k of defense work, or if willing, lack the capacity
to perform. The emphasis on specialization and expenaive research
and development also reduces the number of small producers who
can effectively compete for subcontracts. Finally, the time faetar
in weapons development has precipitated the weapons system concept of procurement to keep pnce with advancing technology and
a potential enemy. Again, the result is great responsibility concentrated with a few prime contractors,
While the Government assistance program is essential to defense
Procurement, it i8 not designed to effectively combat concentration. Most forms of assistance are temporary supplements to a
contractor's existing productive capacity given in the interest of
economical and efficient performance. Except for the small business program and the temporary Defense Production Act of 1960,
assistance ir available only in conjunction with specific defense
contracts to responsible contractors. Little effort is made to build
up potential contractor's productive capacity. Assistance is given
to those prime contractors and subcontractors who already posseas
sufficient capacity to submit a competitive proposal. This result
cannot be criticized if the goals of defense procurement are
achieved and capable producers are given an equitable opportunity
to compete. While Government contracts are instruments by xvhich
political and social policies collateral to performance may be
implemented, a line of demarcation must be draan. The theory of
free enterprise does not obligate the Government to aid every
producer who desires to share a part of the defense dollar. Rather,
the Gormrnment's responsibility to free enterprise and national
defense would seem to be fulfilled if quality products are obtained
in a minimum of time a t a reasonable price through a full utilization of assistance techniques.
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PRESENTENCING PROCEDURE I N COURTS-MARTIAL*

BY MAJORWILLIAMJ. CHILCOAT'*
I. INTRODUCTIOX

"[PI. ,

shall be punished a s a court-martial may direct."'
Despite the apparent Carte blanche given a court-martial by Cong r a s , actually a convicted soldier stands before such a court
cloaked with many protections, privileges, and immunities. Of
direct importance to him is the presentencing portion of the caurtmartial. For the accused it is his opportunity to have a sentence
set by a court via a vis which may never be increased. For the
Government it is an adversary proceeding in which it must insure
an adequate sentence well knowing that if not done, such failure
can never be corrected.
Under earlier codes, the convening authority was permitted to
return the case to the court-martial for reassessment of the
sentence. In Swa.im Y. United States.2 the case was twice returned
to the court which had been convened by the President of the
United States for reassessment of the sentence accompanied by
instructions of the Attorney General to increase the punishment.
Winthr0p.s in his Military Law and Precedents, states that the
court may not "trench" upon the mitigating authority of the commander and that it does SO when, because of the previous good
record of the accused, or other extenuating circumstances foreign
to the merits, it is induced to adjudge a mild sentence quite out
of proportion t o the gravity of the offense. The present code
strictly forbids the return of the record for increasing the severity
of the sentence.' The Manual provides that the court-martial will
,

*This article was adapted from a thesis presented to The Judge Advocate
General's School, U.S. A m y , Chsriotte$dile, Virginia, while the author was
B member of the Seventh Advanced Class. The opinions and eenelusiona presented herein are those of the author and do not neeeassriiy represent the
d e w s of The Judge Advoeate Gmersi'B School nor any other governmental

offense.
1165

US. 553 ( 1 8 9 7 ) ; accard, E* p m t s Reed, 100 U S . 1s (1879).
8U'inthrop Militam Law and Precedents 402 (2d ed. 1920 m p i i n t ) .
4 Art. e z ( b i ( 3 1 , UCMJ. But cf. U.S. Y. Robinaan,
USCMA 12, 15 CMR
12 (1964). The eevrt may "re-announce" B BDntenee if an error WBS made in
the announeement end meh re-announcement is the sentence ~ ~ t u s l lady
judaedbytheeourt.
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consider matter in mitigation and extenuation and will not adjudge
a sentence they believe excessive in reliance upon the mitigating
action of rhe convening or higher
If it appears that
they hare done so, a rehearing on the sentence is n e c e s ~ a r y . ~

11. ISFORIIATION TO BE P R E S E S T E D BY THE
PROSECUTION

After conviction and findings are announced, the Government
is permitted to present certain data from the first page of the
charge sheet. This includes the accused's age, pay, service, and
the duration and nature of any restraint imposed prior to trial.
a minimal amount of information, much can
o aid sentencing. The accused's age standing
ifiei little according t o jurists;' but coupled
with his past criminal record it means much. The first offender
a t any age is deemed a better risk for rehabilitation than one with
a. previous pattern of ciiminal actiritb-. The older first offender
is more likely to return to his law-abiding ways than a youthful
offender whaae previous convictions indicate that past efforts a t
punishment have been to no avail and more stringent action is
called for. The pay data concerning an accused reveals t o the
military court member whether others are dependent upon him,
which, depending on the offenses of which he has been found
guilty, may aggravate or mitigate them His prior service and
sometimes the dates and units in which he served wiil, to the
experienced court member, reveal combat service. The fact as to
ahether he has or has not been placed in confinement awaiting
trial will indicate the degree of trust which his unit commander
places in him.
A. P a 9 , i o i L s convictions
After this personal data has been presented to the court, the
trial counsel will then present evidence of previous convictions
by courts-martial.8 Previous condctians which a r e admissible are
not limited to offenses similar to the one or ones of which the
accused stands convicted. They must relate ta offenses committed
during a "current enlistment, voluntary extension of enlistment,
-

r,

ar 7 6 , JICY,1951.
.S. V. Xaslor, 10 USClIA 139,27 CMR 213 (1969).
lonil Piobation and Parole Asaaeiatian, Guides for Sentencing 37

ar. 75k. I C l l . 1951. The defense C O Y D S ~should aieertaiii ~ i i m
t o the
profar of p~eviauaconvictions by trial counsel whether he has snb objections
thereto in order t a request B ridebar hearin= ta prevent panrible prejvdiee
t o hi%n c e i i e d arming f i o m the annoincement of the proffer in open court.
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appointment, or other engagement or obligation for service of the
accused, and during the three years next preceding the commission of any offense of which the accused stands convicted."Q Proof
of two or more previous convictions permits an increase af the
maximum punishment, if not otherwise authorized, to include a
bad conduct discharge and confinement and forfeiture of all pay
and allowances not to exceed three months" or any part thereof."
By executive order, in September 1954, the maximum permissible punishment was increased t o include dishonorable discharge,
forfeiture of all pay and allowances and conflnement for one year
upon the proof of three or more previous convictions during the
year next preceding the commission of a n offense of which the
accused was convicted.12 As it appears that the purpoae af introducing previous convictiona is to form the baaia for increasing the
authorized punishment, it could be asked what is their relevancy
if only one is introduced or if the puniahment already authorized
exceeds that authorized by virtue of them? The first ansver would
be that the Manual specifically requires the prosecution to introduce "evidence of any previous convictions of the accused by courtsSecondly, in matters concerning sentence prior misconduct is recognized as relevant in determining its severity. No
longer is there a fear of a wrongful conviction based on an
inference from prior acts of misconduct that the accused did the
aet charged." Further, the accused is protected in the courtmartial sentencing procedure from having to defend against all
the misdeeds of his life by limiting convictions which can be considered t o those which have been finally and jadicialiy deterrnined.ls Any objection to remoteness is coLntered by the threeyear limitation.
In United States v. Ca,tsr,16 it w a s early decided that "proof"
of the previous convictions required legal and competent evidence.
The Court of Military Appeals reversed eight cases17 where the
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trial counsel read from a doeument reciting the convictions in
accordance with the trial guide procedure of the ManuaI.lB E v e n
in B case where there was "no objection" by the defense counsel
to the hearsay evidence of previous convictions and where the
sentence imposed could have been adjudged in the absence of such
convictions, the Court refused to apply .a doctrine of waiver or
harmless error.lP But where the trial counsel read from the
service record of the accused which had been marked and identified
a% "Prosecution Exhibit I," although neither offered nor received
in evidence but n a s attached to the record, the Court relaxed the
standard of proof required in the Carter case and concluded that
even though the document was not in fact admitted in evidence
'I.
,
its contents reached the court through the considered and
thoughtful action af defense counsel in waiving technical and
definitive proffer on the part of the
Another
minimal standard for "proof" of previous convictions was set by
the Court of Military Appeals in United States Y. L O W W ,where
~~
the trial counsel who had earlier been .worn as a witness and
was the custodian of the accused's records recited the previous
convictions from B "memorandum"; such was held to be competent
evidence in the absence of objection. This procedure did not
receive the bleasing of the Court and it recommended that prior
convictions be established by introduction in evidence of competent
documentary proof.zp
Before a previous conviction is admissible, it must be final in the
sense of Article 44(b), Uniform Code of Xilitaty Justice, which
provides :

.

R o proceeding m which an aeeuied h a s been found gmlty by a courtmartial upon any charge or apetifleation shall be held to be a trial in
the ienso of this article until the Rnding of guilt? has become final aftm
ieview of the cane has been fully completed.

In cases where the accused may petition the Court of Military
.4ppeals, a conviction is not final until the time for such petition
has expired.23 The Court of Military Appeals early adopted the
civilian rule that a p r i m facie showing of finality was made by
proof af the order promulgating the result of trial and ordering
the sentence executed.Q' When the time interval between the
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order promulgating the prior conviction and the subsequent trial
“shows the improbability of a final conviction” this, in and of
iteelf, overcomes the prina facie showing of fina1ity.l’ Also i t is
equally true when the order promulgating the results of trial fails
to order the sentence exeeuted.e6 The W m a facie showing is also
rebutted by the exhibit itself if it has a blank space requiring an
entry when final review is complete and such entry has not been
made.87
Paragraph 756 (8) of the Manual for Courts-Martial provides:

..

The evidenoe [of previous eonvietions] m u s t , relate to offenses c m
mitted
, during the three years next meceding the commission of
any offense of which the aecmed stands convicted. (Emphasis supplied.)

..

This provision pertains to the initial admissibility of previous
convictions.
When interpreted in connection with paragraph 1 2 l c of the
Manual permitting additional punishment, the necessary timing
of the previous convictions has led to difficulty. The Army Boards
of Review have ruled on the admissibility of previous convictions
under paragraph 76 of the Manual and require only that the commission of the offense which farms the basis of the prior conviction
precede in time the commission of the subsequent offense.zB The
Air Force Boards of Review interpret paragraph 127c permitting
additional punishment to be likeunto a “chronic or habitual”
offender statute. By looking to civilian cases interpreting such
statutes, the Air Force Board concludes that in order for the
previous convictions to authorize additional punishment the offense
must be followed by a conviction which must precede the commission of the next offense. Thus, they reason, the punishment
affords an opportunity for rehabilitation and reformation and
unless this opportunity is exercised before an accused commits a
second offense the purpose of the provision is circumvented.2Q The
Board ruled, however, that even though the conviction did not
precede the second offense, it was admissible in evidence in accordance with paragraph 1 6 b ( 2 ) , 3 0and if otherwise admissible could
be considered by the court in adjudging a sentence within the
maximum provided for the offense for which he was found guilty
though not capable of supporting additional punishment.

~.

*IU.S. Y . Anderson, 2 USCMA 606, 10 CMR 104 (1063)i m e alm U.S. V.
Reed. 2 USCMA 622. 10 C X R 120 (1053).
*e Darce, a p v a note 23.
I7U.S. Y . Enpie, 3 USCMA 41, 11 CMR 41 (1963);U.S. V. Pope, 6 USCMA
29,17 CMR 20 (1965).
29 CM 560963, Brody, 6 C I l R 264 (1952) i oooord, U.S. V. Geib, 9 USCMA
302.26 CMR 172 (196S).
1SACM-S-ZSKO. O’Shana, 6 CJIR 816 (1962); followed. ACM S-6726,
Henaon and Lsviinder, 11 CMR 832 (1963); ACM S-7370, Faulkner. 13 ChlR
920 ( I O K S ) .
90 MCM. 1051.
~

~~
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The divergent views on timing of the offense and conviction
thereof in order to authorize additional punishment has not been
presented to the Court of Military Appeals. The Court has decided
that the Xanual provision permitting additional punishments upon
the proof of previous convictions was not the equivalent of an
habitual criminal statute and thereby was not a n illegal delegation
of legislative authority.81
Thus, one basis for the rationale in the Air Farce cases has
disappeared.
A further criticism of the Air Force view is that it requires the
Armed Forces to became a rehabilitation agency rather than
eliminating the adjudged chronic offender so that the military
m a s proceed, unhampered, with their primary mission. I t would
appear that the requirement that previous conviction be final a t
the time presented to the court xithout regard to its time of
commission or conviction serves adequately to protect an accused
and would not place a premium on his ability to avoid detection.
Where, however, known offenses are tried in two separate trials,
they should not, under authority of the pertinent Executive Order,
be permitted to form the basis for additional punishment.8i
The Executive Order of 19548apermits additional punishment
proof of three or more previous convictions during the
upon
year next precedinE the commission of any offense , , of which
convicted. This requires all three convictions to precede the cornmission of the offense and is likeunto the view followed by the
Air Force Boards, and has been so i n t e r p r e t d S 4
A previous conviction i<-iilbe admissible even though the offenses
to which it relates occurred subsequent to some of the offenses of
which the accused was found guilty, provided, it is prior to any
one of the offenses of which he is found
B. .'dattsr h Aggravation if Gtiiltu Plea
Where the accused has pleaded guilty and thereby eliminated
the necessitv for the nresentation of evidence on the merits. the

". . .

."

8 1 U.S. V. Preseott, 2 USCMA 122. 6 CYR 122 (1932). See U S . \I. Gmb,
9 USCMA 392, 26 CMR 172 (1958). The Court specifically reserved the
question on whether evidence of previous canviietioni could support additional
puniihment ""der the provision of par. 1270, I C J I .
82 A C X S-2159, Staekpole, 3 ChlR 629 (1952). See also par. 25 @reienbing the ~ a v m gup of chargel) and 33h, M C M , 1911, (providing that
charger againat the secured ihauld be tned at a aingie trial).
BSIIo. 10666, 18 Fed. Reg. 6299 ( 1 9 5 4 ) ; par 1 2 7 ~ MCM
.
( 0 , s .Army Svpp
1966). (Emphasis added.)
3 6 C M 383154, Eekert, 19 C Y R 434 ( 1 9 5 5 ) .
8 5 U . S . V . Geib. 8 USCMA 392, 26 C h l R 172 (1953). See U.S. Y, Green, 9
USCMA 535, 26 C B R 316 (1958). If the previous emvietion affenae jj/ not
p r m to all the offenses a i ahich the aeciised is convicted, m initruetion may

be iepmred.
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Government, in the presentencing procedure, may present "evidence" of any "aggravating circumstances."81 These "circumstances" have been limited to include only those matters which
would have been admissible on the merits of the case and do not
include acts of misconduct, reputation, or character.8'
C. Other Acts oi.Wliscondwt
The question as to nhether acts of miseonduct or other offenses
which were properly admissible on the merits of the case can be
considered by the court an the sentence has not been decided by
the Court of Military Appeals. At least one state jurisdiction has
decided not.38 In Coinmontcealth v. Turner,B0the Pennsylvania
court was faced with this problem in a murder case where on the
merits "no coherent narrative" could be told of the killing without mentioning a second killing by the defendant oecurring a t the
same time. The trial judge refused to instruct the jury that they
could not consider this second killing of which they were fully
aware in adjudging their sentence. On appeal this was held error.
This view appears rather artificial and technical. If by necessity,
in proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant committed
the crime charged, it is permissible and proper under recognied
rules of evidence to place before the jury other misdeeds of the
accused which they may consider in determining his guilt, why
should they be asked to ignore them in adjudging a sentence? At
least on the merits other misdeeds of the accused interwoven with
the offense charged do not have to be shunned in argument even
though they cast the accused in an unfavorable light.40 The Court
of Military Appeals has recognized, however, that, upon disapproval by B Board of Review of several specifications, a rehearing is required on the sentence as to the remaining speciflcations
to remove prejudice arising from the consideration of what the
trial court thought to be offenses in adjudging the sentence.'l
Also. the Court has held that the Government must avoid the
81 Par. 76) ( 3 ) , MCM, 1961.
B7ACM S-11927, Billingsky, 10 CMR 917 (1965): CGCMS 30240, Allen,
op. GCT, CGCMS 18241, T
~ 20 ~e~~ 1961 ~
( 1 Dig. Opr., Sent and Pun 5 & e ) , ("agprarsting oiicumetmcee'' e h a ~ l y
means eireumntaneee relative to the speelfic offense charged, not some other
disassociated circumstances). Far a eomprehensise disevesian of "aggravating eiimmstances" which may be presented on Guilty Pieas, see Bethany,
The Guilty Plea Program (1859). B thesis presented to The Judge Advocate
General's School, U.S. A m y , Charlottesville, Virginia.
88 Commonwealth V. Turner, a71 Pa.417.88 A.2d 916 (1962).

21 cnR 609 (1956);

QI ,*;,I

; a i ; ~ : . . D . y , 2 U S C D l A 4 1 6 , 9 C M R 4 6 (1958).
41 U.S. 1. Voerheea, 4 USCMA 609, 16 CMR 83 (1954); but cf. U.8.7.
S t e m , 7 USCMA 277,22 CMR 67 (1956).
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reference to other offenses in its proof of the offense42 unless they
are relevant in showing knowledge, intent, or design,43 and then
upon request, the accused is entitled to instructions limiting their
uae by the jury.44
The purpoae of limiting the use of prior acts of miscanduct
an the question of guilt has a3 its basis: (a) the involvement of
collateral issues; (b) the fear that the court might find that the
accused had an evil disposition, or criminal propensity and then
infer from that that he committed the acts charged.&E Although
the question of whether the Manual in prescribing what offenses
may be cansidered in setting a Sentence by implication prohibits
the court-martial from considering other acts of misconduct which
have been presented to them far other purposes is unanswered,
it has been shown in the chapter on Punishment that the fact
of an evil disposition is a Telewant and material matter in setting
sentence. It is submitted, therefore, that other acts of misconduct
no longer remain B oolhteral issue and thereby both evidentiary
considerations for prohibiting their consideration a t sentence time
no longer remain.
111. I S F O R X A T I O F WHICH MAY B E PRESENTED BY

DEFENSE
After the Government has preiented the meager information
permitted, the accused is offered the opportunity to present “evidence” in mitigation or extenuation af the offenses of which he
stands convicted or he may testify under oath as to such matters
or remain silent. Also in addition he may make an unsworn
statement upon which he may not be cross-examined, with the
understanding that the prosecution may offer “evidence” to rebut
it. The unsworn statement may be made by the accused or his
counsel or both of them.”
The Manual provides :
With respect ta matter in extennation and mitigation offered by the
defense, the court mag rdax the rules of evidence to the extent of Reeiving affidavits, eertinfates of military and oivil officers. and other
writinga of similar apparent avthentieity and reliabilitp.47

A. ARight
The right of an accused to present matters in extenuation and
mitigation has been held to be an integral part of military due
process, and the denial of such right is prejudicial t o his subU.S. 7 . Y ~ r g e r 1
, USCHA 188.2 C M R 22 ( 1 0 6 2 ) .
,sU.S.v.Jonea,ZUSCMA80,6CPR80
(1052).
‘4 U.S. 7. Hamiean, 6 USCMA 208.11 CMR 208 ( 1 0 6 4 ) .
42

.E--.
,1
A.i1l.

Par. ?IC,
App. 80. MCM, 1851
47Id,atpar.?Sc(t).
44
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stantial rights.dE Further, any matter he presents can neither
be considered by a reviewing authority to determine the legal sufficiency of the findings of guilt'Q nor used a t a rehearing against
him.60 There is no logical, evidentiary rule for the latter exclusion,
but it may be said to be based on the desire of the framers of the
Manual provision to encourage the accused to present whatever
information to the court to enable it to set an appropriate sentence
and retain inviolate his right not to be a witness against himself
as to his guilt or innocence.
This indicates the separateness of the sentencing procedure from
the trial on guilt or innocence where other considerations are
paramount. The accused is foreclosed from attacking the findings
in the presentencing procedure by labeling his testimony or evi.
denee as mitigation.61 He may, however, present evidence of
circumstances surrounding the offense which would tend to minimize his degree of criminality.62 These matters may be presented by
direct or circumstantial 68 evidence or by his unsworn statement."
The test of their admissibility is materiality and relevancy in
tending to reduce the punishment which may be adjudged.6'
B. Defense Cotinsel's Duty
The selection of what these matters will be is left entirely to
the accused and his counsel,EE but a failure of his counsel to do
80 can under some circumstance amount to inadequate representat i ~ n ; ~however,
'
it will not be so considered if the court can
determine from the whole record that the choice of silence was not
unwise and it is within the "realm of reason to conclude that had
the whole area of extenuation and mitigation been opened up, a
more severe sentence would have been imposed."68 But the mere
fact that an agreement has been made with the convening authority far what appears t o be a light sentence does not relieve the
CM 390869, Caliahsn, 22 CMR 443 (1956).
Par. 750. MCM, 1951.
CM 389689, Riggs, 22 CMR 598 (1956).
61 U.S.Y . Tobita, 3 USCMA 267.12 CMR 23 (1953).
l*ACM S-l1208,Allen,20 CMR676 (1958).
(8
48
60

ISIbid.
6 4 U.S. V. Wright, S USCMA 186,19 CMR 312 (1955).
asAllen, a p r a note 54; U.S. Y . Blau, 5 USCMA 232, 17 CMR 232 (19641;
Winthrap, op. cit. aria note 3, st 361.
61 JAGN 1951131, 10 Sep 1961 (1 Dig. Om.,Sent & Pun, 0 8.11).
67 U.S. V. Allen, 3 USCMA 504, 25 CMR 3 (1957): U.S. V. O m e l l , 8
U S C P A 513, 25 CMR 17 (1957); U S . V. MeFarlsne, 3 USCMA 96, 23 CMR
320 (1957).
6sU.S. Y. Williamii. 8 USCMA 662, 25 CMR 57 (1957); oooord, U.S. s.
Friborq, 8 USCMA 515, 25 CYR 19 (1957). U.S. V. Sarlonia, 9 USCMA 148.
25 CJlR410 (19581.
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defense counsel of his substantial duty to the accused of appealing
to the conscience of the court on the sentence.50
The defenee counsel who decides not to present matters in
mitigation or extenuation should be prepared to justify his decision
if it is attacked by appellate defense counsel, being ever mindful
that even in the most depraved there is some good,
C. Emtenuation and Xitigation
What is mitigating and what i8 extenuating? The Manual
define8 matter in extenuation of an offense as:

. . , [that which1 serrer t o explam t h e circumatancel surrounding
the e ~ r n r n l l ~ lof
~ nthe offense, including the reaims that actuated The
aceused but not extending t o a legal justlfieation.80

Matter in extenuation of an offense is more closely associated
with the offense itself and is the opposite of matter in aggravation.
Matter in extenuation could more likely be those matters which
would be properly admissible on the merits of the case while those
in mitigation involve in many instancea issues collateral to the
offense.
The Manual states that matter in mitigation has for its purposes the lessening of the punishment to be assigned by the court
or the furnishing of grounds for a recommendation for clemency.b'
No real legal significance can be attached to this dichotomy unless
it can be said that the prosecution is permitted to present matter
in aggravation-the
opposite to extenuation-while proving the
guilt of the accused-but is prohibited to interject non-mitigating
factors because of the danger of litigating collateral matters and
the fear of prejudice to the accused during the trial on the merits.
The Manual permits the accused t o show specific acts of good
conduct in mitigation, and the Court of Nilitary Appeals has
ruled that if the accused elects to utilize this method of attempting
to reduce his punishment, then the door is open to the Government
to show specific acts Of rnisconduct!z
The language of the unanimous decision on this point is particularly significant because i t indicates the court's attitude toward
the relaxation of the rules of evidence in the presentencing pracedure in favor of the prosecution. After setting forth the basis
of the rule of exclusion of specific acts of misconduct or good
conduct an the issue of guilt and noting that the rules of evidence
were relaxed after findings for the Government, as well a s the
68U.S. V. Walker, 8 U S C l A 641, 25 C M R 151 (196S), and eases cited
note 69 supra.
10Par. 75d(3),hlCP,1951.
61 Id. a t p a r TSc(4).
82 U.S. v. BIB", 5 USCM.4 2S2, 17 CMR 232 (1954).
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accused, by permitting it to introduce certain previous convictions,
it said:

.

. , Manifestly, the leniency accorded both pmtier in the pre~enration of evidenea after aepdtot wae intended t o permit the court-martial
t o take into consideration all information, which 13 ielevant and reason.
ably reliable, 8 8 an aid ID Axing an appropriate ienlence. Although
heavier rentrictiona are in certain instaneel imposed on the government
in presenting evidence prior to verdict. we Rnd nothing on which to base
a belief t h a t i t s p e r ~ o n n e lihauld labor under B like restrzint a f t e r an
accused has been found guilty. , , . Certainly nueh R practice would not
be BE conducive to furthering the policy of p'esenting 81 full a factual
picture as possible to the eourt.martial to a m s t its members in impaling
B sentenee.m
Though this appears to be quite a concession to the Government
on the relaxation of the rule^ of evidence," upon close examination it will be noted that the evidence of prior misconduct was
relevant and competent on the issue of punishment. The Court
is merely refusing to apply a n exclusionary rule to material and
relevant evidence because the baris f a r the exclusion no longer
exists after guilt has been judicially established.
This case has a two-pronged effect. I t should be a warning to
the defense counsel in mapping his course for the presentation of
presentence material, a s w e l l as an imposition of a duty on the
trial counsel ta marshall whatever evidence is arailable to rebut
specific acts of good conduct.
Under present court-martial sentencing procedure, until the
defendant takes the initiative, the prosecution's hands are tied in
presenting non-mitigating matter unless specifically authorized by
the Manual. The defense on the other hand has distinct advantages
in limiting the matter which can be presented and thereby attempt
to picture his client as a person deserving a minimum sentence.
He can present documents, letters, fitness reports, a f f i d a ~ i t s and
,~~
an unsworn statement by counsel learned in the fine a r t of
advocacy. It appears that his only limitation is the discretion of
the law officer. In one caselB6the law officer denied the accused
the right to introduce three documents which were true copies of
commendations he had received. The Board held that the law
officer did not abuae his discretion because the commendations
were cumulative of the evidence already before the court. In
mother ease, the Court of Militaw Appeals has further upheld
the law officer's discretion when he denied B continuance for a
OB Id. a t 2 4 3 4 4 , 11 C X R a t 243-44.
6lU.S. V. Rinehsrt. 5 USCMA 402. 24 CMR 212 (19iT). Forty-six doc".
m e n t i which included fitness reports, letters from prominent citizens in
various committees and affidavits from commanding oficer attesting to the
accused's good character were admitted.
65 Chl 566925,Robitaille, l a ChIR 439 (1853).
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psychiatric examination because it "could only be cumulative and
. . , influence the severity of the sentence.""

D. Other

Relevant M a t t e r s

Not only are matters strictly in mitigation and extenuation
admissible but the Manual has listed other factors which may
be considered by the court in adjudging a sentence.l' These
include penalties adjudged for similar offenses,18 whether a light
sentence would bring the armed forces in di~repute,'~
and whether
the offense is recognized as a felony by civil law.70
Where the defense attempted to prove sentences adjudged for
aimilar offenses, the law officer was sustained in denying the
accused this method to reduce his sentence. The Board, in the case
of Simmons?' pointed out that:
Evidence of the penaltiea sdjudged in other eases for aimilar offensea
would have little relevan~eunless the proof were extended t o cover sumeient faete to demonmate that the eases referred t o were actually similar
t o the case at bar.

In United States v. Rinehart where the members of the court,
after 8ome deliberation on the sent@nce,opened and asked the law
officer for information concerning similar sentences in other eases,
the Court of Miiitary Appeals sustained the law officer when he
refused to furnish such information to the c ~ u r t . ' ~Conversely, it
seems, Boards of Review use such a yardstick in determining
whether a sentence in a particular ease is appropriate in law and
f a d T a But a t the trial level this is taboo. The reasons advanced
for thia prohibition are (1) it would involve too many collateral
issues; (2) accused should not be sentenced as robots but are
entitled to individualized treatment; ( 3 ) the difficulty in establishing a case or cases as "similar" because of the many variables not
susceptible of proof.?'

bz(6).
Simmons, 27 CMR 5E4 (1939). See also A C P 8616, Dowling,

M R (1957).
)nl 21 C M R 888
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The Board in the Simmom7Ecase, however, left the door ajar
where a co-accused or coactor has been sentenced for the same
offense. It would appear that in such a case the three bases above
for excluding this information would not exist. There is authority
in Federal decisions for pennitting and even encouraging the
sentencing judge to consider the sentences of ea-actors in adjudging the ~entence.’~And in Scotland the prosecutor furnishes to
the Court a list of sentences imposed by other courts for similar
offenses.“
I t can be concluded, however, that in courLmartia1 proceedings
sentences adjudged in “similar” cases are not admissible, with the
possible exception of the case wherein a eo-actor has been sentenced. Neither can the court be told that in “special circumstances” to meet the needs of local conditions, sentences more
Severe than those normally adjudged should be adjudged, nor that
inadequate or lenient sentences will bring the armed forces in
diarepute,78 even though these factors are considered relevant f o r
sentencing purposes by the Manual. The enunciation of these
common sense principles from the bench seems to strike fear of
“judge” influences over the sentencing bndy, in the minds of the
Court of Military Appeals.
Not only has the accused the right to present matters in mitigation or extenuation of the offense of which he stands convicted,
but he may also do likewise as to any previous conviction which
has been introduced.7n Such matter should not be in the nature
of a defenseBoor an attempt to relitigate the cz.se.8‘ An accused
should be able to attack collaterally a previous conviction by a
court-martial which was void for lack of jurisdiction.
There are some limitations. The defense counsel cannot ask
the court to adjudge a punitive discharge because such is obviously
contrary to the best interest of the accused.81 And when a defense
counsel representing two accused has to make a distinction between
the relative criminality of his clients, to the detriment of one, such
is reversible error.88 The accused is entitled to the undivided
75 see nota 73 la.
76 US.v. Mann, 108 F.2d 364 ( 7 t h Cir. 1988).
77 See Keedy, Criminal Procedure m Scotland, 3 J. Crim. L., C. & P.S.834,
844 ( 1 9 1 2 1 8 ) .
7 8 U S V. Mamaluy, 10 USCMA 102. 27 CMR 176 (1868); U.S. v. Brennnn.
10 USCMA 109. 27 CMR 183 (1868).
73 ACM S-8760, Cranmore, 17 CMR 749 (1954).
80 See US.7. Tobita, 8 USCMA 167.12 CMR 23 (1153).
SI See Art. 76. UCMJ.
82 ACM %8680, Lam, 17 CMR 687 (1964).
88 U S 7. Tsglor. 8 USCMA 547, 26 CMR 827 (1868).
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loyalty of his counsel during the deiitencing procedure as ell as
on the merits.Bd
IT'. REBLTTAL BY THE PROSECUTIOS
One wvriter has adrhnced the proposition t h a t the prosecution
ahould be permitted to rebut matter in mitigation and extenuation
under the same relaxed rules of evidence accorded the accused
subject only to the discretion of the law officer.Bs This would certainly be in furtherance of the I'. , , polky of presenting as full
a factual picture a3 possible to the court-martial to assist ita
members in imposing a sentence."86 The P?Ianual provides:
After matter in. . , ertenoatmn, or mitigstlon has been introduced the
proseention . . , has rt.e right t o c m ~ - e x a m i n eany u,itnrss and t o offer
rvtdence in rebuttal. (Emphaiii supplied.) 87

The accused is told that he cannot. be cross-examined on his
unsworn statement but that the prosecution may offer eaidenee
to rebut anything contained in it.68
We find no provision in the present Code or Manual vhich \Tould
accord the prosecution the right to present other than evideice
in rebuttal. In fact, on occasions where the trial counsel has presented matter contrarv to strict evidentiary rules such has been
held error.18 In one case, however, where the defense introduced
B portion of a document xuhich was hearsay, the prosecution WBJ
permitted to introduce the remainder even thounh it was detrimental to the accused.'O This deciaion can be justified on the uell
established evidentiary ru!e of " c o m p l e t e n e ~ s . " ~ ~
.1. Scope oiRebuita1
The scope of rebuttal is limited to t h a t which explains, repels,
counteracts, or disproves the matters presented by the opposing
party.P2 As we h a r e discussed previoualy, matters in "aggravation" are those which snrround the circumstances of the offense
and do not extend to character evidence, reputation, or other miscanduat of the accused.g8
84
Bi

lbid.
Deegan, Methods of Ertablishmg and Robuttmg Character Evidence 76

87 par. 751, n m r , isiii.
88 App. Sa, &ICY,1951.
SSU.S. Y . Anderran. 3 USCDfA 603, 26 ChfR 1 0 7 ( 1 9 6 8 ) ; CGCM 9747,
Graham, 2 ChlR 629 11912): KCDl 68, Ximler, 2 C Y R 2 3 (1811); CGCM
9748, Leslie, 2 CMR 622 (1961).
00 X C V 50, Dunean. 2%CYR 696 (1966).
e l Nipmore, Evidence 52102 ( 1 9 4 0 ) .
Q2U.S.V. Shan, 9 L'SCMA 267, 271, 26 CXIR 47, 51 (1968). (Broirnan, J.,
m his dissent defines rebuttal evidence citing Shepard V. US..64 F.2d 641
(10th Cir. 1938) i Samirh j.. U.S., 233 F.2d 353 (0th Cir. 1955) : and U.S. Y.
Crone, 188 F.Zd 209 (7th C i l . 1951).
0s see text at note 32 8ilpra.
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B. Rebuttal of Character Evidence
Accordingly, the accused, after findings, may still keep from
the court'a attention his character and reputation: only he may
open the door: however, if he chooses to do so, the prosecution
may then attack his character or reputation by many methods. If
the accused places before the court by his u n i ~ o r nstatement, or
otherwise, specific acta of goad conduct, the prosecution may rebut
by specific acts of misconduct and these are not limited to canvictions and may even include puniahments under the provisions
of Article 15 of the Uniform Code of Nilitary Justice.94 A mere
Statement that the accused is "good hlarine Corps material" would
open the door for the praaecution to present "evidence" xhich in
any way would tend to rebut this conclusion.P6
I t is well aettled in military law that a perdon may testify as
to his opinion of an accused's character.96 The trial counsel then
should interview witnesses in preparation for trial to determine
their opinion as to his character, for if the accused places before
the court "information" alluding to his good character, the trial
counsel is armed with good rebuttal evidence.
It behooves the trial counsel to pay particular attentian to the
testimony of witnesses, the content of the unsworn statement, and
document8 presented by the defense in mitigation and extenuation, H e must keep in mind that the defense is putting only the
accused's "best foot forward." Jlilitary records should be closely
scrutinized because they show time lost because of misconduct,
punishments received under Article 15 of the Code, character of
previous service, and the like. This is good rebuttal "evidence"
which is readily available and admissible."
It has been held t h a t juvenile misconduct is inadmissible on
the merits for impeachment purposes.8s A different rule should
apply if the accused asserted that he had never been in trouble
before whether an the merits or during sentencing pracedure.gg It
is imperative that the accused open the door before juvenile con-

__

Q6U.S. Y, Blau. 6 USChfA 232, 17 CMR 232 (1954)i A C P 13444, Zimmek,
23 CMR 714 (1966).
81 See U.S. Y . .4ndersan, 8 TSCMA 603, 25 CMR 107 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
96 U.S. V. Haimson, 6 USCMA 208. 17 CUR 208 (1965) ; U.S.V. Gagnon.
5 USCMA 619,18CIm.248 (1955);~nr.l33f(l),>lCM (1951).
e7U.S. V. Gagnon, 5 USChlA 618, 1s CMR 243 (1966); C I 363216, Scott,
10 C I R 498 (1953)i NCM 322, Charlton, 16 CMR 384 (1964),
98 U.S. V. Roark, 8 USCYA 279, 24 CMR 89 (1957).
WACM 184444,Zimmek, 23 C Y R 714 (1965);ACU 5811, Flanagan 7 CMR
;oj,lB;!)kh$;
( y v
;k~~;;&A$~~~-;mw~
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v i c t i m be used against him because of the underlying policy to
prohibit the indiscretions of youth to brand a person for iife.100
C. RespomibilitU of Prosecution t o Insure Appropriate Sentence
The Manual provides that :

. . . t h e sentence ahauld provide B legal, appropriate and adequate punish.

me"t.l"

Although this provision is not directed a t the trial eaunsel, his
duty in representing the Government does not cease after findings
of guilty have been obtained. He is entitled to present aggravating
circumstances in the case of B guilty plea.loe Further, the Manual
directs that he will present evidence of previous convictions by
c ~ u r t s - m a r t i a l , 'and
~ ~ read the data concerning the accused shown
on the charge sheet.
After this is done, there is nothing more he is permitted to do
except argue for an appropriate sentence, unless the accused
presents matter in mitigation and extenuation. In such event, he
must be prepared for the unknown. Upon conviction, the Government is entitled to an appropriate and adequate sentence. The
accused is entitled to take the initiative and lessen the rigors of
his expected punishment. Unless the trial counsel has previously
prepared rebuttal evidence, a false picture can be painted for the
court. Knowing that the accused has his right to present evidence
in mitigation and extenuation, the trial counsel should be prepared to prevent a miscarriage of justice which would result from
an inadequate sentence under the particular circumstances of the
case or the record of the accused.
I t is submitted that a minimal requirement for a trial counsel
in preparation for the preaentencing portion of the trial is:
(1) Interview the accused's unit commander concerning his
worth to the service and his character, and previous misconduct,
if any.
2. Request a Federal Bureau of Investigation report as to
previous arrests and convictions, if it is a t all indicated.
3. Interview all known character witnesses likely io be called
by the accused.
Armed with this information, he is then prepared for crossexamination of any witnesses called by the aceused. Further, if
it appears necessary, because of surprise, or to disprove assertions of the accused, the trial counsel is able to present to the law
officer actual expected testimony in order to support a motion for
-~
~

~~

100

U S Y. Cary, 0 USCMA 3 4 8 , 25 CMR 128 (1858)

101 Par. IBa(l), MCM,1851.
108 Id. a t Pars. 70% 76b ( 8 ) .
101 Id. a t par.

75) (1).
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continuance, Otherwise, it would appear doubtful if the Government would be entitled to a continuance to go on a fishing expedition to obtain rebuttalmaterial.

V. ARGUMENT ON SENTENCE
I t is now well established that either or both counsel may present argument on the sentence104 ea long as it ia based on matters
properly before the court and doesn't go beyond the bounds of
fair argument.'06 The problem areas lie in the content of such
argumenta.
A. Argument bv ProseclLtim
The injection of command influence into the sentencing procedure by argument of trial counsel has led to reversal.lo6 In
United S t a t e s v. Lackey.'o7 the trial counsel argued that it was the
court's duty to discharge the accused because the "people" who
brought and referred the charges to trial thought he should be
punitively discharged. Although this was not an outright asaertion that the convening authority desired a punitive discharge, the
the insinuation might lead the court members to
Court said, ' I .
conclude otherwise and the law officer was obliged to do something drastic to clear up what was, a t the very least, an unfair
tactic."108 This indicates that whenever there appears any improper argument, i t is the duty, 6ua sponte, of the law officer to
take drastic measures to insure that the court is not influenced
thereby. In United States v. Fotule,loethe court found command
influence in trial counsel's argument when he referred to and
requested implementation of a Navy Instruction announcing a
policy to separate persons convicted of offenses involving moral
turpitude, The accused had just pled guilty to larceny. This was
too much f a r the Court to bear and they said, ' I .
that once the
Secretary of a Service enters into the restricted arena of the
courtroom, , , , he is bound to exercise some influence over them
lcourt membersl."llQ The error was recoenized bv the conveninn

..

..

~.
1 0 4 ~ . s . v . o i s o n . 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 4 (195s).
2,22~~~32
1061bzd., nee 8180 U.S. V. Day, 2 USCMA 415, 9 CMR 45 (1958) (as to
the bound8 of "fair argument").
108 U S V. LaeLey, 8 L'SCMA 718, 25 CMR 222 (1958)i U S V. Towle,
IUSCMA 349, 22 CMR 139 (1916)i U.S. V. Estrada, 7 USCMA 635, 23
CMR 88 (1857).
1078USCMAT18,23 CMR22 (1868).
101 I d . at 720, 23 CMR st 24.
10s 7 USCMA 348, 22 CMR 138 (195s).
110 Id. at 352.22 CMR at 142.
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The President of the United States entered the "restricted
arena" of the courtroom via the trial counsel's argument in
United States v. Rineliart.lLLIn this case, trial counsel referred
to the JIInnual which states that thieves should not be retained in
the service."* This required reversal.113
Relief may be in sight in this field of command influence argument for in Cnited States v. Cummins~" the Court refused to
reverse where trial counsel referred to paragraph 76 of the Manual
which provides that dishonorable discharges should be imposed f a r
felonies and that inadequate sentences bring the armed forces in
disrepute. The accused had been convicted inter alia of sixteen
larcenies.
The Court said:
There is no doubt that when considered in the context Of t r i a l C O U ~ .
$el's srgllment they are no mare than admonitions t o impme a sentence
appropriate to the accused's case. Trial counsel'i argument makes eryrtal elear that within the limits of the legal maximum the court-martial
was free t o adjudge any sentence that it desired. R e And no prejudice
in the reference to the Dlanual.ll6

A trial counsel will do well to consider and study this caae in
preparing for argument on the sentence. The mere mention by
trial counsel that he represent8 the sovereignty of the United
States is permissible; and he may be severely critical or denunciatory of an accused, where such remarks are based on the evidence
and are reasonable inferences therefrom.11' The trial counsel
must refrain in guilty plea cases, where such plea is entered with
a pre-trial agreement as to the maximum which the convening
authority will approve, from mentioning such fact."'
Another error which has caused reversal or reduction of the
sentence i8 when trial counsel includes in his argument matter
not already in the record."s
111 8 L'SCMA 402,24 C M R 212 (1957).
111 Par. 33h MCDI 1851.
119 Accord, XCDl i3818. Haynes, 24 C M R 881 (1957) (where trial CoUnlel
referred to par, 76a, IICM, 1861, t o the effeet that inadequate sentences
bring the armed forces into disrepute).
l M 9 VSC&1.4 669, 26 ChIR440 (1958).
111 I d . at 675, 26 C U R at 456; accord, ACM 14102, Smith, 24 CMR 812

Smith, 24 C M R 812 (1957). citing U.S. V. Doctor, 7
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B. Argument by Defense
The defense counsel is charged ' I .
with the substantial responsibility of appealing an hi8 [the accused's] behaif to the conscience
of the court." on the sentence."' Failure to make an argument may
indicate inadequate or improper representation. The Court of
Uilitary Appeals has stressed the importance of vigorous representation by defense counsel in the presentence portion of the trial
, , liberty, property,
because the sentence affects the accused's
social standing-in
fact, his whole future."'e0 Where, however,
it can be shown that such omission was advisedly made, no error
is committed.121
Also the defense counsel cannot invite error by mentioning in
his argument command policies; but in answer thereto the trial
counsel cannot go further snd mention others.1Ba
In summation, it can be said that either counsel may argue on
the sentence so long a s it is confined to the information adduced
during the trial or in presentence procedure; and they may make
reasonable deductions therefrom as they may affect the sentence.
Further, they may answer opposing counsel's argument. The trial
counsel may not inject command policies into his argument or
comment on matters outside the record.

..

".

C. Who May Close on Senterne Argumnt
Not until United States v. Olsonlz8was there a clear enunciation
of the right of both counsel to argue an the sentence. The Manual
does, though not specifically, provide for it, saying:
"Bath sides are entitled t o an opportunity properly t o present and
support their respective contentions upon any question OT matter presented to the court f o r decision." 124

The Law Officer Pamphlet126 recognizes this right and provides
that the defense and prosmution may argue on the sentence. Who
has the right to close such argument before the court-martial?
Sormally the side which has the burden of proof is accorded
this right.126 Or in other language, "he who asserts" must prove.
The test to determine upon whom the burden lies is: which party
would be successful if no evidence at all or no more evidence were
presented?'%' Applying this test after the findings to the sen-

:;;5.3

v.

Allen, 8 USCXA 504,25 C41R 8 , l i (1857).
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e the Code provides,
tencing procedure in court-martial, we ~ e that
except where a specific punishment is mandatory, that upon being
shall be punished , , ."; the Manual
found guilty the accused
. the sentence should provide a legal, appropriate, and
states,
adequate punishment."lz8 Although the punishment to be adjudged
is discretionary with the court within certain maximum limits, it
can be concluded that a t this stage of the trial the accused is to be
punished, and unless he comes forward such punishment will be
based on that evidence which is before the court. Accordingly, if
he presents matter in mitigation un extenuation he should be permitted to interpret and urge its effect upon the sentence he is to
receive; and because he is asserting this new matter in an effort
to lessen the effect of his conviction, he should be permitted to close.

". .

'I.

..

VI. INSTRUCTIONS BY T H E LAW OFFICER ON T H E
SENTENCE
The Xanual sets forth several mattera which the court "should"
consider in determining the kind and amount of punishment i t
should impose;'ze but outright reference to them by the law
officer in instructing the court has led to error.lao
In United States v. Mamalv.y.ls1 the law officer instructed the
court members they could consider penalties adjudged in other
cases for similar offenses. There was no evidence of similar cases
before the court and Judge Latimer states, "Moreover, it has long
been the rule of law that the sentence in other cases cannot be
given t o court-martial members for comparative purposes."'32 He
further points out the impracticality of such a yardstick because
of the impossibility of finding a "similar" ease. Unlike a Federal
judge who has years of experience and knowledge of previous
cases, a court-martial lacks such continuity.
The Court in the same case was likewise critical of the law
officer's instruction that if the members found "special eircum
stances" to meet the needs of local conditions, sentences more
severe than those normally adjudged for similar offenses might be
neeessary~ It was further pointed aut that it was error for the
law officer to admonish the members, that inadequate sentences
upon military persons convicted of crimes which are punishable
by civilian courts tend to b r i m the miiitarv into disreoute. This,
128Par. 76a(l), > E M , 1951. But cf. U.S. V. Speller, 8 USCMA 363, 24
CMMR 173 (1957), where the convening avthorihi approved no part af the
sentence get permitted B finding to stand; and U.S. V. Atkins, 8 USCMA 77,
28 CMR 301 (1957) where aboard of review did likewise.
L W Per. 76, MCM, 1961.
180 U.S. V. Marnsluy, 10 USCMA 102, 27 CMR 17s (1959); U.S. v, B~ennm,
10USCMA109.27CMR18S (1969).
131 U.S. 1. Mamaluy, a u p ~ o n o t 182.
s
1J2 I d . st 106,27 CMR at 187.
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the court said, was nothing but a generality and instructions should
operate on facts and be tailored to fit the particular record. They
pose theories not supported by evidence and have an overtone
of severity against the accused which he cannot possibly rebut by
any reasonable means, The court condemned the "instructional
pattern" provided in paragraph 76 of the Manual.
The Court did approve the law officer's instructions that the
maximum was to be reserved for an offense which was aggravated
by the circumstances; that they could consider the value of the
property stolen and any aggravating circumstances shown by the
record, and the mitigating and extenuating evidence produced by
the accused including his background, education, his early training, the character of his service, and the fact that he had entered
a plea of guilty which saved the Government considerable time
and expense.138
Because of the more liberalized rule in favor of the accused
to the effect that offenses are not separate for sentence purposeB
if the same evidence necessary to prove one offense of necessity
proves another,'s' the Court now requires that the law officer
instruct in open court on the maximum sentence imposable.186
The law officer should not inform the court that a plea of
guilty has been entered upon agreement with the convening
authority as to the maximum sentence which will be approved."e
Nor should he refer to a policy directive.187

pulpones); Blwkburger 7 , U.S. 284 U.S. 299 (1932). See slio Youngblood
Mvltiplisious Pleading-A Comprehensive Study of Military Practice, Mil.:,I
Rev., January ISSO (DA Pam 27-100-8,l Jan SO), p.
181 U.S. v. T
~a USCMA
~
124.25
~
CMR
~ ass, (isssi,
186 OM 399157, Witheg, 26 CMR 591 (1868).
in U.S. v, McGirk, 8 USCMA 429, 24 CMR 218 (1951) (held error for
law ofecer to refer t o a palley directive requiring disehsrge of 6iemsed guilty
of offenaes involving moral hlrplhldel. See PIW U.S. Stamem, 8 USCMA
m, 24 CMR 237 (1967) (mere reference ta par. 76, MCM, 1951, where court
members had a copy held error).
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Examination of the guide for law officers to use in instruction
on the sentence 8s promulgated by the Department of the Army
shows that it is not in conflict with an? presently decided
Caution should prevail in its use and i t should be tailored t o fit
the information which is properly before the court.
In a recent case where the previous convictions which were
admitted \'.ere not prior tn all of the offenses of which the accused
was found guilty, the Court recommended an instruction that such
previous convictions be considered only in determining the sentence as to those offenses occurring subsequently.1ag
VII. COSCLUSIONS
One may ask why should an accused before a court-martial
be legally entitled to keep from the sentencing body information
which penologist and jurist deem appropriate and necessary in
adjudging a punishment? True, if the mistake is in favor of the
accused, it may never be corrected but may always be adjusted if
the sentence is too harsh. But is not "justice" due society a8 well
a s the accused?
The members on the court-martial are "shooting blind" o r
using the "hunch" system. Such haphazard administration of
justice should be improved.
An amendment to the Manual permitting the Government to
present a background history of the accused, including his civilian
as well a s his military reputation and character would be desirable.
A special psychiatric report designed for sentencing purposes
would provide the court with valuable relevant sentencing informa.
tion. Even though the accused is not, by "constitutional" due process, entitled to see such a presentence report, a proeedure whereby
the accused would be served with a copy prior to trial in order
that he may be afforded an opportunity to rebut anything contained therein, would be in keeping with the trend of Federal
decisions in this respect. Precedent is abundant for such a procedure, and its acceptance would further the concept of '', , , modern philosophy of penology ,
that the punishment should fit
both the offender and the crime."'40
Such a procedure would afford the accused more protection from
adverse assertions now permitted in the Staff Judge Advocate's
review concerning his background and other acts of misconduct.
Where it is his desire to rebut such derogatory information, if

..
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U S C Y A 535, 25 CMR 365 (1958).
140 Judge Latimer in U.S.V. Barrow, 9 USCMA 343, 145, 26 CMR 113, 125
(1968).
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PRESERTEKCING PROCEDURE IN COURTSXARTIAL
presented a t sentence time, he would still have the power of subpoena and cross-examination whereas such vital toola are not
available to him to rebut matter contained in an ex parte review.
Although in most combat situations and in some overseas garrisons such an expanded procedure would have to give way to the
exigencies of the service, no valid objection to its use, whenever
practicable, could be advanced.
To pennit the Government to present as full and accurate picture of the accused to the sentencing body is in accord with modern
day thought. The sentence portion of the trial should receive from
the Government as detailed and thorough presentation as the presentation of its case on the merits. Under the present Manual
provisiona, the Government is hobbled in this respect. Removal
of this impediment would advance the cause of justice in the courtmartial system and would do much to keep it abreast of present
day sentencing procedure.

COMMENTS
UNCERTAINTIES IN THE PAY AND ALLOWANCE LAWS
Pay After a Fixed Term of Active Service has Expired
I t sometimes has been said that the pay of members of the Armed
Forces is incident to their status, rather than to the performance
of work, and may be forfeited only pursuant to law.‘ One might
argue that this statement is corroborated to Some extent by the
wording of subsection 201(d) of the Career Compensation Act
of 1949, which, without mentioning any exceptions, provides that
“all members of the uniformed services when on the active list or
when on active duty
shall be entitled to receive the basic pay
of the pay grade to which assigned.”z There are, however, circumstances when a member does not accrue pay, notwithstanding
that no statute deprives him of it expressly or by clear impiication.‘ One of those situations pertains to certain members whose
term8 of active service have expired, but who have not been separated from active status. Which members, and under what circumstances, are the subjects of this inquiry.
The mere expiration of the term for which a member enlisted
in the Army does not operate to discharge him from the service.
Discharge 1s effected only by affirmative administrative action.‘
A member generally is entitled to be discharged when the period
of his enlistment has expired, but there are several reasons why
he need not and might not be discharged a t that time.‘ The view

...

I For B general discussion. see U.S. Army Special T e x t 27-157, n h l i t l n
Affairs (I865),pp. 160j-12.
4u.s. BZ lei P S ~ ~ V.I ~afoses,
Y
138 F. SUPP. 799 (D.c. N.J. 1856); ci.
Diekenson Y . Daiia, 245 F.2d 317 (loth Cir. 1857), c w t . denied, 355 U.S.
918 (1958).
6 See, 6.8.. parae. 14, 15, 17, AR 6 3 6 2 0 0 , 8 April 1868, a8 changed by C1,
23 December 1959.
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of the Comptroller General with respect to B member’s entitlement t a pay after his enlistment term has ended was once expressed
in these terms:O
A n y doubt BJ to t h e necessity f a r specrfie statutory authority 8s B
condition precedent to the receipt of pay a f t e r expiration of the term
of service w o d d appear t o have been removed since 5hortly a f t e r the
beginning of the Government. For example, wen where officers and
seamen of ships of the United States were taken by the enemy, t h e
Congress recognized t h e necessity f o r legislation t o continue their pay
and a11owances beyond the n o ~ m a lt e r m of ~ e r m e[referring to Rev.
Stat. 61675 (1875). 87 U.S.C. $244 (195833 , . Legislation of B similar
character with referenee to pay notwithatanding e x p m t i o n of term of
serviee of officere and enlisted men of the Army when captured by the
enemy IS fovnd in seelion 1288 of the Re\ised Statutes [37 0.S.C. E242
(1958)l....

.

The doctrine so expressed was not always followed literally.
For example, specific statutory authority has not been required
for a member to accrue pay and allowances while in a duty status
after the term of his enlistment has expired. Even Some of those
rules that were based on it have fallen into disuse. Two such
instances will be disclosed by the discussion which follows.‘ Still,
the attitude must be reckoned with in solving questions yet to
arise.
There seems never to have been much question as to an enlisted
member’s entitlement t o pay when in a duty status after his t e r n
of enlistment expired,8 but when he is in a nonduty status, he is
sometimes not entitled to pay despite the fact that he has not been
separated from active military service and would be entitled to
pay had the term not expired. In a decision rendered in 1967, the
Comptroller General stated : #
I t long has been the rule that, regardiela of whether the enlistment
contraet expired when an enlisted member was absent in a s t a t u i of
absence without leave or in desertion, or when in confinement awaiting
trial by court-martial, pay and s l l o ~ a n e e ido not acerue to the enlisted
member while subject t o military eontml a f t e r the expiration of his
enlistment u n l e i ~he is acquitted and therefore conaidered to h a w been
817 Dees. Comp. Gen. 103, 104 (1837). See 19 Deei. Camp. Gen. 290
(18391: 19 Decs. Camp. Gen. 288 (1939): 18 Dees. Comn Gen. 781 (1889).
Legmiation aimilar to t h a t mentioned in the quoted decision a h w m enacted
in 1942. Missing Perions Act @ ( a ) . 56 Stat. 144 (19421, as amended, 50
U.S.C.App. !1002(a) (1968).
7 See nates 14, 19 infra.
8 See MS. Dee Comp. Gen. B-124309. 30 November 1865, 5 Dig Ops,
E M 929.1 (member in J a p a n retained a f t e r ETS in duty status, pending
~ p p e dfrom conviction by Japanese court. entitled to pay1 : 7 Dees. Camp.
Treaa. 391 (1901); 2 Deer. Comp. Tress. @A (1895); Dig. Dee. Second Comp.,
1817-1865 l2d ed.), P ~ 886.
C
In all of t h e w eases there was an element of
convenience to, OT negligence on the P a r t of, the Government in not diaeharging the member. See also decisions cited note 25 infra. Biit 8 8 8 35 Deea.
Comp. Gen. 566, 657 (195G),infranote 33.
0 37 Deen. Camp. Gen. 380, 381 (19671, I Dig. Opn., Pay E18.1.
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held for the convenience of the Government, or he is held to make goad
time lost, or he is reatored t o duty., , ,

In that decision, the Comptroller General answered the questions
set forth below, which had been presented in Committee Action
No. 193 of the Department of Defense Military Pay and Allowance
Committee. Italics have been added for emphaais, and the answers
given are shown in brackets:lo
1. Is an enlisted member of the Armed Forces whose term of enlist07 indimtion terninstee while in a atatua of obsrnee withoat leave
oi'in deseitian, entitled to pay and allow.nces upon his return t o military
control while confined awaiting trial and disposition of his ease:
( a ) if his eanl.ietion becomes final, and hi3 return t o f u l l duty throughaut the period of entitlement here m Question has new^ been effected?
[XO]
( b ) if hi3 t r i a l results in an aopuzttal, and his return t o full duty
throughout the period of entitlement here in guestion ha8 never been
affrctsd' [Yes]
( c ) if his conviotion becomes Anal, and hia ieturn ta f d i duty was
r"
ffrrtrd U .
O D hlr
~ return to militarv control? .
ryes1.
( d ) if his trial i e s d t s in an aopuittal, and hie rrtiim t o tiill d u t x %&a8
e f s e l r d upon his return to military control? [Yes]
2. Is an enlisted member of the Armed Forces, whose term of enliatrnrnt
01 induotian terminntee while he is confined awaiting trial and disporitian of hm ease. entitled. s u b m u e n t to such termination. to DBY
. . and
s1iD,v8nees;
(a) if aueh trial msuits in B conviction which becomes final, and if
his return to f u l l duty throughout the period of entitlement here in
emstion is never effected? [No]
( b ) if such trial results in an acquittal, and if his return t o full duty
throughout the period of entitlement here in question i b n w e i e f f s e t r d ?
ryes1
. .
ment

In view of the conflicting generalizations previously mentioned,
it always has been somewhat of a. gamble to predict the ruling of
the Comptroller General on a de now0 pay question. Although
most of the rules that can be developed from the decision quoted
above have been relatively well-established, some are either new
or starkly clearer than before. An adequate supply of uncertainIoZbid. The decision contains no detailed discussion of the rules considered
herein. Instead, it seems prineipally concerned with refuting B suggestion
advanced in connection with question l ( a ) of the Committee Action t o the
effect that the "time lost" statute (now 10 U.S.C. D 972 (1968)) could be
construed as entitling an enlisted member to pay as won after hie ETS as he
is available for "full duty? even though not actually p e r f o m i n g rueh duty.
But c i . SAGA 1960.3621, 2 4 Febrvary 1960. expressing the opinion t h a t an
EM ( m p r e t n a i confinement a t ETS) who s e n e d 7 montha' confinement
under Sentence, was restored to duty for 1 month pending completion of
appellate review, then was confined 2 mare months, ahould be eonridered BQ
having been restored to duty to make mod time lost a f t e r the first 6 months'
confinement because the Sentence t o confinement 8 %ultimately approved after
a rehearing W U P Ponly for 6 mmthn. Compare 37 Dws. Comp. Gen. 488 (1958),
quoted infra note 22.
A 0 0 LOOlSB
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ties remains however. The rules are best analyied by discussing
question 2 of the Committee Action first.
That a member of the Army is in military confinement does not
alone deprive him of entitlement to basic pay.11 When, however,
his term of enlistment expires while he is confined, his entitlement
to pay for the remaining period of confinement depends on the
outcome of his trial. I t has been the rule that if the member is
convicted, he is entitled to no pay or allowances for the post-termof-service period of confinement.1z This rule is reaffirmed by the
answer to question 2 ( a ) of the quoted Committee Action. Despite
the broad implications of the doctrine underlying the rule just
mentioned, Army regulations for a number of years have provided that if the member is acquitted he is conaidered to have
been retained in the service for the convenience of the Government
and i s entitled to pay and allowances for the period of confinement.'> I t has been only comparatively recently that the Comptroller General approved such regulations." This, too, is eonfirmed in the decision quoted above, by the answer to question
Z(b), albeit without mention of specific Army, N a w , or Air Force
regulations. There remains some doubt as to what constitutes the
"acquittal" that restores the member's right to pay. I n a decision
involving an improperly absent member of the Air Force who was
apprehended after his term of enlistment had expired, the Comptroller General held that the dropping of the charges against him
(dropped because it had been determined that the member was
mentally unsound during his absence without leave) did not
amount to an acquittal so as to entitle the member to pay for his
1137 Deca. Camp. Gen. 488 (19581, 7 Dig Ops, Pay 8 2 l . l ; 1: OPS. Att'y
Gen. 115 (1876); c f . 33 Dee&. Comp. Gen. 195 (1053). 4 Dig OP% Sent
Pun 828.1; see 36 Deer. Camp Gen. 173, 175 (1066). 6 Dig OPS, Pay 518.1.

The rule h a s not been uniformly abserred, however. See 21 Deca. ComP.
Trean. 1081 (1921) (enlisted member aenteneed to DD with eonflnement
held not entitled to pay while confined). The f a c t of confinement m a y
adversely affect B member's entitlement to certain special pays. incentive
pays, or aliowancei, ususIIy depending on whether he is convicted of an
offense. See generally AR 31-104,2 December 1967.
is M o w V. US., 131 Ct. CIS. 374, 380 (1067); 30 Decs. Comp. Gem. 449
( m i ) , 1 ~ i om,
g
PSY 518.1; 11 ~ e e s .c a m p . en. a42 (1932); 12 ~ e e s .
Comp. Treas. 549 (1006) : 12 Decs. Comp. Treas. 339 (1905); 9 Deca. Comp.
Treas. 228 (1902). As to the Coast Guard, this rule WRBBstatutory from 1 9 4 1
until 1966. Act of 11 July 1941 68, 55 Stat. 586; reenacted as 1 4 U.S.C: 5367
(1952); repealed by a c t of 24 July 1066 $ 2 ( 4 ) , 70 Stat. 861. Little signifieanee can be attached either to the existence of the statute, or to its repeal,
The rule would appear not to BPPly to an enlistment or reenlistment for an
indefinite period. a i formerly permitted by Army regulations. See, w.,p a r w
I l e , 12b-e, AR 601-210, 12 April 1966, superseded by C2, 0 April 1967.
18 The current provisions %repara. 1 - 9 3 ( 2 ) . A R 37-104, 2 December 1961.
1480 Does. Comp. Go". 448 (1961), 1 Dig Ope, Pay 518.1, modifying 11
Dees. Comp. Gem. 103 (1937) quoted 8lipm (see note 6 ) .
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period of pretrial confinement.15 Perhaps i t wa.? the nature of the
offense that controlled the resuit in this case.’e It is difficult to
believe that the same result will be reached if the charges are
dropped far lack of evidence or some other reason going directly
to the merits of an offense. Also, if the term “acquitted” is to be
80 strictly construed, what of a conviction reversed on appeal?
Will the grounds for reversal control the member’s right to pay
for the confinement served? Should pay regulations be amended
so as to resolve these problems, or will only future decisions of
the Comptroller General, passively awaited, provide the answers
piecemeal?

The rules discussed in the preceding paragraph now apply to
questions l ( a ) and I ( b ) of the quoted Committee Action, but
until those questions were answered the pay rights of a member
who was absent without leave when the term of his e n l i s h e n t
expired were the subject of a partly different analysis. It has
been sufficiently clear that such a member who is confined when
he returns to military control, and is tried and convicted, is not
entitled to pay and allowances far the period of confinement, either
pretrial or under sentence.“ The answer to question 1(a) of the
quoted Committee Action leave8 that rule unchanged. When, on
the other hand, the member was acquitted, the rule formerly wa.?
that he nevertheless was not entitled to pay or allowances for the
period of confinement, as he had been restored to full duty for
16 MS. Dee. Comp. Gen. B-181446. 26 June 1957. An a n ~ l o g o uproblem
~
BriseB in eonneetion with excusing 8 8 unavoidable e. member’s absence raith.
out leave in the hand8 of civil authorities. The fundamental mestion in
such eases is whether his absence was due to his o m miseanduit. See 88
D r s . Camp. Gen. 320, 123 (39581, 8 Dig OPS, Mil P e n 837.1; OpJAGAF
1957118, 7 Norember 1956, 7 Dig Ope, Pay $21.8. Compare 21 Dees. Comp.
Gen. 845 (1842). 1 Bul JAG 78.
I8 The Comptroller Gmeral’s position on the matter of dropping charges
of AWOL because of insanity may be related to the fact that it was once
held that the insanity of an ahsent member did not relieve the member
tram forfeiting pay and sllowanees during hia absence raithout leave 4 D r s .
Comp. Gen. 750 (1825); ci. 27 Decs. ComP. Gen. 269 (1947); 7 Dees. Comp.
Gen. 812 (1928). See also 21 Decs. Comp. Gen. 846 (19421, 1 Bul JAG 19.
However, in two recent decisions that seemed to raise that issue, pap for
the absence was denied on other grounds. MS. Dee. Cemp. Gen. B-140250,
21 Augvst 1959 (pay denied because abaenee was not formally excused);
HS. Dee. Comp, Gen. B-181446, mma note 16 (because the member WBI at

..
.
.
. .
. .....
123 (1930); 12 Dew. Cemp. Trear. 592 (1908)
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the purpose of making good time lost.18 Now, the rule is that the
“acquittal” restores his entitlement tu pay and allowances for the
period of confinement, just as in the case of a member retained
in the service in confinement initially. The rule thus announced
by the answer t o question I ( b ) of the Committee Action is now
reflected in Army regulations, and the distinction between members confined and those absent without leave on the magic date
has been eliminated.lo I t is well; the difference was never quite
apparent.
Accordingly, whether an enlisted member is in confinement when
his enlistment term ends, ur ia absent without leave then immediately confined, his entitlement to pay and allowances for the postterm-of-service confinement hinges upon the outcome of the disciplinary proceedings againd him. Whether, a t present, anything
less than an unequivocal exoneration of guilt vill restore his
entitlement is unresolved.
The next t w o problems to be discussed have to do with enlisted
members who are in a duty status making good time lost before
being confined, or who are restored to duty after trial to await
completion of appellate revieu,. As will be observed, entitlement
to pay under these circumstances does not depend un the outcome
of the proceedings.
The pay rights of an enlisted member who, before being confined,
is in a full duty status making good “time last” are said to be the
same as during the normal term of his enlistment. The Comptroller General has stated that the act of 24 July 1 9 W 0 “has the
effect of authorizing pay and allowances t o an enlisted member
while he is being held in the service to make guud time lost during

USCERTAIZITIES I S PAY AND ALLOWANCE LAWS
his enlistment period, beginning with his inital return to full duty
after the expiration of hia enlistment.ll While he is confined, the
soldier obviously is not making good any of the time lost, but he
is entitled to pay regardless of the outcome of his trial (subject
to any forfeitures imposed by a sentence) .?2 I t does not make any
logical difference that the member was not in a full duty status
immediately on the expiration of his term of enlistment or that
the offense far which tried i%-ascommitted during the normal enlistment term,2s but it undoubtedly is significant that the Xarine
involved in the decision quoted had not made good all of his time
lost before he was confined. He still nould have more than three
months to make good after serving his sentence, and the Marine
Corps proposed to hold him to it.24 Therefore, while he w a s confined he was, in a sense, also being retained to make goad time
lost on his return ta full duty.
Although a member may hare been confined under circumstances
not entitling him to pay after his term of aervice expired, he is
entitled to pay and a l l o w ~ n c ef~a r any period of restoration to
normal duty pending completion of appellate review.Z5 This is
true even though he may have been sentenced to total forfeiturea.
One decision to that effect apparently was based on the fact that
the order reatoring the member to duty recited that the "portion
of the sentence adjudging forfeitures shall not apply to pay and
allowances becoming due on and after the date of this order."16
A more recent decision reached the same result v h e r e there was
no such provision in the order, holding that the restoration ta duty
impliedly suspended the f o r f e i t ~ r e s . ~ '
~* I 37 Decs. Comp. Gem. 488 (1858). I Dig Ops, Pay (21.1. For opinions
diieviiding the elements of "full duty:' see 97 Dees. Comp. Gen. 380 (1857).
I Dig Ops, Pay 119.1; JAGA 1954l6948, 26 August 1864, 4 Dig OPB, Pa7
483.5; JAGA 1852ISSO8, 2 January 1863, 2 Dig Ops, Pay 618.1; CSJAGA
1848r7341,8 December 1949, 9 Bul J A G 60, An analogow question is preaent
in some of the deoinlona cited infra note 26.
22 37 Dees. Camp. Gem. 488, supro note 21.
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18Bwt jlcc 3 1 Deea. Comp. Gem. 380 (1957) (answer to qnestlon ](e) of the
DOD Military Pay &Allowance Cammdtee Action); para. l-97L, AR 37-104,
2 December 1951.
14 37 Deei. Comp. Gen. 489 (1959) i cf. MS. De& Cemp. Gen. B-6959, 9
November 1839 (payment during hospitalination while held to make good time
lost) ; see 87 Decr. Comp. Gen. 228 (1967).
11 38 Dees. Comp. Gen. 42 (1969); 31 Deea. Comp. Gon. 591 (1959). 8 Dir
Opa, Ssnt & Pun 185.7: 37 Doen. Comp. Gen. 228 (1957); 96 Dees. Comp.
Gen. 584 ( 1 8 6 1 ) : 83 Deea. Comp. Gen. 291 (1853), a Dig Opa Sent Q Pun
557.9.
?B 33 DecJ. comp. Gem. 281, BUPra note 25.
97 37 Dees. Comp. Gen. 581 (1958). 8 Dig Ops, Sent & Pun 885.7.
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The rules previously discussed quite obviously originated in
certain conceptions as to the nature of a contract of enlistment
and the obligations thereby c r e a t d S s However, enlisted members
of the Regular Services are not the only members who do not
accrue pay and alloivances during confinement after a term of
ierrice unless acquitted or unless previously making good time
lost. I t has been said that ''no basis is perceived far a different
holding simply because the duration of the expired teim of active
~ r v i c ewas fixed by means other than a contract of enlistment
in a regular or reserve component."~OThe aording of the question8
presented by the Committee Action and discussed in the 1967
decision previously mentioned indicates that the rules apply to
What of enlisted
enlisted member8 inducted for a fixed t e ~ m . ~ O
reservists ordered to active duty under orders vhich prescribe a
definite term, and which are not self-executing as to release from
active duty? Despite the dubious effect of one statute, and aome
confusine language in a related decision, it can be said with certaints if not logic that the rules apply to them, too.
The Jtatute in question i s cubxction 683(b) of title 10, United
States Code, which provides:
A Reserve a h o i s kept on active duty a f t e r hie term of service
expires is entitled to pay and s l l o ~ a n ~ while
ei
on t h a t duty, except 8 %
they may be forfeited under the approved sentence af a c o u r t m a r t m i or
by noniudieial punishment by a commanding officer or when he 15 o t h w
wine 1 1 o non-pay statiis. [Italics added.]

That subsection i s a reenactment of section 241 of the Armed Forces
Reserve .4ct of 1952,a1which section was "designed to remove
any doubt as to the regularity of pajments to reserrista whose
enlistments [sic] hare expired but \Those presence is required for

___

2 8 See. e.r, 11 D e e ~ Camp.
.
Gen. 342, 343 (1932),
2 0 hlS. Dee. Comp. Gen. B-117i43, 23 April 1954. The decision held chat
enlisted membeis with dependents, including Regvlsr enlisted members,
enlilted reseruista "on setive duty? enlisted reservists on BetiVe duty "far
a specifled period of time? and peraans inducted "far B specified period of
Time? were not entitled to a baax allowance f a r qnarters subsequent t o
e x p i r a t m of their terms af service whde confined pursuant to B eourt.martia1
sentence (because not then entitled to basic p a y ) . I t was also held t h a t
regulariona entitling them ta t h a t allowance could be promulgated pursuant
ta authorit)- contained in the Dependents Aasibtance Act of 1950 $5, 64 Stat.
796. 50 U.S C. App. $2206 (1968). To date, no such Army regulatianb have
been promulgated. either a i to members confined under sentence or pretrial.
Compsre paras. 6 - 4 3 b ( 2 ) , 5-56, 5-58, 6-81, 5-92, 5-94, A R 37-104, 2 Decem.
ber 1057. The decision did not, haweuer, Jpeclfieaily Consider t h e possible effect
of 10 U S C. $633(h) (1963), the Armed Farces Reserve Act of 1852 $241,
66 Stat. 402. discuseed infra.
30 37 Deer Comp. Gen.330 (1951). 7 Dig Opa, Pay $18.1.
8: 66 Stat. 492; S. Rep. KO.
2484.84th Conp.,I d Seas. 59 (3966).
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court-martial proceedings, investigation, or ocher purposes."s'
The effect of that status on the problem here being considered
depends on the meaning of the phrase "otherwise i n a nonpay
or, as originally enacted, "otherxise in a nonpay status
&tu&''
pursuant to law" The one decision in which the issue Seems to
have been raised, but only indirectly, invalied an enliated Naval
reservist whose term of "obligated iervice" terminated on 30
August 1965. In October 1956, he was sentenced to reduction in
grade and t o confinement a t hard labor for four months, for abaence without leare. In January 1956, he was released from confinement, and from active duty on the same day. The question
presented was whether he had any actual rate of pay when released,
so that he could be paid for hi3 unused leave. Holding that the
patment could be made, the Camptroller General stated at one
point:Ja
An enlisted man retained in the ~ervieebeyond the term of his enlist.
ment awaiting trial 19 not entitled to pay and allowances after expiration of enlistment where the trial rewits in conviction. . . , On the basis
that vnder such rnle this reieniit had no rate of pay when releaied to
inactive duty, you express doubt that he may be paid for his unused leave.
This ease, however, appears to involve B retention after the expiration
of a flxed tour of ordered active duty rather than a retention after
expiration of enlistment. Since the reserve enlistment contraat con.
tinued in full force and effect and the individual's Naval Reserve status
w . s not sfseeted, the rnie relating to the payment of pay and aiiowanee~
during confinement after expiration of The eontract of enlistment is not
for application.
Section 241 of the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 195Za4was next
quoted, without comment. Then the decision concludes
Under the provi~mnsof section 4 of the Armed Foreea Leave Aet of
1946. GO Stat. 964, 8s amended, 37 U.S.C. 33, . . . . unquestionably there
ia a rate of pay applicable t o the grade held by an enlisted reservist
even though the reservist may be in 8. "onpay status. Thun, even though
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this connection, there Jhould be noted the number of decisions to the effect
that laws conferring pay on reservists ordered to active duty contemplate that
the reaerrist will be ordered t o active duty only for the purpose of aetusiiy
performing duty, and that if on active duty f a r other purpoees he is not
entitled to pay. 35 Decs. Comp, Gen. 626 (1866); 33 Dees. Camp. Gen. a38
( 1 9 5 4 ) ; 27 Deea. Comp. Gen. 490 (1948); 26 Decr. Camp. Gen. 101 (1946);
81 Decs. Comp. Gen. 781 (1942).
8 8 3 6 Deca. Comp. Gen. 666, 667 (1866). The member's duty s t a t u from
30 August 1865 nntii sentenced was not mentioned.
8 4 66 Stat. 492, quoted mwanote 32.
In

86

IC0

36 Deee. Comp. Gen. 666,667-8 (1856).
,
"
'
i
n
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this iesellvist was not retained a f t e r the expiration of his ordered tour
of aerive dvty f o r the performance of duty but to await the completion
of criminal proceedings a g s m r him for B violation of an article of the
Uniform Code of M h t a r y J v s f ~ c eand opparenlly ia t o b s regarded as
b r i n g ~n a 'nanpoy ntotxs plmaant to law' a f t e r August 30, 1055 (*ompare 17 Comp, Gen. 103), he is entitled to be compensated f o r hli m u s e d
l e a ~ as
e nuthonzed by the statute. [Italics added.]

In view of the earlier holding that an enlisted reservist whose
term of active duty had expired w a s not entitled to a quarters
allowance because not entitled to basic pay while confined under
sentence,5~ and the second of the two quotations immediately
above. it seems most likell- that xhen confronted squarely x i t h
the issue the Comptroller General will hold that a reservist is not
entitled to my and allowances Ts-hile confined after his term of
u n l e ~he~ is acquitted or mas first restored to full duty
otl time last. That is. such a member apparently will
3 "otherwise in a nonpar s a t u s " within the meaning
'Cnited Stater Code, subsec:ion 683(b), and so not entitled to pay by that statute. If that seems possibly a t variance
irith the wording and purpose of the statute-neither
of which,
hairever, is abundantly clear-it at least has the virtue af bringing enlisted Reserve8 and Regulars under the same rule. With
what definiteness, and by \%-hatadministrative documentary means,
the term of active duty must he specified remains t o be seen.
Unlike enlistments, the appointments of Regular and Reserre
officers are not for fixed terms, but Reserve officers frequently
are ordered to active duty for a specified period. I t has been said
that the active duty "categar?-" of an Army reaerve officer doe8
"not represent any definite tenure of active 8ervice which ivould
affect an officer's right to pay and allaw.ancea if held beyond the
period in which he had agreed to or v a s required to be on active
duty."q' This ruling at least avoids one further question: Would
the fact that a Reserve officer v a s performing full duty before
being confined after his term of service entitle him to pay if he
were convicted? Possibly not. He could not have bean making
good "time lost," because the "time lost" statute doe8 not apply
to officers.38 The door may hare been left open, however, far a
~

24 DIS. Dee. Comp. Gen. 5-117743. 23 April 1054 d i r c u w d a t note 29 a
5-11S. Dee. Comp. Gen. 5-138:86
19 March lsb9 The affieer'i "eate
term expired 28 Fehrvary 1857. He had been AR'OL since Augvat 1968 and
eonhnued 30 inti1 Uap 1963. In October 1958 he WBI sentenced to dirmiiral
and total forfeitures. The decision haids t h a t pay accrued from the date af
his return to military control. but does not direione whether he ever W.J
confined. The ?)Stem a i classifying Army Resews officers accordlnp to ohli.
gated service h a s undergone some change, but the present syetem i n r a l r e ~no
more definiteneer. See I R 135-216, 27 May 1956; AB 330-301, 12 August
1055.
8s 10 U.S.C. 5972 (1058). See mate 24 m p ~ a .
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holding that after the end of B mare definitely specified term of
active duty a Reserve officer's pay rights may be substantially
different than before. When the issue arises, a distinction will
have to be made between Reserve officers and Reserve enlisted
men ordered to active duty under like procedures, or between
Reserve officers and Regular officers. Neither distinction seems
wholly justifiable.
A member of the Army who is subject to the criminal jurisdiction of a foreign civilian court (z.e., under investigation, awaiting
trial or appeal, or serving sentence) normally is not discharged
a t the expiration of his term of xr?-ice.a8 Such a member who is
retained in the s e n i c e performing duty is entitled to pay,'O but
if he is confined by or for the chilian authorities he is absent
without leave and is not entitled to pay far that period unless the
absence is excused 8s u n a v ~ i d a b l e . ~The
'
absence may be excused
as unavoidable if from ;he outcome of the proceedings it is evident
When the
that his o w n misconduct did not cause the
member is thereafter returned to military control, his pay status
is subject to the rules previously discusaed.
Still another reason why a member of the Armed Forces may
not be separated a t the time normallr scheduled is that he is hospitalized. The Comptroller General has held that an enlisted member retained for treatment in the hospital when his term of sewice
expires is retained in the service for his own convenience, not
that of the Government, and is not entitled t o pay and allowances.'8
Now, hoiverer, subsection 3262(a) of title 10, United States Code,
provides :
A n enliired member of the Army m active duty whose term of eniirtment explren while he IS suffering from disease or injury incident t o
service and not d,ue TO his misconduct, and who needs medical care or
hospitalization, may be letmned on active duty. with hie consent until
he reemerl t o the extent that he is able t o meet the phsqieel r e q ~ i r e merits for reenliitment. OT ic is determined t h a t r e e o u e ~ st o that extent
i i Impossible.

Similar provisions a p ~ l yto sailor?, malines, and airmen.'& Those
~

aoPara. 16, AR 635.200, a A ~ 1869
~ (EM);
~ I paras. 3, 4. A R 63
5 December 1558 (offieem). See alsn parae. 22-16, 27, AR 635-LC@, i
.L?635-140. 5 December 1558.
4 0 IIS. Dee. Camp. Gem. B-124305, 30 Yowmber 1955, 5 Dig Opr, E N $25.1.
36 Decl. Comp, Gen. 113 (1556), 6 Dig Ops, Pap $161: para. 1-580
AR 37-101. 2 December 1557, as changed by C7, 31 October 1568.
49 36 Deer. Camp. Gen. 173. supra note 41; paras.
6 w r o note 41. Exeuiing the abaence as unavoidable
t h e member's en:itlement t o pay and a l l o w ~ n e eeven
~
for ih
the absence which was after hi3 term of service expired. See n
mp. Gen. 290 (1535) ; M S . Dee. Cam
o:ffer V. T.S.,
56 Ct. C l i . 114 (1512)
85537 (1558) ( X a r y ) : 10 U.S.C.
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section3 are reenactments of the ac: of 12 December 1941, which
was enacted 10 o ~ e r m m ethe effect of the decision of the Comptroller Genera! j' The wording of the 1941 enactment W.B sub-

entitled to 118: and d l l o v a n c e ~a f t e r i.is enlistment term expired.l8
Then, S a y ? regulations were amended LO as to entitle such members to pa? and allovances, and the Comptroller of the Treasury
approved the change." Theie, despite occasional indications to the
contrar?, the matter rested m:il 1939, when the Comptroller General decided that :he retention as on!!- for the convenience of
thememher himself.''
Arm?. reguiations contain detai!ed inatruetima implementing
section 3ZG2 of title 10. United States Code.jz An enlisted member
may be retained for hospitalization and receive pay and allowances on]? if he Consents to being retained and if his injury or
disease w a s incurred "incident to
If it is finally determined a f t e r his term of service ahead?- has expired that the
45 j 5 Stat. X 7 ; 1941 U.S. Code Cong. Serr. 902.3.
That the itatute applle8
m i y EO enhated membeir ruggesta B contemporary view that no such authoritr
/I a s needed in order t o entztle offieers ta pay.
i b 5 6 stat 797.
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disease or injury was not incurred incident to service, his medical
care up to the date of separation will be a t Government expense,
bur he will receive no pay and
If, when his term
of service expires, a member is retained in the service in a nonpay
s t a t u e s u c h as when serving a sentence t o confinement imposed
by a court-martial-he is not precluded from being retained thereafter pursuant to the authority of section 3262 of title IO,$< Once
released from confinement and rerained for horpitalizhtion, he
becomes entitled to pay and allowancer. It also has been said
t h a t once a member is being retained far hoapits1iza:ian within
the purview of section 3262, then becomes involved in court-martial
proceedings, his entitlement to par and allowances remains the
same as durinn the contractual term of his service." This result
seems reasonable so long 8s the member is actual15 receiving
medical treatment.66 The generalization should not be taken too
literally, honever, for the two members involved in the decision
that announced it do not seem to have been actually confined at
any time.&'
Finally, msmbers of the Army or Air Farce may be surprised
and a bit envious to learn that under certain circumstances an
enlisted member of the S a v y or 3larine Corps who i s not discharged
at the expiration of his term of enlistment is entitled to m r r pay
than before. Section 5540 of title 10, United States Code provides:
is1 The senior officer present afloat m forelgn waters shall send to
the United States . . as soon 8 %ponsible each eniirted member of the
naval eervice w h o is serving on a naval iessei, whose term of enintment
has expired, and who delire3 to return t o the United States. Haxever,
when the senior officer preaent afloat eansiders It essential to the public
interest he may retain Iuch a member on active duty until the 7-ebsel
returns to the United States.
(bl Each member retained under this section-. . ,
(2) except in time of war i a entitled to an increaie in basic pay of

.

25 percent.
i c ) The substance of chis section shall be ineluded in the enlistment
contract of each peiran enlilting in the naval ~ervIce.l*

a r S e e paras. 14e(21, (31. AR 635-200, 8 April 1859; para. 1-85c. AR
37-104, 2 December 1957. The latter regulations e r r m a ~ u s l ym e the phrase
"due to his own miaeonduct," inatead of "not in line a i duty."
w 3 5 Decs. Camp. Gen. 363 (19651, 5 Dig Opn, Pay ES3.5; para. 1-96d.
A R 37-104.2 December 1967.
j j 35 Deep. Camp. Gen. 110 (18551,
6 6 Compare 37 Deel. Camp. Gen. 488 (18581, 7 Dig OPS, Pay 921.1 imember held t o make good time lost).
5 ; 35 Deer. Camp. Gen. 110 (1951).
5 8 Similar iegirlatian has been in effect since 1837. For a history of such
enactmenfa, lee 21 Deen. Comp. Gen. 425 (1841); 6 Dees. Comp. Gen. 87
( 1 8 2 5 ) ; 5 Dees. Comp. Treas. 524 11888). Similar proi.iaionn sppiy t o the
Coabt Guard. 14 U.S.C. 361(a) (1818).

MILITARI~LAW REVIEW
One ivho enlists in the Regular Kavy or Naval Reserve and whose
term of enlisrmen: expires may become entitled to pay pursuant
to the abore statUte On the other hand, B Naval Reservist whose
term of obligated actile service as distinguished from enlistment,
has expired 13 ineligible far the increase of pay.6o Possibly the
ending of B r e ? e i - ~ i b -term
'~
o! active d u t y entitles him to penalties?! but no! io oenefita.
n one of the more unsightly
The m a n puipose of :his e x c ~ ~ r i i oin:o
areas of the laa-s relating to pay and allowance? has been to map
the wesen: rule> I' is obvious. however. that the area suffers
from the eft'ec:q of piecemeal lepislation, and decisions based on
no uniform principles.
Whether soldiers-or officers-who oecause a i their own wrangdoing are no: performinp duty should receive pay and allowances
i s a legitimate consideration, but it isn't the one that has guided
the decisions discussed here. Perhaps a more fundamental question is this one: Can the system of compenaation for military
service, over which :he Hook Commission, the Cordiner Committee, the Armed Forces, and Congress hare labored so long, achieve
maximum effect in the face of unsettled qualifications far entitlement ere" t o basic pay? Lack of uniform principles leads either
to delays in payment or to mistakes. Mistakes in p a p e n t , whether
in faxor of the member (overpayments must be recouped) or of
the Garernment, raise the coat of administration and lower morale.
Delays hare the same effwt. How long wlll be the delay in praposing legislation designed to create rational conditions of entitlement to basic pay?

.~
'Xembec of the faeulb' of The Judge Advocate General's School. U.S.
Army Chzrlattesvllle. virgma
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